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Of NAPS and Strats
A new class of transmission systems
splits the difference between terrestrial
and satellite broadcasting.
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Now law, the national Amber plan
takes shape.
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Applicants to Reach

Radio's infrastructure is beginning
to look more like an IP enterprise.
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WASHINGTON An effort to clear out
abacklog of several hundred LPFM applications is underway at the FCC.
While LPFM supporters and applicants
have expressed frustration over the slow
pace of approving applications, the commission has been working to conclude its
decisions on outstanding non-contested
applications and to begin tackling conflicting applications, which involve
requests for frequencies that do not meet
the spacing requirements of federal rules.
These applications are mutually exclusive,
or " MX" — both cannot be granted if
interference is to be avoided.
The FCC planned to issue a public
notice in late spring to inform applicants
of their MX status and give them adeadline for working out arrangements to
share air time, according to Audio
See LPFM, page 7
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Networked Audio from Harris? You Betcha!
Want to maximize your facility and studio capacity? Levetage your
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VistaMax is adigital audio management system
that lets you network your audio studios together.
With universal access to all of your resources
simultaneously you increase productivity and quality
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while decreasing maintenance. You can smoothly
migrate from adedicated analog studio to adigital
networked infrastructure with this distributed
approach — on your timeframe. Benefits include:
• Autonomous console operation, when needed
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• Easily share resources to gain economies of scale

• Quickly reconfigure your facility when program
or format changes occur
• Reduce installation time and cost for any
reconfiguration
As anatural extension of our BMXdigital
expertise, VistaMax is built on field proven
technologies such as familiar user interfaces
te.et.

without the complexity of aPC.
Empower your audio management
with VistaMax.
Contact Harris today.

1800 622.0022
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DRM Readies
For Launch
GENEVA Digital Radio Mondiale
launches in June. A dozen broadcasters
plan to air live broadcasts during the
World Radiocommunication Conference
in Geneva. DRM is adigital system for
use on broadcasting bands below 30
MHz, using shortwave, mediumwave/AM and long-wave frequencies.
Radio Netherlands and Deutsche
WeIle are participating.
Said DW's Director- General, Erik
Bettermann, "We congratulate DRM on the
official start on June 16. ... We expect the
receiver-manufacturing industry to be just as
committed by developing suitable receivers."

Deutsche Welle will broadcast 12 program hours per day in German and
English to target regions in Europe.
Radio Netherlands will begin its live,
daily DRM broadcasts on June 16 and
will air 37 program hours per week in
English and Dutch to Australia, New
Zealand and target regions in Europe.
July 5 to 27, Radio Netherlands will
broadcast "Radio Tour de France" for 4
hours per day.

XM Turns to
The PC Market
WASHINGTON XM Satellite Radio is
introducing a satellite radio receiver for
personal computers. The XM PC
Receiver, or "XM PCR," targets computer users at home, work and school and

those with portable devices, without the
need for an Internet connection.
XM President/CEO Hugh Panero said,
"Internet streaming places aterrible burden on a computer's connections and
resources." The XM PCR makes no such
demands, he said.
XM said it designed the PCR so
users can play games and explore the
Web while listening to the radio
service.
The device is available through PC
Connection which also provides technical
support.
The XM PCR includes a receiver,
antenna, PC software CD-ROM, USB
cable and audio cable. Users will be able
to download subsequent versions of the
XM PCR software.
XM PCR lists for $69.95 and is available from PC Connection online.

Audioarts R-90
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XM's Top Guns
Increase Stock
Holdings
WASHINGTON Nearly_ all of XM's
top executives took their bonuses for
2002 in stock. According to a proxy
statement filed with the SEC in April,
President/CEO Hugh Panero earned a
base salary of $400,000 last year plus a
$300,000 bonus. For 2003, Panero's
salary goes up to $412,000.
Executive
Vice
President
of
Programming Steven Gavenas earned
$256,520 in salary and $ 102,608 in a
stock bonus. EVP of Engineering and
Technology Stelios Patsiokas earned a
base salary of $264,708 and received a
stock bonus of $ 116,160, while
EVP/Sales and Marketing Stephen Cook
salaried at $288,200 and received astock
bonus worth $ 115,280.
XM Chairman Gary Parsons took no
salary from the company, but earned an
all-stock bonus worth $500,000.
The bulk of XM's stockholders owning more than 5percent of shares include
GM, at nearly 20 percent, American
Honda at just over 17 percent, Hughes
Electronics at 15.5 percent and Clear
Channel at more than 7percent.
The satcaster says it has reached the
half-million subscriber mark and predicts
it will break even late next year.
— Leslie Stimson
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sub-freezing weather. Each reporter was
required to wear ahelmet and carry a30pound backpack along with any other
gear he might need in the field.
Along the way, we encountered
"wounded" soldiers, a " mine field," a
"chemical weapon" attack and "snipers."
In all that, we were to demonstrate the
practical use of lessons we'd learned in
the classroom, including the donning of a
gas mask in the prescribed nine seconds.
Ireturned to Dallas on Saturday feeling tired, but strong and well prepared for
whatever my wartime assignment might
bring. Then Ilearned Iwas to be embedded at sea.
By the end of February, tensions
with Iraq had escalated. Saddam
Hussein was still in power and refusing
to provide evidence to satisfy
Washington that his nation had abandoned its chemical- and biologicalweapons programs. War seemed
inevitable. It was time for the world's
news agencies to move personnel into
the area of operations and to take the
Pentagon up on its unprecedented offer
of media access to armed conflict.
Ianived in Bahrain on March 28 to await
my maritime orders while my colleague,
The author is shown in the USS Constellation's temporary pressroom.
longtime ABC News Radio correspondent
That's Cool Edit Pro on his Dell Latitude laptop.
Bob Schmidt, was dispatched to Kuwait
City to begin his ground-based embed.
reported? What if a soldier near me is
audiences back home that the as- yetThe four days after my arrival in the
injured? Should Iwear military clothing?
hypothetical war in Iraq was not one the
Gulf region were spent on logistics: checkAnswers: You may report general numUnited States intended to lose.
ing batteries and equipment, meeting with
bers of casualties, but leave out names
The highlight of Friday, the final day
the military liaisons based in Bahrain's
before next of kin are found; do what you
of boot camp, was a five- mile hike in
See EMBED, page 10
can to help an injured soldier, preferably
by finding competent medical help on the
field. Military clothing? It's up to you.
Radio, as anyone who's worked in the
medium knows, has her way of doubling
(sometimes tripling) her investment in
time and travel. Along with attending
YOU- KNOW- WE- KNOW- RADIO!
classes, Iwas asked to file daily reports
on my war-preparation experience. Idid
-epir
this using a Comrex Vector unit that
rides, along with my overnight bag, in the
a
1.
back of the car wherever Igo.
The Comrex machines ( the HotLine,
the Vector, the Matrix) produce near-studio audio quality over a standard telealService
phone line. Each morning in New Jersey,
om.;-se
.
Ihad a phone line available in a first 600 Quality Manufeture
floor room of the dormitory where we
lived. Iwrote, produced and fed stories
of New Equipment
using interview audio and natural sound
Huge StoCk of Rebuilt
from the previous day's activities.
and Audio Gear
M.R.E.s ( meals, ready-to-eat) are not
as bad as they sound. Our rations were in
Extensive Rental Fleet
thick, plastic bags the color of mud.
(Audio, RF, Codecs, Test
Inside, the main course was contained in
one pouch; another held a chemically
Equipment, and more!)
reactive heating element.
Trade-Ins Welcomed
Add water, insert the main- course
pouch into the heater and soon the water
boils and warms the meal. This must all
s
be done outside because of the noxious
fumes emitted by the heaters.
CENTRAL
The brown bag also contained a
Bernie O'Brien
WEST COAST
NORTH -EAST
Cell 731.695.1714
long plastic spoon, condiments, a

by Jim Ryan
tor many Americans, the visual image
of war in Iraq will be that of ajerky TV
picture showing an embedded reporter
bouncing along in the back of aHumvee.
But not all of the war action happened in
dusty towns in southern Iraq.
Jim Ryan is aregional correspondent for
ABC News Radio and senior reporter for
WBAP(AM) in Dallas-Ft. Worth. He participated in the U.S. military's embedding
project and was sent to the Persian Gulf to
report from an aircraft carrier Radio World
asked him to relate his experience. This is
the first of atwo-part article.

In late summer 2002, trouble was
brewing in Iraq and my bosses at ABC
News Radio called to ask: "If the United
States goes to war, would you travel to
the region?"
Ididn't hesitate to answer in the affirmative, little knowing that Iwas committing myself to months of planning, more
than 20,000 miles of travel and 51 days
in the Persian Gulf.
To prepare the media for "embedding,"
the Pentagon's grand experiment in openness, each military branch sponsored a
week-long seminar at which reporters
and photographers would be given just a
taste of life in the military.
The boot camp experience'
My
Jou lit
Military
Media
Contingency Training ("boot camp," as
we came to call it) was sponsored by
the Air Force. As camp approached, my
e-mail inbox quickly filled with notes
from an Air Force public affairs officer
and from one of my fellow reporters
suggesting a long list of gear Iwould
need — not only for camp, but also for
the "embed" itself:
•Backpack plus side pouches ( about
3,000 Cu. inches of space);
•Utility belt and suspenders: load-bearing equipment for two canteens in pouches w/NBC cap for gas mask;
•Sleeping bag/pad plus bungee cords and
straps to attach both to backpack;
•Waterproof bag to line backpack;
•Water/dust proof Otter Box ( goes in
backpack, holds MiniDisc machines and
discs
and
anything
else
that's
water/sand/dust sensitive). Cables and connectors can go in same part of backpack.
The list grew by the day until, on Jan.
19, Iflew into Philadelphia, picked up
my rental car and drove to Ft. Dix, N.J.
To those of us who were never in the
military, the boot camp experience illustrated in full color and frozen feet what
real recruits must face. At "in-processing"
(I learned lots of official names for normal
activities) Iwas assigned to Alpha Squad,
one of five teams of journalists.
Among the topics of our classroom
instruction: laws of armed conflict, basic
first aid, explosive ordnance recognition
and terrorism survival.
One session was even interrupted by a
team of five rifle-toting, masked men who
burst into the room, ordered us to put our
heads down on the tables, then stole many
of the credentials we'd been told to wear
during our time on the base. This was our
practical lesson in the ways of the terrorist.
An important goal of our version of
boot camp was to teach the rules of
embedding. What can and cannot be

Photo by 17m Bran

Embedded in aFloating City at War
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sealed dessert and assorted crackers
and candy. Each meal was approximately 12- hundred calories and
designed to feed hungry, active military personnel in the field.
Wednesday brought atwilight demonstration of firepower. On a Ft. Dix
artillery range, a 13- member squad
showed us avariety of soldier-carried and
truck-mounted weapons, culminating in a
staged enemy assault and the massive
response that would follow the real thing.
In the roar of cannons and the glow of
tracer rounds, the military clearly wanted
to demonstrate to the media and to our
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The Ins and Outs of 'Cool Stuff'
Congratulations to the winners of the
2003 Radio World "Cool Stuff" Award.
Look for their photos and product information in this issue.
The "Cool Stuff' Award is our Emmy,
our Tony, our Academy Award. Suppliers
vie for this honor each year, and they celebrate in abig way when they win it.
Iam asked many questions about the
award.

I'I'i ii iii i
LIU' ai
mien.

What is it?
The Radio World "Cool Stuff' Award
recognizes new and innovative products
or technologies from among those on display at the NAB convention each spring
that are aimed at, or suitable for, U.S.
radio stations.
What does it mean?
The "Cool Stuff' designation means a
product was selected by our panel of
anonymous engineers and industry
experts as notable for its design, features,
cost efficiency and performance in serving radio users. It means the product
caused them to stop and say, "Oh, cool!"
Winning companies may use the award
logo in their marketing. Winners receive
atrophy after the show.
Who are the judges and how are they
picked?

Each year prior to the convention, I
invite asmall group of industry veterans
to take part in the judging by walking the
show floor and then meeting to discuss
their nominees and vote.
Typically the judges number six to 10.
All have significant experience, mostly in
radio engineering but also in voice work,
radio news and audio production. Some
may have written for Radio World, others
may not have.
These judges take part as aservice to
the industry and to RW;

From the Editor

they are not paid except for ameal and a
private pat on the back.
This year, the judges have more than
200 combined years of hard-core radio
experience. They include West Coast,
East Coast and Midwest representation,
as well as commercial and noncommercial experience, from big markets and
small, with substantial SBE certifications
at various levels.
Why are the judges anonymous? Ibet I
know who they are.
They are anonymous to protect them
from pressure from suppliers, who compete vigorously for this honor.
If you think you know who they are,
you might be right! Then again, you
might not. Judges are instructed to visit
booths without identifying themselves as
such. Radio World brings alarge contingent of editors, contributors, freelancers
and photographers to the NAB show;
only afew are judges, and not all judges
wear RW badges.
How are products nominated?
Judges nominate products and argue
for their choices. Companies may ask us
to make sure judges stop by, although
this is not required for consideration.
How many awards are given?
As many as the judges approve, by
vote, each year.

Iwish I'd had one of these when I
was working aradio news beat.
111
Our prize is a Nagra RCX220
recorder. The winner is Brian Estridge,
director of broadcasting for the
TCU/ESPN Regional Sports Network.
This hand-held unit has arugged aluminum case, a
screw-on electret mic and aUSB port for file transfer. It
can record for five hours on AA batteries but also takes
rechargeables; it is fitted with acharger circuit. Audio is
recorded to PCMCIA linear or Compact Flash memory
cards, using MPEG 1Layer II algorithms. A CD-ROM
supplies aPC download and conversion software allowing files to be transferred to aPC. FAT 16 recording
makes the cards PC-compatible, and audio files can be
transferred without additional drivers.
Retail value: $3,500.

Our company makes anew product.
Why didn't it win?
In some cases, judges will find that a
new product is not sufficiently differentiated from others in its class. Sometimes
its price may not be reasonable, or pricing isn't determined at all, which makes
it impossible to judge its value.
In some instances, judges never even
see the product because the exhibitor did
not display it (!) or tell us about it.

Paul J. McLane
specifically encourage judges to argue for
their choices based only on the merits.
Over the years, winners have included
both advertisers and non-advertisers.
Ihave studied other award programs,
both in and out of our industry, and Ifeel
confident that our judges are fair, thorough and well-informed.
Why have judges given prizes in the
past to products that later never shipped?
This is rare, but it does happen. In visiting the booths, judges are instructed to
ask vendors about availability and to take
this into account. Occasionally asupplier
may promise aproduct but not deliver it
in atimely way after the show. There's
not much the judges can do about that.
But experience shows that acompany
that makes ahabit of this quickly gets a
reputation for over-promising — not only
among our judges but among the industry
at large. It tends to be self-correcting.
What's new in the program this year?
To recognize innovative concepts not
yet available for purchase, and to help
address the question above, we've added
a "Cool Concept" Award. This acknowledges that new ideas, still in the process
of being developed, have an important
role to play in the product development
process. Two technologies were so honored this year.

Do advertisers in Radio World have an
advantage?
No. Iwork hard to keep the process as
fair and balanced as possible. That's one
reason our judges are anonymous. I

Congratulations to the winners of the
"Cool Stuff' Award, and my personal
thanks to the judges who worked in
anonymity to make them possible.
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National Amber Plan Takes Shape
by Randy J. Stine
WASHINGTON Proponents of the
Amber Alert Plan are applauding the
passage of a national plan targeting
kidnappers.
Some EAS observers, meanwhile, still
worry about the growing pains associated
with anational Amber Plan — one they
fear could be rapidly inundated and rendered useless by unproductive listings.
Officials of the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children say the
recovery in March of Elizabeth Smart,
the Utah girl missing for nine months,
and media attention resulting from that
case helped persuade Congress to pass
the national alert measure in April.
President Bush signed the legislation the
same month.
Protocols
Supporters of Amber — now an
acronym for America's Missing:
Broadcast Emergency Response —
received aboost to their efforts last year
when the FCC amended the Emergency
Alert System to include an event code
specifically for abducted children.
Previously, broadcasters had activated the
Amber Plan as a Civil Emergency
Message, which sometimes caused confusion to both broadcasters and the public.
Some broadcasters remain skeptical
about the program and how it will be
interlaced within the Emergency Alert
System. They say more-localized plans
have a higher likelihood of success.
Supporters say anational system establishes protocol to allow neighboring
jurisdictions to communicate more effectively in cases of interstate abductions.

Texas launched the first Amber Alert,
which it named after 9-year-old Amber
Hagerman of Arlington, who was abducted and murdered in 1996. To date, 41
states have statewide programs. Another
50 local and regional jurisdiction Amber
Alert Plans are in place. Bulletins are
aired on radio and television outlets and
on electronic highway signs.
•
"The bill ensures that Amber Plans
become avital law enforcement tool for
every state and community, and that they
are implemented in aconsistent and meaningful manner," said Ernie Allen, president
and CEO of the National Center for

An electronic highway sign displays an Amber Alert in California.
Missing and Exploited Children.
Allen said the Amber Plan bill creates a
position in the U.S. Department of Justice
to oversee the communications network.
The legislation allocates nearly $25 million to provide matching grants to states
and localities to assist them in implementing new technologies designed to improve
dissemination of Amber Alerts.
The national Amber Alert law will
require law enforcement to have sufficient evidence that a child has been
abducted and is in alife-threatening situation before an alert can be issued. Most
local and state Amber plans already
include those criteria to prevent overuse,
aNCMEC spokesman said.
The national Amber Plan needs "tight

controls" to be implemented properly,
said Bill Croghan, CE for Lotus
Broadcasting's Las Vegas cluster and
vice chair of Nevada's EAS committee.
"If the national plan turns out to be too
broad and poorly controlled, it will result
in massive defections of broadcasters
from the plan:' Croghan said.
Broadcaster participation in the new
national Amber Alert Plan will remain
voluntary. The NAB has supported a
national plan. States will be required to
submit reports to the U.S. Department of
Justice on the effectiveness and status of
their Amber Plans.

Opinions on the success of Amber
Plans vary. NCMEC claims Amber
Alerts have resulted in the safe return of
64 abducted children.
"Amber Plans have done the EAS a
great deal of good as the first major
source of non- weather- related local,
regional and even state level activations:'
said Richard Rudman, board secretary of
the Partnership for Public Warning, a
public- pi-Nate partnership looking at
ways to improve public warning delivery.

"Amber developers have stressed plans
and systems. Some adjustments are being
made, but what you fix for Amber makes
EAS better, and vice-versa."
Clay Freinwald, SBE EAS committee
chair, said, "Amber is agreat example of
what can be done with aprogram that has
leadership on a national level. Most
broadcasters support Amber because it is
associated with doing the right thing."
Rushed?
Critics of anational Amber Plan contend that sensationalized stories on child
abduction recoveries make poor legislation and that Congress rushed through a
national Amber Plan without considering
its full impact upon the EAS system.
Bob Hensler, vice president of engineering for Colorado Public Radio, said,
"The Amber Plan to me is nothing more
than afeel-good ploy for politicians."
He said he was glad that CPR does not
yet carry Amber alerts. "If we do, it will
be because of political reasons only."
Mark Manuelian, chair of the EAS
Primary
Entry
Point
Advisory
Committee, said, "A national Amber
EAS Plan is a bad idea. However, a
national plan of sharing information
regarding abductions is avery good idea,
but it needs to be done between the states
at alaw enforcement level."
False Amber Alerts have occurred
occasionally. The reported abduction of a
Maryland girl in February triggered that
state's first Amber Alert. However, police
later cancelled the alert saying the twomonth-old girl's father fabricated the story of his baby's disappearance. e
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Powell Firm
On June 2

tiple routes into the home, all connecting to the Web. We already see cable
modem, DSL ( digital subscriber line),
power- line, 3G wireless technology,
WiFi networks, satellite-broadband and
fiber-to-the-home networks."

WASHINGTON FCC Chairman
Michael Powell is sticking to his selfimposed deadline of June 2 for releasing new media ownership rules.
Former Chairman
In response to letters from several
members of Congress who urged the
Wiley: Drop ' Em
agency to take more time pondering the
issues, Powell said he feels "especially
DENVER Richard Wiley says that
obligated to complete the proceeding"
when
he was chairman of the FCC in
given Congress' prior rebuke for tardi1975, he worried about newspapers
ness in the last review.
dominating the TV industry. Now he
"I would highlight that the public
supports lifting the rule that prohibits
interest is presently being ill-served by
newspaper/broadcast cross-ownership
abody of rules that have been severely
in the same market.
wounded and rendered substantially
"In the last several years, FCC deciineffective by withering judicial fire.
sions to retain various ownership rules
Survival demands action," Powell
have been reversed no fewer than five
wrote.
times due to aperceived failure to justiSpeaking
to
the
Newspaper
fy their continued existence," he wrote
Association of America later, Powell
in an opinion piece in the Denver Post
hinted that the cross- ownership ban
in April. "Judges, for example, have
might change. Public interest groups
found the agency's prohibition on
that oppose dropping or relaxing the
cross-owned cable/television properties
ban believe there will be arush to conto be unsustainable.
solidate newspapers and TV stations if
"But other voices would urge the
restrictions are lifted.
FCC to delay its ownership review, to
Without specifically mentioning the
maintain the status quo and even to
rules, Powell said some deregulatory
moves are needed. " We are seeing a reinstate outmoded and discarded
restrictions. These voices are echoes
world emerging of spider pipes — mul-

from an era that is long past.
Regulatory delay and decision- making
that ignores the reality of the marketplace will neither withstand judicial
review nor serve the public interest."

NAB Says It
Doesn't Want
To Dump All Rules
WASHINGTON NAB President/
CEO Eddie Fritts wants to put the
record straight. He says there are some
myths floating around about what NAB
wants the FCC to do with ownership
rules.
The association has never sought
wholesale deregulation of broadcasting,
he said in a speech to the Media
Institute.
"There have been some overheated
press accounts ... suggesting the FCC is
on a mad rush to toss out all media
ownership rules. Idon't believe that to
be the case," Fritts said.
"Instead, the commission is responding to five different appeals court decisions ordering it to better justify rules
that can be justified, and to get rid of
those that can't."
For radio, he said, before passage of

the 1996 Telecom Act, the industry was
in "terrible financial shape." Some 60%
of stations were losing money; scores
went dark.
Lawmakers got it right in 1996, he
said.

Copps Calls for
More Time, Again
LOS ANGELES FCC Commissioner
Michael Copps told a University of
Southern California Media Consolidation
Forum that neither he nor the American
people had been given a look at the
media ownership program that will be
voted on June 2.
"We don't have the details, or even
the broad configuration, of what the
new system will be," Copps said late
last month.
FCC Chairman Michael Powell hoped
to circulate adraft among his colleagues
by May 12.
Copps called for a brief period for
public comment before new rules are
implemented, citing the extensive consolidation of radio that followed the 1996
Telecommunication Act.
Copps concluded by calling on the
media, particularly the large networks
that he said have ignored the ownership
issues, to begin covering them in the
remaining few weeks.
"Thus far, their refusal to cover this
issue has been just dreadful."

Company: AirCheck LLC
Product: AirCheck
"An effective private eye for program directors
and general sales managers," one judge wrote.
Using audio recognition technology, the system
lets you log onto aWeb site and verify commercials

BROADCAST TOOLS
"Rack -Ables"

SS 21m

SS4.11II

SILENCE MONITOR III

and songs played on your station or others in the
market, sort the info in powerful ways, search by
industries or advertisers, and hear the audio item if
you want, all on the day the content aired.
So a sales manager can not only determine that
Nissan is buying spots on other stations, but how
many spots ran in atime slot and on which stations. She can generate lists of clients
not buying your station. An AE can play commercials, as aired, by visiting the site
from the client's desk. The PD can use it as askimmer for training. The GM can
hear any part of the program day from the road. The system will also appeal to ad
agencies and record labels.
AirCheck is anew subsidiary of RCS. The service will be launched by market.
New York was first; WOR(AM) is using it. Frank Cammarata is shown with his

SS 8111

RA- 1with FP- 11 Filler Panel

The upgraded SS 2.1 / TERM Ill & BNC Ill switcher/routers are improved with new
front panel switches. They may be used as adesktop device, and are equipped with
mounting holes for wall mount installation or may be installed on the new RA 1
"Rack- Able" 1RU mounting shelf.
The new " Rack- Able" SS 4.1 Ill switcher replaces the popular SS 3.1 while adding a
forth stereo input channel and front panel control. We've kept the best of the SS 3.1
features and added afew more.
The new Silence Monitor Ill improves on the features of the original SSM, with
front- panel control, removable screw terminals, "Plug & Play" installation, builtin program switcher, restore timing delay, aural alarm and relays for most remote
functions. Now rackablel
The new SS 8.1 II switcher replaces the popular 6x1 with the addition of two more
stereo input channels and GPI, while keeping the price the same! The SS 8.1 Il may
be desktop, wall mounted or installed on the new "Rack- Able" mounting shelf.
The new RA- 1 ( 1- RU rack shelf) provides mounting for three tn-rack or two halfrack "Rack Able" configured products. The RA- 1is pre- drilled for flush and recessed
product mounting. The RA- 1is furnished with filler panels and mounting hardware.

tools
www.broadcasttools.com

Look for additional
"Rack-Able"products soon.
639 Sunset Park Drive • Suite 101
Sedro-Woolley, WA 98284 USA
(360) 854-9559 • FAX: ( 360) 854-9479

baby.
Info: (914)428-4600 or visit www.aircheck.net
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Interference
Study Due Soon
Could more LPFM stations he
allowed?
As the FCC's Audio Division continues to weed through LPFM applications, staffers await word on whether
interference protection rules mandated
by Congress are necessary.
The commission is expected to receive
a long-awaited report from Mitre Corp.,
anonprofit group specializing in government contracts, at the end of May. In
2001, Congress required the FCC to
retain athird party to conduct astudy on
the third-adjacent channel protections.
These are the minimum distance separations between LPFMs and full- power
FMs and between LPFMs and translators
operating on third-adjacent channels.
Interference complaints?
Last August, Mitre selected a subcontractor, Comsearch, to conduct the
testing and analysis at experimental stations. Comsearch measured interference
from LPFM stations to existing FM stations in six locations.
The report is expected to contain an
analysis of the test data and recommendations for any service rules that could
be implemented to relieve interference,
if there is any. As specified by
Congress, Audio Division Chief Peter
Doyle said, the commission would
solicit public comments on the report
and send the feedback to Capitol Hill.
Whether the FCC ultimately will
change the rule is up to legislators.
"The statute basically says that we
have to come back to them if we want
to change the LPFM interference standards," he said.
So far, neither the FCC nor the NAB
has received complaints from full-power outlets about interference from
LPFM stations. According to NAB,
"only time will tell."
"As more stations come on, we'll see
if there's more interference, but we're
not anticipating it," said NAB
spokesman Jeffrey Yorke. "The story
would be completely different if
Congress hadn't put up the third-adjacent channel protections."
Unknown is how many more LPFMs
could be licensed if Mitre finds little or
no interference. The FCC would need
to study this after receiving approval
from Congress.
Contour overlap
In February, the Audio Division
asked WFBP(LP) in Taylors, S.C., to
go off the air because afull-power station in the same community applied to
the agency to make a change that
involved an overlap of contours, not
due to an interference complaint. The
station complied willingly, Doyle said,
adding that the LPFM submitted aproposal to move to another channel in
order to avoid the overlap.
According to the rules, LPFM stations are protected by holes caused by
interference in afull-power station's 60
dBu contour but not in the 70 dBu contour, which is the premium contour for
full-power stations. Doyle said LPFM
stations have a small buffer zone when
full-power stations seek a change. The
division is expected to rule on the issue
in the coming months.
— by Naina Narayana Chernoff
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LPFM
Continued from page 1

Division Chief Peter Doyle. In those situations, he believes applicants should find
ways to share LPFM licenses.
Among more than 3,000 organizations
that applied for frequencies in 2000-02,
an estimated 140 licensed LPFM stations
are on the air and about 650 applicants
hold construction permits. Those groups
are in various stages of the process, from
building out to having astation on air and
waiting to receive word from the FCC on
their formal license application.
In March, the commission dismissed
481 applications for not meeting the
FCC's LPFM third-adjacent-channel distance separation requirements. These are

7

required for LPFM frequencies next to
protected FM s.
For the rest of the year, Doyle expects
the division to work on the MX applications, starting with the public notice,
which he hopes will launch a period of
universal settlements.
Settlements encouraged
"The rules are set up to encourage settlement agreements between competing
applicants." For many groups, he said, a
couple of hours of airtime may be sufficient.
In cases where competing applications
cannot agree, Doyle said, the applications
will be resolved through apoint system.
Points will be awarded based on a
group's presence in the community for at
least two years, acommitment to broadcast at least 12 hours per day, and acom-

mitment to provide at least eight hours of
locally originated programming each day.
The applicant with the most points
will be awarded aconstruction permit. In
the case of atie, the FCC would encourage competing applicants to share a
license.
Commission rules allow all radio stations to share time with other stations.
The FCC can specify the division of time
in the stations' licenses, or the owners
may reach aprivate agreement, which is
then filed with the FCC and considered
part of their licenses.
For Pete Tridish, a staffer at
Prometheus Radio Project, a nonprofit
organization that guides LPFM broadcasters through the launch process, the
shared- time arrangement could mean
trouble.
See LPFM, page 8

Last-minute remotes?
The Patriots win the Superbowl! A major cause for celebration in Boston. And potentiall
major stress for John Kennedy, Engineering Director for Entercom Boston. With no adv.
warning, John had less than 24 hours to orchestrate coverage of the festivities
on numerous stations — including live remotes along the Patriot
route. Fortunately, John knew he could count on Co

trix t

even last-minute. With Comrex in your toolbox,
last-minute remotes are successful, not stressful
"We delivered mine high-quality live remotes
over ordinary phone lines and we didn't lose amin
John Kennedy,
Engineering Director
Entercom Boston
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LPFM
Continued from page 7
"It will be very difficult for some of
these groups to work out deals," he said.
"We are encouraging everyone to go into
this in as fair-minded amanner as possible, but you know that there will be trouble sometimes when total strangers have
to cooperate in everyone's best interests."
The process of deciding the fate of the
stations will not be quick, Doyle said.
"Since we're dealing with hundreds of
groups, it will take some time:' he said.
"It's aquestion of resources."
Some are discouraged
A lack of resources at the FCC devoted to launching LPFM has frustrated
many applicants, Tridish said. But, he
said, the FCC seems to be moving as fast
as possible. "To be fair, they often do
things they say they're going to do within
months."
Some applicants with an MX status
who have been waiting on word from the
commission for two years have become
discouraged, said Kai Aiyetoro, director
of low- power FM for the National
Federation of Community Broadcasters.
"Many applicants I've contacted were
ready to give up," she said. "I've had to
convince many of them that they have a
valuable commodity." In communities
where the station would serve an ethnic
community, Aiyetoro said a low-power
station can fulfill an important need of
informing and educating listeners.
Doyle appreciates the frustration of the
MX applicants but says that the situation
is solvable by reaching settlements.
"Getting on air is in their control," he
said.
Aiyetoro believes the FCC's work will
be made more difficult because circumstances with many MX applicants may
have changed and the groups may not
have supplied the FCC with new contact
information.
"You don't know what's happened to
people in the last two years," Aiyetoro
said. For example, she said, the point person for one particular group has passed
away.
Uncertainty involved in applying is
among the factors blamed for the slow
buildout for some stations. Applicants
understandably are reluctant to raise
funds for astation until they have aconstruction permit in hand; but the unpredictability of the timing of CPs forces
groups to scramble to get stations on air
within the 18 months allotted by the
rules, said Tridish. He believes the commission should grant those groups aoneyear extension, something currently prohibited.
Both Aiyetoro and Tridish believe the
FCC efforts to resolve the applications
quickly will also be hampered by several
illegitimate applications.
Tridish said as many as 45 of the 151
applications filed by Calvary Chapel
churches used templates in their applications describing their statements of purpose. His group, along with the National
Lawyers Guild and the Microradio
Implementation Project, submitted several objections to the FCC about Calvary
Chapel's applications for LPFM frequencies in several states, alleging that the
church group, which is licensed for more
than 300 satellite- fed translators, used
nearly identical declarations of their local
mission even when located in different

cities in attempt to build local chapters of
anational organization.
"It's amassive effort to game the rules
and get more outlets:' he said.
In responses to the informal objections, Calvary Chapel church groups said
the allegations were unsubstantiated and

in light of consolidation. Some low-power radio supporters fear that the current
Republican majority at the FCC has a
wavering commitment to LPFM. The
FCC has denied any change in schedule
or resources put toward low-power.
Tridish said the LPFM community would
like current Chairman Michael Powell to
increase the staff working on the issue.

timetable that they can not guarantee that
they can keep to. But they should not be in
that position. They should be able to plan
their work and tell the public their
timetable and know that they have the people to accomplish what they set out to:'

Full plate
Staffers at the commission, especially
those within the media bureau, have been
handling a host of high- profile issues
including the biennial media ownership
review. The FCC's Doyle concurs that
this is a matter of prioritization but contends that the division has set an ambifor some of
tious goal to reach initial decision on MX
applications filed during the first LPFM
these groups to work out deals.
— Pete Tridish filing window. " Iexpect to be fully
engaged in this process during this calendar year."
The FCC also is getting closer to
answering the question of whether future
LPFM frequencies will be available if the
third- adjacent channel protections are
"Many applicants have gone for years
So far, the FCC has granted 29 applidetermined to be unnecessary. Doyle said
now without any sort of communications
cations and dismissed 34 applications
the commission is expected to receive its
from the FCC. Idon't think this would
filed by Calvary Chapel church groups
report from Mitre Corp., a nonprofit
have
happened
under
Kennard's
watch,"
and are working through the remaining
group specializing in government conhe said.
88 applications.
"The FCC staff is right not to post a tracts, at the end of May.
Despite some problems, a broadcast

pledged that the churches would provide
local service.

It will be very difficult

e

source who wished to remain anonymous
said the pace at which the FCC is approving LPFM applications has been steady
compared to that of other services. In
contrast to commercial FM stations,
whose owners have been waiting for the
FCC to hold an auction for new FM frequencies, the FCC has been wading
through LPFM applications with careful
oversight, according to this source.
Meanwhile, some LPFM applicants
are dropping out. According to the
NFCB, an estimated 19 LPFM construction-permit holders lost their frequencies
because they didn't complete the 18month buildout process due to finances.
Tridish estimates that a typical station
needs $5,000 to $ 10,000 to launch successfully as well as some professional
help in setting up equipment.
Some engineering consultants have
found the LPFM business to be not profitable. Though applicants have displayed
a range of abilities, a majority needed
schooling in radio regulation as well as
help in choosing a site, selecting a frequency and filling out applications The
process of getting an LPFM on the air
has been an eye-opener for many applicants, who are unaware of the responsibilities of running a radio station, these
consulting engineers said.
Powers that be
In addition, some engineers have been
challenged by the tight deadlines for
LPFM clients during FCC application
windows. " Everything is last-minute,
which can be burdensome for aconsulting firm that needs to have time to check
data, verify it and time to check options:'
one engineer said.
Tridish believes abig hindrance in getting LPFM fully off the ground is the
FCC's lack of prioritization.
"The staff is doing the best job it can,
but there's a lack of support and
resources from the higher-ups," Tridish
said.
While it's been three years since the
FCC created the service, only a small
number of stations have been licensed
compared to the 1,000-plus stations originally hoped for by the commission.
Then- Chairman William Kennard, a
Democrat, pushed the idea of low-power
community radio stations as a way to
achieve more diversity of programming

Company: Wheatstone Corp.
Product: Generation 9 Digital Control Surface
It's hard to think of any compan that has invested so
much into developing new console technologies in the past
decade than Wheatstone. This company seems to show up
with three or four new models every year.
Here's acontrol surface designed to integrate with the
Wheatstone Bridge digital audio network router. You can
handle thousands of sources and destinations; and the
platform approach means 50 surfaces can be configured
to share sources, destinations and control signals. Once
set, the system operates independently of external computers. Installation is easy; and you'll love the futuristic
color displays.
Judge: " Eyeopening affordability for hightech audio control
and routing from
a blue-ribbon
company." Phil
Owens and Jim
Peck send ashout
out to Gary Snow
and colleagues.
Info: ( 252)
638-7000 or www.
wheatstone.com
Company: Moseley
Products: LAN LINK 900 & Maxlink
Two honors for Moseley. LAN LINK 900 is an "industrial wireless" point-to-multipoint
LAN Extender/IP-based facility controller. It lets broadcasters take advantage of their 950
MHz aural STL antenna infrastructure and bring LAN connectivity plus two RS-232 data circuits between astudio and multiple transmitter/studio sites. It connects remote controls and
audio codees for backup STL, and can provide audio/video connectivity. It uses 900 MHz
FHSS technology for
operation in the 902928 MHz ISM band,
N.
requires no license and
is capable of up to a30mile range and 512 kbps
data rate for IP/Ethernet
connections.
Maxlink can save
money on phone bills
by extending your infrastructure up to eight
miles. This is awireless
5.8 GHz U-NII Band
Data Link, an alternative to TI/E1, DSL and
cable modems. It provides twin full-duplex TI/E1 data performance without aT1 line or
FCC licensing. It uses aradio/antenna combination and is suitable for short-haul data, or
STUTSL programming when used with aMoseley SL9003TI. Enrique Salgado and Dave
Chancey are shown.
Info: (
805)968-9621 or www.moseleysh.com

If HD Radio doesn't sound better,

what's the point?

There are lots of ideas about audio processing for HD Radio. While opinions
are subjective, here's one firm fact: HD Radio supports a full 20Hz - 20kHz
audio bandwidth.
So why use an audio processor that doesn't?
The new Omnia-6HDFM is a combo processor that serves both your analog
and HD Radio signals. Its advanced dual- output design provides full- fidelity
and precision look- ahead limiting for the digital signal — and everything
Omnia is famous for on the analog FM side.

A Trios Company

The AGC sections are shared so you get smooth transitions when HD
Radio's blend function activates. But this powerful integrated processing
package has two fully independent limiter sections, each optimized for the
characteristics of the associated transmission channel.
Telos and Omnia are pioneers in coded audio. With our many years
experience making bitrate-reduced channels sound good, we know how to
deal with systems like HD Radio that involve both dynamics processing and
bitrate reduction coding.
Benefit from our experience — and Omnia's great audience- grabbing sound,
heard on more of the USA's 100 top- rated FM stations than all other
processors combined.*

hdfm

omniaaudio.com
*Arbitron Spring 2002 survey period, 12+ Mon- Sun 6A- 12P.
e2003

TLS Corporation. All rights reserved. Omnia, the Omnia logo and Telos are registered trademarks of TLS corporation
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the flight from Bahrain's military base to
the USS Constellation. An hour later, the
plane's tail hook snagged an arresting
wire on the four-acre flight deck and my
time on board the aircraft carrier known
Continued from page 3
to her crew as "Connie" had begun.
Diplomat Hotel, packing and re-packing
As the rear door of the COD was lowthe duffel I'd brought for a ship- based
ered
and Iglimpsed my new home for
embed. Ialso took my fully stocked backthe first time, my initial impression was
pack, should my assignment have shifted
of utter chaos. In the howl of propeller
from the Navy and Iwould have found
and jet noise, people in cranial helmets,
myself hiking across the desert instead of
goggles and vests fought astiff wind and
crawling through shipboard hatchways.
ran from place to place with apparently
Again, radio is not forgiving when its
reporters are on the road for any reason. I little direction or destination in mind.
Iwould later learn that each of these
met my daily feed requirements, transmitcrewmembers
had aspecific job ( denoted
ting war- preparation stories by Comrex
by the color of his vest) and that, what I
for East Coast morning drive, which came
perceived as chaos was a well rehearsed
eight hours later than it did in the Gulf.
choreography of people and machines in
Before dawn on Ash Wednesday,
one of the most dangerous working enviMarch 5, Iclimbed aboard a turboprop
ronments on earth.
Carrier On- Board Delivery ( COD) for

Photo by Jim Rya»

Embed

One of Five Tomahawk Missiles Launched From the USS Higgins on April 1

Broadcast Electronics was there at the

Stepping

-This

is the future of AM radio, so

this is definitely money well spent."
—

Gary Richardson, Owner and
Chief Engineer

Many have realized the benefits of going

WJLD-AM - First non-experimental

HD Radio with BE, as orders for new

AM station to broadcast HD Radio

equipment and system designs have
poured in since last year Entercom,

'We're excited about the impact

Clear Channel, Greater Media, Crawford

of HD on the future of Radio. BES

Broadcasting, Beasley Broadcast Group,

solutions have the flexibility to

WID-AM (first nonexperimental AM

make our implementations easy

station to broadcast HD Radio), and many

and cost-effective."

more have chosen BE to help them
prepare for the future-the HD Radio future.

beginning, the birth of HD Radio.
And now we're leading the pack in
implementation and design of real
HD Radio systems for the real world
of broadcasting.
Take

your

tomorrow's

first
new

step

towards

radio format

us on line at www.bdcast.com.

Bob Demuth, Vice President
and Chief Technology Officer
Beasley Broadcast Group, Inc.
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by

calling BE at 888-232-3268 or visit

888-232-3268
www. bdcast.com
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HD Radio is the Format of the Future. And the Future has Arrive

02003. HD Radio is atrademark of iBiquity. The BE emblem is aregistered trademark of Broadcast Electronics. Inc.

During our orientation briefing, the
first wave of embedded reporters learned
an important point about the program. To
prevent us ( or anyone on board) from
compromising operational security, the
Navy had instituted asystem of information blackouts called River City.
When sensitive activities were taking
place, a voice came over the public
address speakers, advising " Set River
City Two," meaning that communication
with the outside world was not only prohibited, but also impossible. Somewhere
on the ship, a switch was thrown and email and the sailor phones went dead.
Leading up to the beginning of the war,
River City was imposed randomly to keep
the Iraqis offguard, the assumption being
that they were monitoring — if not the content of phone calls and e-mails - then at least
electronic transmissions to and from the ship.
The next week was devoted to developing story ideas, to getting lost dozens of
times in Constellation's labyrinth of corridors and to teaching myself a method of
feeding radio stories that Ihad heard about
but had never fully explored. You see, for
Connie's embedded journalists (there were
eventually about 25 of us), the main link
with the outside world was e-mail.
A legal conference room below decks
became an ad hoc newsroom, with eight
personal computers tied into the ship's
satellite communications structure. My
mission was to figure out the best use of
this system for my specialized broadcasting purposes. Here's how it worked:
Interviews, natural sound and voice
tracks were recorded into aSony MZ-B50
MiniDisc machine. This audio was fed
into Cool Edit Pro software through my
Dell Latitude laptop microphone jack.
Stories were mixed into large WAV files,
then converted to the much more manageable MP3 format using the free Musicmatch
Jukebox Ihad downloaded before leaving
the States. The MP3 files were saved onto a
3- 1/2inch floppy disc and moved into a
pressroom disc drive. E-mail notes on the
stories were made and the MP3 file was
inserted as an attachment and sent.
The sevenstep process is the modern
equivalent to rolling up amessage, sticking
it in abottle and throwing it overboard in
hopes of reaching the desired recipient. A
few minutes after Ihit "send," the desk
back home would receive the e-mail, open
the attachment and have a studio-quality
story, from afew seconds of actuality to a
five-minute feature — complete with background and lead information written in the
"text" field — ready to go on the air. And
generally it worked very well.
Then came April Fool's Day.
The conclusion of this article will
appear in the next issue.

•
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NPR, Harris, Kenwood Prepare for KJZZ Field Trials

National Public Radio is laying out a
twochannel roadmap for digital receivers,
one that some IBOC proponents say commercial radio may want to adopt as well.
NPR has big plans for its Tomorrow
Radio project. Field tests this summer will
explore the feasibility of splitting a station's digital audio stream into two channels. If successful, possibilities include
TiVo-like radio capabilities in third-generation HD Radio receivers in 2005 and "conditional access," for some public radio
donors, in 2006.
Go digital
These are two of the ideas that were discussed at NPR's Public Radio Engineering
Conference, just prior to NAB2003.
Tests are planned to begin in August at
KJZZ(FM) in Long Beach, Calif. Ron
Thompson, CE of the jazz station, said after
the show that mutipath in the area "drives
our listeners nuts."
"We want to know if HD Radio will fix
multipath problems."
He said the station is interested in implementing HD Radio aside from the
Tomorrow Radio project, but is hoping the
tests will crystallize for him and management what it would take for the station to
go digital.
He estimates that simply upgrading the
RF plant would cost around $ 170,000.
But the project would be more complex
than that because he would want to "get
the noise floor as good as it can be," for a
station that hasn't seen astudio upgrade
in 20 years.
The station is licensed for 8 kW but is
running at 6.5 kW with an STA. The
licensee is California State University at
Long Beach.
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Covering the Industry's Digital Transition

'Tomorrow Radio' Is Prepped
by Leslie Stimson

Scorecard

Harris is providing the transmission
equipment for the Tomorrow Radio tests
and Kenwood USA, the American headquarters of which is in Long Beach, is providing
the receiving equipment.
Representatives from Harris, Kenwood and
NPR visited KJZZ after the conference to
determine test equipment needs.
Thompson said Harris probably would
loan the station adigital transmitter for the
test. Harris may also configure atempo-

secondary channel.
NPR Vice President of Engineering and
Operations Mike Starling said Ibiquity's
"open architecture audio delivery" could
make possible asecond channel that could
be used for audio or data.
The point of having asecond channel, he
said, isn't the audio quality nor to save on
conversion costs, but to offer listeners more
programming choices, which he called
"flexible slicing and dicing." That is what
NPR believes will drive consumers to buy
terrestrial digital radios.
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AM IBOC,
Dual Antennas
Demystified
How Do You Want Your
IBOC? AM, FM, Day or
Night, It's All Here
by Michael LeClair
Radio World asked several of our contributors to attend various sessions at the
NAB2003 convention. Here, Michael
LeClair summarizes presentations at
"IBOC DAB — Ready for Prime Time" of
the Broadcast Engineering Conference.
Milford Smith, vice president of engineering for Greater Media Inc., moderated
the first part of the session by introducing
five industry professionals presenting
papers on various aspects of HD Radio
implementation.

Starling's Manager's Slide' depicts the second digital channel concept.
rary STL upgrade, Thompson said.
KJZZ personnel are discussing what
they might use asecond audio channel for,
with blues and news as possibilities,
Thompson said.
A secondary audio channel might be
made possible for stations using Ibiquity's
IBOC system by scaling back the regular
FM data bits of 96 kbps in the main program channel. For example, astation devoting just 72 kbps to the main channel could
possibly carve out 24 kbps for asecondary
audio channel. The more bits taken from
the main channel, the more robust the service, possibly supporting music, for the

The KJZZ trials would test the quality of
the audio coverage and the options for
improved error correction. Key to the tests
is whether splitting the channel leaves the
secondary channel signal robust enough to
withstand amobile environment.
If the answer is no, and Tomorrow Radio
is destined to become astationary product,
receiver makers would still have aproduct
to sell, several sources said.
Mike Bergman, director of R&D, Digital
Broadcast for Kenwood USA, said the
manufacturer has some initial thoughts on
how it might incorporate asecond program
channel into its HD Radios.
See TOMORROW, page 14

"Chipping Away at the HD Radio
System" — With HD Radio being
deployed in a number of top markets in
the United States, interest in consumer
receivers is increasing. John Gardner,
worldwide marketing manager for Texas
Instruments, presented an overview of the
development of HD Radio tuners from the
perspective of an integrated circuit manufacturer.
Gardner reviewed major subsystems of
an HD Radio receiver, including the RF
tuner, digital conversion of analog baseband,
digital demodulation for HD Radio and conventional analog demodulation for standard
AM/FM audio services. With the use of custom chips designed for HD Radio services,
three integrated circuits can accommodate
these major subsystems.
See IBOC, page 16
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of Philips' CarDSPs supports this level of functionality.
In addition to all previously performed audio and multiplex signal processing functions, signal processing can
now be performed in the digital domain, much closer to
the front-end of the radio receiver system. Complex interacting analog filters are now replaced by digital signal
processing circuits resulting in reduced system cost and
higher performance systems.

COMMENTARY

The New Power of Car Radios
A Look at the impact of Fixed and Programmable DSPs on
Automotive Audio Systems From Philips Planners
by Thomas Chrapkiewicz and
Jack Morgan
The authors are applications manager and automotive director for North America, respectively, for
Philips' Semiconductors Division.
The applications of digital signal processing in automotive entertainment systems have arich history, driven
by the advances in the home entertainment system market. Rapid developments in compact disc and personal
computer technology have fueled consumer demand for
the functionality and convenience afforded by digital
media and processing.
As semiconductor technologies have matured, the signal processing tasks that can be attained have increased
dramatically. This has taken the radio industry from a
simple audio processor to asignal processor operating in
the sidebands and intermediate frequency ( IF) signals of
an automotive entertainment system.
In parallel with these capabilities on the receiving
end, new digital broadcast media have been developed
and, in turn, increased the need for digital signal processing in the receiver.
Philips develops digital signal processors for contemporary and future forms of analog and digital broadcasting.
History of the chip
In the 1980s, automotive audio systems began to employ
some form of digital signal processing. Initial implementations were simple audio signal processing functions such as
concert hall emulators, which were quite afad at the time.
The speed capabilities of semiconductor technology in this
era would only allow for simple audio processing.
Further, process technologies did not make it possible
to combine the converter and processors on one chip.
The resulting system was complex and costly.
In the 1990s, semiconductor technologies had improved
to the point that asingle chip Car Radio Digital Signal
Processor (CarDSP) could be realized. The demand for these
devices was driven by the requirements of improved performance, production simplicity, improved signal processing
and environmental stability. CarDSPs provided all signal
conditioning and processing on asingle integrated circuit.
Significantly improved capabilities of the analog-to-digital converters, the digital-to-analog converters and digital
signal processors enabled the first CarDSPs in the 1990s to
be implemented in the signal processing chain at the multiplex signal. These devices were required to have the signal
bandwidth and dynamic range specifications to accommodate the signal requirements of the multiplex signal.
The immediate advantages of a single-chip system
are reduced system cost and performance improvement.
Improved weak-signal handling and processing of multi-

path events, previously processed by complex analog
circuits, are now processed in the digital domain.
Further, with the multiplex signal now in the digital
domain, new algorithms for battling the common problems of in-vehicle reception can be realized in amanner
not possible in the analog domain. Of course, this device
also is capable of performing the traditional audio signal
processing functions such as volume, balance, fade,
bass, treble, loudness and noise reduction functions.

Future analog receivers
With further advances in integrated circuit geometry
and performance of CarDSPs, we may soon be digitizing the radio frequency signal directly from the airwaves. This will provide the ultimate in processing analog radio signals fully in the digital domain.
Digital radio systems are meant to optimize the
reception of what are analog transmitted signals. By performing the signal processing in the digital domain,
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Again, digital signal processing enables new audio
functions such as signal compression, limiting and other
functions based on time variant signal dynamics. For consumers, this means being able to listen to their favorite station with less interference and static in awider geographical area without having to re-tune the radio.
Digital signal processing will deliver amore consistent listening experience. The additional computational
horsepower also allows processing of contemporary
compressed audio formats such as MP3, Microsoft
Windows Media and others.
As the capabilities of the converters and signal
processors increased through the early 1990s, the capability to process the IF signal of the radio system
became areality.
The radio signal received is digitized at the intermediate
frequency of 10.7 MHz and all subsequent signal processing
is performed in the digital domain. The most current family
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much higher performance can be realized compared to
what is attainable with analog receivers today.
The ultimate perceived performance is still limited by
the analog performance of the transmitting system. With
the continuing emphasis on digital systems, several digital
transmission and reception systems have been introduced.
HD Radio: HD Radio, formerly known as in-band, onchannel digital audio broadcasting, has been introduced to
transmit terrestrial AM/FM broadcast information, digitally, within the sidebands of the existing spectrum. This provides the broadcaster with an upgrade path to digital transmission. Further, aconventional radio receiver can be
upgraded via the addition of an HD co-processor if the
receiver is equipped with an IF CarDSP.
Satellite Radio: Sirius and XM satellite digital
See PHILIPS, page 14
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Finally, an RDS/RBDS solution built for the US radio
market, offering consumer-rich programming and
revenue generating interactive services. And also at
the best price
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More reliable Xport doesn't rely on the off-the- shelf modems found in other POTS codecs. Instead,
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Xport is the only POTS codec to have it. You'll be stunned at how good an analog line can sound.
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More reliable Zephyr Xstream's pure-digital ISDN connection on the studio side eliminates a lot of
the analog line problems that can make a modem unstable. An Xport call is converted to digital by
the nearest Telco central office, and continues through the network to your studio in digital form.
Working as a tightly integrated system, Xport and Xstream extract maximum performance and
reliability from real- world Telco lines.
Easier ard lower cost Your studio Zephyr Xstream is now universal, linking with both POTS and
ISDN codecs in the field. You need only one box and one line for everything, so you save money,
your operators have only one interface to learn, and you conserve console inputs and outputs.
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Philips
Continued from page 12
broadcast systems have been introduced in North
America. These are transmitted on the S band ( 2.3
GHz) and require a completely new front end to an
existing car audio system.
The various broadcast media described above require a
wide range of signal processing capabilities. To provide
the capability to receive all of these systems would result
in acomplex, expensive system.

By making appropriate choices in the architecture
of the radio's digital signal processor and appropriate
system programmability, the receiver industry would
be able to realize asingle system, which will be able
to receive all available analog and digital broadcast
media.
The benefits here are two- fold. Radio suppliers
could to provide a signal processor to receive all
media within a particular geographical market.
Further, the system could be adapted to different
global markets with little impact on system cost and
design. Providing this type of adaptable and interoperable platform would accelerate the implementation
of digital media in the marketplace.

May 21, 2003
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With the onset of mesh network type of systems
such as Flarion Technologies' flash-OFDM mobile
communications network for Internet Protocol-based
broadband services, automotive radios may well tap
into this new web of content. These systems are claiming sustained data rates of more than 3Mbits per second to stationary and mobile consumers.
With these data rates, consumers could potentially
have access to e-mail, news, audio and video at "real
time" rates. With connection to Global Positioning
Systems, new markets such as location dependent
special offers and other consumer enticements could
be realized.

This provides the last mile of interface to the consumer
and could have significant impact on the automotive "media"
system. While the technology and market are not yet mature,
the signal content is certainly in the digital domain. A system
that could operate with these new digital formats is key in
providing an upgrade path for automotive radios.
The media that will become available to the automotive community are changing and will continue to do so
rapidly. As such, it is important that consumers, automotive suppliers and the media industry are prepared for this
rapidly changing landscape. Philips continues to be
involved in new consumer technologies.
Reach the authors ai jack.morgan@philips.com.
RW welcomes other points of view.

Company: Bird Electronic Corp.
Product: Bird Site Analyzer SA- 1700/1700-P
It's an antenna and cable tester available with an optional digital power meter. The frequency
range is 25 MHz to 1700 MHz, and the unit is pre-programmable for numerous common ranges
including emergency, fire, police, VHF, UHF, GSM TxRx, WLAN, Cell TxRx and any others. The
analyzer's color display allows you to detect minor problems before they become major headaches.
Ajudge: "It would be quite handy in aradio station for checking transmission lines and antennas
for FM, VHF and UHF RPU antennas, as well as 950 STL antennas and lines. It could be called a
full-time TDR and power meter always checking the line and antenna."
Info: (866)695-4569 or www.bird-electronic.com
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Tomorrow
Continued from page 11
He said amanufacturer is not likely to remake aproduct
line for asingle feature. A new button on the radio just for a
second channel is not likely, he said.
"We'd need astrong business case to justify" such abutton, he said. The current buttons are used for many purposes and adding or changing abutton's use is expensive,
which, in turn, raises the retail cost. Instead, Kenwood is
considering devoting aprogrammable "soft key" to the
Tomorrow Radio concept. The functions of asoft key can
be changed. Some Kenwood head units already have them.
As the field tests for the concept begin later this year,
Bergman said, depending on station interest and test results,
hardware for Tomorrow Radio might be available in the
2004-06 timeframe.
How might the product rollout go? Initial product configurations would be aso-called "black box" to upgrade an
existing head unit, followed by an integrated head unit. "It's
cheaper to build and install aunit with acombined box,"
Bergman said.
While the project is still in its infancy, those involved are
developing ideas for using the second channel.
Possibilities for controlled access to secondary channels
include "registered listening" for some donors. Imagine,
Starling said, if during afundraiser aprogram host could
say, "At the $ 120 level you get our pledge-free channel."
Secondary audio channels could be used for radio reading services for the blind and visually impaired, with voicecontrolled access to the radios, he said.
Carrot or stick?
But can the average pubcaster afford to go digital, and
will asecond channel be the carrot NPR hopes?
NPR believes the average non-com FM can convert its
plant to IBOC for about $ 171,000 including the cost of a
transmitter. For the 52 eligible noncom stations in Ibiquity's
seed markets, the total projected costs for IBOC conversion
are more than $9million.
Reactions from pubcasters attending the conference
ranged from those gung-ho over HD Radio should the second-channel concept prove feasible, to those who find funding the digital conversion an obstacle.
Still, others, mostly chief engineers from classical formats that use uncompressed audio, worry about compromising the audio quality of their main channel in order to have a
second channel.
One unnamed chief engineer of anoncom didn't think
the promise of asecond channel was enough to determine
if the station would go digital this year, believing NPR
wants to use the second channel to air more of its talk programming. "They've been forced to say ' It's not the audio
quality' to promote this."
Yet, Robert Carroll of WWNO(FM) in New Orleans
said his station is going digital, he hoped by mid-June and
estimates his conversion costs at more than $ 100,000. He
said the second channel might give his classical station the
ability to air more news.
"It's only worth it with asecond channel," said another
engineer of HD Radio.
Some commercial engineers are watching to see how
Tomorrow Radio unfolds. One group engineer said he didn't think commercial radio would be thrilled to see more
potential stations being dropped into the FM band.
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Company: beyerdynamic Inc.
Product: MCE 494 Condenser
Microphone
This is awee condenser microphone for direct
connection to notebooks, mobile DAT and MD
recorders. The mie is powered from the input of the
device. Its cardioid polar pattern fights off feedback and unwanted background noise. A windscreen is available optionally.
Info: (800)293-4463 or www.beyerdynamic.com
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the commission would approve the dual
antenna approach so that stations could
use this technique before the agency
issues final IBOC rules.
Continued from page 11
Wandel reviewed suggested criteria for
blanket
approval of separate antennas.
Although current- generation HD
Under these proposals, aseparate antenna
Radio tuners are designed to provide the
system must use an approved auxiliary
main digital audio program material
antenna for the FM main signal, have a
(with simple text displays) in addition to
HAAT of between 70-100 percent of the
analog programs, Gardner said the basic
main antenna and be within 3seconds of
digital signal processing core has been
latitude/longitude. Also, both the analog
developed and will not need to change
and digital must operate non-directionally.
further. This should assist receiver devel"What really happens as aresult of the
opment because advanced graphic features, such as program associated data, a testing could end up a lot different than
this:' Wandel cautioned.
second audio program channel and store
and playback functions can be accommodated by this system as manufacturers
look to develop future products.

"FM IBOC Transmission Using DualInput Antennas" — Many engineers have
expressed an interest in the use of "space
combining" as an alternate method of
implementing digital radio that avoids the
power losses associated with both highand low-level combining. Eric Wandel,
P.E., of Electronics Research Inc. discussed the options for this technique.
Wandel clarified that the current blanket authorization from the FCC specifically requires that both the digital and
analog carriers must excite all elements
of the antenna. Station personnel would
need to apply for a Special Temporary
Authorization from the FCC in order to
use adual antenna to implement IBOC.
"We feel that the separate antenna
approach is very feasible," said Wandel,
"but from aregulatory perspective there
is still risk:' because it's unknown how
the FCC will treat the dual antenna
approach in its final IBOC rules.
An ad hoc committee of the NAB is
trying to determine under what criteria

based on FCC criteria, no interlerence
was predicted and digital operation
should be possible immediately, he said.
In other cases, the reduction of power in
one or both of the digital sidebands by
6 dB would eliminate predicted interference. In only one case would it have been
impossible for the station to operate at
night without causing interference.
AM directionals were included in the
study.
If the results of this study are representative of the entire AM band, Clark said,
of the 2,800 stations licensed to operate
full- power AM at night, approximately
1,800 stations would be able to run fullpower digital carriers without causing
interference. An additional 873 stations
would need to reduce the power in one or
both of their digital sidebands, and 95
stations would not be able to operate
without interference.

Greater Media's Milford Smith
NAB is overseeing the testing of separate
antennas under different conditions at several stations. Most critical to the successful
implementation of digital radio is the
matching of the radiation patterns in the
horizontal plane, which maintains the
amplitude ratio of the digital to the analog
carriers intact. Changes in this ratio due to
different antenna patterns can cause degradation to either the digital or analog service.
Regarding an interleaved antenna, in
which alternate elements are radiated
with analog, and then digital signals are
placed on the elements in between,
Wandel said, "We recommend caution on
that right now," due to the effect of the
interleaved antenna on the vertical plane
pattern. The resulting antenna is less efficient, reducing coverage area.
Finally, Wandel discussed dual- input
antennas. These can be constructed with
either new or existing panel antenna systems, Wandel said. While expensive, he said,
panel antennas offer agood way to implement digital operation with excellent match
between the analog and digital patterns.
"AM High- Definition Radio —
Technical Issues Affecting Adoption at
Night" — Glen Clark, P.E., of Glen
Clark and Associates said the main reason the FCC limited IBOC authorizations
for AM to daytime is to protect analog
services from adjacent-channel skywave
interference caused by digital sidebands.
The sidebands are more than 10 kHz
away from the center frequency.
As groundwave represents the main
revenue-producing signal for AM stations, interference to this service affects
the ability of AM stations to continue
operations during digital transition.
"This is not an easy problem to solve,"
said Clark, because of the legacy FCC
allocation schemes in place.
To get a better understanding of the
impact of this kind of interference, "We
did a statistical study of the nighttime
evaluations we have done for clients over
the last 10 years," said Clark.
Clark evaluated the potential for nighttime interference with digital operation
with this set of stations. In many cases,
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"Swept Frequency Techniques for
Evaluating AM Antenna System
Bandwidth" — AM stations looking to
deploy HD Radio must ensure that their
antenna systems provide adequate bandwidth to transmit the sideband digital carriers successfully.
To illustrate his suggestions on how to
speed and improve the testing process,
particularly for AM directional stations,
Ronald Rackley, P.E., of duTreil, Lundin
and Rackley Inc. discussed how network
analyzers may be used to make impedance sweeps on directional arrays.
Rackley said traditionally network analyzers have been unusable for AM antenna
measurements because of interference
from other AM band stations on tall towers. The interfering signals overwhelm the
desired test signal and the network analyzer "kind of loses its mind," Rackley said.
By using an amplified signal generator,
then attenuating the return signals from
the antenna, the signals used to sweep the
antenna are high enough in amplitude that
the interfering radio signals do not overload the network analyzer.
Rackley designed and built his own directional coupler for use with this technique, as
no commercial directional couplers are
available with sufficient power handling
capability in the AM band, he said.
Rackley reviewed 50 proof-of- performance reports randomly from his files to get
an idea of how many of these stations would
meet the current guidelines from Ibiquity
Digital Corp. for antenna system bandwidth.
The results indicated that approximately half
of today's directional antenna systems would
need some adjustment or improvements to
broadcast digitally.
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John Gardner of Texas Instruments
Clark believes many of these interference problems could be resolved over
time by directionalization. Earlier this
year, Clark filed apetition for reconsideration with the FCC arguing that there is
no reason to prevent nighttime implementation of HD Radio for the majority
of AM stations ( RW, March 12, page 2).
"IBOC Technical Activities Report"
— David Layer, director of advanced
engineering, NAB, Science and
Technology, said Ibiquity has licensed
130 stations to operate digitally, and the
company predicts the number would
increase to 300 by December.
The DAB Subcommittee of the National
Radio Systems Committee is working to
develop afinal IBOC standard to submit to
the FCC so that it can be incorporated into
the rules. Due to the availability of test
results, Layer expected the work on the FM
IBOC system to be completed first, followed by astandard for AM.
Another issue being considered by the
NRSC is the need for astandard for data
broadcasting, and the degree to which an
open standard can be created that protects
Ibiquity's intellectual property.
Layer commented on the importance
of the NRSC submissions to the FCC and
the influence of the group on final rulemakings.
He also reviewed NAB activities; the
association is also working on the IBOC
rollout. An ad hoc group is working with
Ibiquity to study AM IBOC nighttime performance and another group is testing the
dual-antenna approach to IBOC for FM.
Clear Channel Radio Senior Vice
President for Engineering Services Jeff
Littlejohn moderated the second half of the
all-day IBOC panel, which included eight
speakers. RW covered the highlights.

"Practical Considerations for the
Implementation of AM IBOC" —
WOR(AM) claims to be the first AM station in New York to begin regular digital
transmissions. Thomas Ray III,
Corporate Director of Engineering for
Buckley Broadcasting, shared experiences about the station's digital birth.
"If you look at the trades, the first thing
you think you have to do is to gut your
facility" to convert everything to digital,
said Ray. To the contrary, Ray found that
even his vintage studio facility, which still
includes turntables, sounds "just fine" with
IBOC. The transmitter and Sil were left
intact for digital, although Ray noted that
his auxiliary transmitter probably would
not pass the IBOC waveform.
In a deviation from Ibiquity recommendations, Ray said the bandwidth of
the analog audio was limited to 6 kHz
instead of 5 kHz to reduce the impact of
IBOC on the WOR analog signal.
Regarding the antenna system, Ray said
the WOR three-tower array includes filtering for two nearby AM stations. Because
of this, the antenna system did not exhibit
common point impedance as flat or symmetrical as recommended by Ibiquity.
In spite of this system limitation and
the extended analog frequency response,
digital coverage extended about 95 miles
in their tests.
Ray said there were afew issues created
by the 8-second delay that Ibiquity's technology adds to the audio stream to keep the
digital and analog audio in sync. Network
automation had to be adjusted to compensate for the delay. Listeners to sports broadcasts complained, particularly if they were
in the stadium and listening to aportable
radio to follow the play-by-play action.
All in all, the experience has been a
good one for WOR, whose employees are
proud to be one of the first facilities to
deploy HD radio, he said.
"We've had a lot of positive response
from listeners. They want to know where
they can buy an HD radio," said Ray.
"A Planning Guide: Determining the
Best IBOC Migration Path for Your AM
or FM Station" — Keith Mullin, senior
technical communicator for Harris Corp.,
discussed abasic foundation for IBOC
planning. In order to go digital, station
chief engineers will need to consider studio needs such as their audio source,
wiring and processing.
Early adopters are telling Harris that
STL systems need special attention.
"After the transmitter upgrade and
cleaning up any antenna issues, SIL
chains are the second- most critical portion of the IBOC migration process,"
Mullin states in his paper.
Transmitter site needs include power,
HVAC and grounding protection.
"The Effects of Implementation of IBOC
Transmissions on Nighttime Analog
Reception" — As part of the research on
the effects of nighttime AM IBOC transmissions, Ibiquity undertook an extensive statistical study to predict potential interference
for all AMs with nighttime service. Glynn
Walden, vice president of broadcast engineering for Ibiquity, showcased the results.
Ibiquity wanted to nail down what kind
of analog interference exists now among
AMs operating at night. Every AM in the
country with nighttime service was considered and all signals were calculated at 4mile intervals ( more than 37,000 geographic cells were considered) using
standard FCC propagation calculations.
See IBOC, page 17
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In conjunction with gathering this
data, Ibiquity commissioned subjective
radio tests with 120 untrained listeners
using four kinds of radios. Testers gave
numerical scores to show at what point
interference made audio "unlistenable"
to the average user, using a Mean
Opinion Score scale to evaluate audio
quality.
To replicate the effects of digital carriers, interference was tested for both
program audio and full modulation white
noise. Walden said co-channel interference with current analog transmissions
was by far the worsfproblem.
"General population testing found the
effects from two sources of audio
extremely annoying," said Walden.
Finally, these interference ratios,
developed for co-channel, first- and second- adjacent interfering signals, were
overlaid on the contour coverage data
obtained in the comprehensive study of
AM stations. The result was a map that
shows exactly how much interference
AM stations now experience at night due
to skywaves and groundwaves.
Ibiquity also created a map of what
could be expected if all AM stations
were to immediately start broadcasting
IBOC transmissions at night. Walden
said in most cases, results showed nighttime IBOC transmissions would not
degrade analog reception by more than a
small amount.
"Co- channel analog remains the
largest contributor to nighttime interference, and will be so after IBOC has been
implemented," said Walden.
"IBOC Space Diversity Test" Research continues into the use of dual
antennas for digital radio. Using his
paper, " IBOC Space Diversity Test," J.
Talmage Ball, vice president for engineering of Bonneville International,
relayed the results of his investigation
into the dual- antenna approach to
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IBOC implementation. Ball conducted
field tests at Bonneville International's
KDFC(FM), a classical station in San
Francisco.
"The Bay area exhibits every kind of
multipath challenge to FM radio conceivable," said Ball. "What Ireally wanted to do was take IBOC and put it in its
worst-case scenario."
Ball built and tested two IBOC transmission facilities at the same mountain
site. As acontrol system, standard highlevel combining was used over the
KDFC(FM) main four-bay antenna.
A different model two-bay antenna on
aseparate tower was also installed using
alow power amplifier for the IBOC-only
signal. Performance tests were conducted, measuring first one system and then
the other over the same coverage area.
Ball took continuous measurements
over a series of four rough radials
extending out from the mountain transmitter site, while monitoring both the
analog and the digital transmissions for
impairments. Ibiquity provided the monitoring equipment for the IBOC signals.
Results demonstrated that IBOC performance was similar between the highlevel combined system and the separate
antenna system, with the exception of a
null around 5 miles from the transmitter
site where the dual- antenna system did
not work as well. Ball suggested that
this may have been due to the different
vertical plane radiation patterns developed by the two antennas which had
different numbers of bays and different
mounting structures.
Ball also said that with both antenna
systems, the ratios between the analog
and digital carriers deviated from their
specified values as the routes were driven, indicating the effects of multipath
interference.
In spite of this, neither antenna system caused any audible degradation to
the analog performance of the main
channel FM. " We could not hear the
IBOC switched on and off," said Ball.
"even though ( in certain locations) the
IBOC power ratios ( were) higher than
the analog.",

Company: Audio-Technica
Product: AT3060 Phantom- Powered
Tube Microphone
An affordable, quality tube mic at $599 retail, including
shock mount, this model operates on 48V phantom power.
It does not require a separate power supply and cable. A
large- diameter diaphragm cardioid condenser element produces asmooth sound.
This is a welcome addition to the choices available to
radio stations for on-air, production and voice work. Judge:
"Great price for launching warm and smooth sound via
orange lights." Celebrating are AT's Greg Silsby and
Michael Edwards.
Info: ( 330)686-2600 or wwm:audio-technica.com
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HD Radio Scorecard (Sorted by State)
Stations with one asterisk (*) have special temporary authority to broadcast HD Radio. Two asterisks
(**) have sent notifications to the FCC and/or are confirmed on the air. Additions or changes in status
since last month are in bold. Some without asterisks may be on with experimental authorization/limited
testing. Others have ordered equipment or indicated acommitment to HD-R. Note, the FCC is moving
to anotification-based procedure. List is partial. Are you on? E-mail us to eadioworld@imaspub.com.

Call Letters
AM
WJLD**
KCBS*
KNX*
KTNQ
KNRC.
WHSR
WJNA*
WKAT*
WQBA
WItHB*
WRHC
WWFE
WWNN*
WSB**
KMRY
WIND
WILO**
WOWO
WBZ*
WCHB**
WWJ*
WTWZ*
WCTC*
WMTR*
WWTR*
10(NT*
WADO
WOLF**
WOR**
WRMR*
WSAI
WPEN*
WWDB
KOAL*
WKDL**
WXGI
WTMJ*
FM
ICDFC*
ICFOG
KIIS
KICBT*
ICKDV*
KKSF
KLVE
KOIT*
KOST
ICROQ**
KSAN
KSOL
KYLD
WEDR
WFLC
WHQT
WKIS*
WPYM
WRMA*
WRTO
WUSF**
WALR
WFOX
WBTS
WSB
ICZIA*
WBEZ*
WDRV*
VVNUA**
WOJO
WPWX
WTMX*
WUSN*
VVVAZ**
WSHW**
WASE*''
WAAF*
WBOS*
WKLB*
VVMJX
WQSX**
WROR*
WTKK*
WDMK**
WDTW
WMGC**
WRIF
WCSX*
WRAL**
WDHA
WJRZ
WMGQ*
WRAT
WCAA
WNEW*
WCLV
WNWV*
WYGY**
WMGK*
WMMR
WMWX*
WFID*
WIVA*
WPRM*
WZAR*
KBKS*
KBSG
KISW
!WIT
KNDD
KQBZ
WKWS**
WVAF
VVVAQ**

State
AL
CA
CA
CA
CO
FL
FL
FL
FL
FL
R.
FL
FL
GA
IA
IL
IN
IN
MA
MI
MI
MS
NJ
NJ
NJ
NV
NY
NY
NY
OH
OH
PA
PA
UT
VA
VA
WI
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
FL
FL
FL
FL
FL
FL
FL
FL
GA
GA
GA
GA
IA
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IN
KY
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MI
MI
MI
MI
MS
NC
NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ
NY
NY
OH
OH
OH
PA
PA
PA
PR
PR
PR
PR
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WV
WV
WV

Market
Birmingham
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Denver
W. Palm Beach
Royal Palm Beach
N. Miami
Miami
Kendall
Miami
Miami
Pompano Beach
Atlanta
Cedar Rapids
Chicago
Frankfort
Ft. Wayne
Boston
Detroit
Detroit
Clinton
New Brunswick
Morristown
Bridgewater
N. Las Vegas
New York
Syracuse
New York
Cleveland
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Price, Utah
Alexandria
Richmond
Milwaukee
San Francisco
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
San Francisco
San Francisco
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Pasadena
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
Miami
Miami
Miami
Boca Raton
Miami
Miami
Miami
Tampa
Atlanta
Atlanta
Atlanta
Atlanta
Cedar Rapids
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Skokie
Chicago
Chicago
Frankfort
Elizabethtown
Worcester/Boston
Brookline
Lowell
Boston
Lawrence/Boston
Framingham
Boston
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Birmingham
Raleigh
Dover
Manahawkin
New Brunsw ick
Pt. Pleasant
New York
New York
Cleveland
Elyria/Cleveland
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Rio Piedras
Aguadilla
San Juan
Ponce
Tacoma
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Charleston
Charleston
Morgantown

Frequency
1400
740
1070
1020
1150
980
640
1360
1140
1020
1550
670
1470
750
1450
560
1570
1190
1030
1200
950
1120
1450
1250
1170
840
1280
1490
710
1420
1530
950
860
750
730
950
620
102.1
104.5
102.7
100.3
95.7
103.7
107.5
96.5
103.5
106.7
I
07.7
105.7
94.9
99.1
97.3
105.1
99.9
93.1
106:7
983
89.7
104.1
97.1
95.5
98.5
102.9
91.5
97.1
95.5
105.1
92.3
101.9
99.5
102.7
99.7
103.5
107.3
92.9
99.5
106.7
93.7
103.7
96.9
102.7
106.7
105.1
101.1
94.7
101.5
105.5
100.1
98.3
95.9
105.9
102.7
104.9
107.3
96.5
102.9
93.3
95.7
95.7
100.3
98.5
101.9
106. I
973
99.9
103.7
107.7
100.7
96.1
99.9
101.9

Owner
Richardson B'csting
Infinity
Infinity
Hispanic B'csting
Newspaper Radio Corp.
Beasley
S. Florida Radio
Spanish Media B'csting
Hispanic B'csting
New World B'csting
WRHC Management
Fenix
Beasley Broadcast
Cox
Sellers B'csting
Hispanic B'csting
Kasper B'csting
Federated Media
Infinity B'casting
Radio One
Infinity B'casting
Wood B'casting
Sentinel Publishing
Sentinel Publishing
Sentinel Publishing
Infinity B'casting
Hispanic B'csting
Wolf Radio
Buckley
Cleveland Classical
Clear Channel
Greater Philadelphia Radio
Beasley
Eastern Utah B'csting
Mega Communications
Gee Communications
Journal Broadcast
Bonneville
Susquehanna
Clear Channel
Radio One
Bonneville
Clear Channel
Hispanic B'csting
Bonneville
Clear Channel
Infinity B'csting
Susquehanna
Hispanic B'csting
Clear Channel
Cox
Cox
Cox
Beasley Broadcast
Cox
Spanish B'csting
Hispanic B'csting
Univ. of So Fla.
Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox
ICZIA Inc.
WBEZ Alliance
Bonneville
Clear Channel
Hispanic B'csting
Crawford B'csting
Bonneville
Infinity B'csting
Clear Channel
Kasper B'csting
W&B B'csting
Entercom
Greater Boston Radio
Greater Boston Radio
Greater Media
Entercom
Greater Washington Radio
Greater Boston Radio
Radio One
Clear Channel
Greater Boston Radio
Greater Media
Greater Boston Radio
Capitol
Greater Media
Greater Media
Sentinel Publishing
Greater Media
Hispanic B'csting
Infinity B'casting
Cleveland Classical
Elyria-Lorian B'casting
Susquehanna
Greater Philadelphia Radio
Greater Media
Greater Philadelphia Radio
Madifidie
Arso Radio Corp.
Arso Radio Corp.
Uno Radio of Ponce
Infinity B'casting
Entercom
Entercom
Entercom
Entercom
Entercom
W.Va. Radio Corp.
W.Va. Radio Corp.
W.Va. Radio Corp.

Maxlink

Wireless 5 GHz U\II • ISV banc Data Link

Maxlink is aleading- edge, wireless data network
product designed to provide a cost-effective
alternative to T1 / E1 , DSL and cable modems.

Moseley

For broadcasters faced with costly phone bills,
the Maxlink provides twin full- duplex, high-speed
T1 / E1 data performance. Best of all, the Maxlink
doesn't tether you to aTi line or constrain you
with FCC licensing applications.

whenever

wherever

With alow profile radio/antenna combination, it's
cost-effective, fast and easy to deploy whenever
and wherever you need it.
111 Castilian Drive

Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093

www.moseleysb.com
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Exploring
XML, Open
Standards

Companies: IREC/Crown Broadcast •Si Omnia Audio
Product: '
Omnia Inside' Implementation
With this product, two friendly and customer-oriented companies join hands.
Now you can order aCrown
transmitter with athree- band
Omnia digital processing card
inside to increase loudness and
fringe listening. The companies
say on-board processing gives
technical advantages such as
improved audio resulting from
close coupling of processor and exciter, and the convenience of
integrated remote controls for transmitter and processor.
Judges: "Low-cost, high-octane processing fuel for portable
low-power FM transmission!' Shown are Crown's Don Pettifor
and Kent Koselke, joined by Omnia's Frank Foti and Jeff
Keith.

by Tom Vernon
As the digital broadcast plant continues to evolve, operations are getting more
software-intensive, and the infrastructure
is beginning to look more like an IP
enterprise.
No single company can provide comprehensive turnkey solutions that can
meet a station or group's needs.
Interoperability between products from
different vendors is vital to the industry's
technical evolution. Thus, you'll be hearing more in the future about XML and
open standards, as the transition to digital
progresses.

Info: (866) 262-8919 or www.crownbmadcast.com

Great Software from BSI
i
i

==»"••''

BSI produces Simian diOtal automation,.
but did you know that we have awhole

•

*

Simian

family of products for Radio?

digital automation

WaveCart, Slinger, Speedy, Skimmer and

$1499

make
WebConnect
your station
can allfunction
work together
professionalll
to
and sound amazing. In addition to the

:

software that we have created, we offer

TECHNOLOGY FOR MANAGERS
XML, the eXtensible Markup
Language, is designed to support data
definition and information processing
requirements not covered by previous
languages. Broadcast applications for
XML include compatibility among different manufacturers' automation components and transfer of information directly
from the Internet to broadcast media.
Open standards are specifications proposed by an industry manufacturer and
made freely available to other companies
and end users in hopes of averting the
bottleneck imposed by proprietary standards. Open standards in radio currently
exist for automation systems, transporting WAVE files between different systems, and for distributing live audio over
Ethernet networks.
Sharing files
Sharing audio files between different
manufacturers' PC-based systems was
until recently a Herculean chore requiring intensive and ongoing software engineering efforts. Although most audio systems used WAVE files and had a
common subset of attributes, each vendor
organized them differently.
The Cart Chunk standard, introduced
at NAB in 1999, proposed common
labelling information which can be
attached as an integral part of the WAVE
file as "chunks" or integral units of data.
Cart Chunk is roughly analogous to
sticking alabel on acart or reel of tape to
describe its contents. Although it began
as an open standard, Cart Chunk was later formally ratified by the AES as
Standard AES46-2002.
See XML, page 35
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partner products Hce AudioSrience soun '•
cards, Natural Broadcasi. Sys:ems traffic
und billing software, Syntrillium's new
Cool Edit Pro 2.0 and various other
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WaveCart
digital cart machine

$299

;hardware accessories.

Stinger

Atly and all of our programs are available

instant audio player

:on our website for download. So install

$199

)ut' software and play with it for as long
.as you want. Once you've decided that
it's the software for your station, give us a
call or order

el.

II. PO

Mrr

WebConnect Pro
email remote control

hemr.OWS..« I•0514uul
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betilee411.•••••1 "

FO,.

$299
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Speedy 4.0
CD- to- PC recorder
••••••••4.••••ra••••••••
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east Software IntcrnaConal
1925 Bailey Hill Road, Suite A
,ugene, OR 97405
'ww.bsiusa.rom
188-851-USA1 ( 888-274-8721)

$199

Skimmer

easy audio logging

$299

l•
••••

rCM.% a« b..

• I.

'nfo(Cibsiusa.com
Para el español, Ilamada Felipe Chavez

I

' stribuidor de los E.E.U.U.
916) 368-6332

.

chavez@onunedianct.com

,h

Thousands of users have discovered how easy
and versatile BSI software really is.

Test and try before you buy.
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Company: Altronic Research Inc.
Product: Model 6606/12 Convection-Cooled Resistor Load

tIIlI IIII I\/1 ail

for 50-ohm coaxial
transmission line systems. No AC
power is required. They are suitable for IBOC applications as well
as many other uses. Silver contacts on special film resistors
eliminate resistor failure. Power
rating (RMS, continuous duty) is
6or 12 kW.
One judge wrote, " For years,
large dummy loads have been
placed outside for space and heat-load concerns. This unit brings
the outside load concept to the smaller station without re-inventing
the wheel." Another said, "No sense paying for more air conditioning when you can stuff waste heat outside in the doghouse." John
Dyess, shown, is president of Altronic Research.
Info: (800) 482-LOAD or www.altronic.com

The OmegaI nc NI ode () Will and 6612 are convectior-eiloled terminators

Ethernet,
Tomorrow
Radio and
Tin Cans
Audio Forum Digs Into
Questions of Algorithms,
Ground Loops, Routers
And Production Tricks
by Jeff Johnson

egital

The Perfect Hybrid
JK Audio's Got ADigital Hybrid With Features Just Right
For Your Job — Whatever Your Job Is!

Over the years, we've heard many ideas of whit the " perfect hybrid" might be. We've learned that the
"perfect hybrid" is actually different things to dfferent people, depending on its use. The good news is that
it really mines down to ahandful of features. combined in ways that make alot of sense. We're happy to
introduce aseries of digital hybrids that hit the nails on the heads, making them perfect for their respective
jobs. Check them out and let us know what you think.

INNKEEPER 4 squeezes four inclependen: digital hybrids in a 1U rack space. The front panel keypad,
displa and handset jacks provide easy speed dialing and call setup. Maintain excellent separation between
your voice and the caller. UR output jacks contain only the caller's voice. Available July 2003
BROADCAST HOST turns your desktop into a
professional broadcast center. Everything you
JK Audio
C:=3=1.2igital

send z

ugile

s So
• ••
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----

I
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A T,'
t

need to get talk show quality phone recordings
into your mixer or sound card. Send mic and
- line level signals into the phone line while
maintaining excellent separation between your
voice and the caller. Available June 2003.
•

—...
INNKEEPER PBX
easily converts your
1
JK Auctig_
Di tal Hybrid
Send I
Send
multi- line PBX type
Send
2C - 9
• • •
telephone system
•• •
Recente
into aprofessional,
affordable talk shov, console. Simply connect between your telephone handset and the phone base. So simple,
anyone can do it Winr er of Radio World's 2003 Cool Stuff Award. Available June 2003.

ii it •

_JK Audio

REMOTE AUDIO & BROADCAST GEAR

Toll Free ( USA & Canada): 800-552-8346
Tel: 815-786-2929 • Fax: 815-786-8502
www.jkaudio.com • info@jkaudio.com

Radio World asked several of our contributors to attend various sessions at the
NAB2003 convention last month. Here,
.Jeff Johnson summarizes presentations at
the Radio Audio Forum of the Broadcast
Engineering Conference.
Andy Laird, vice president of radio
engineering for Journal Broadcast Group,
kicked off the Radio Audio Forum by
introducing nine industry professionals
presenting papers on various aspects of
radio audio and engineering.
"Will IBOC/DAB/HD Radio Deliver All
That's Promised?" — Simon Factor, North
American sales manager for APT-Audio
Processing Technology, discussed audio
quality and data services that HD Radio
will provide to the broadcast community.
"To deliver CD-like audio quality, we
have to apply forms of audio compression at many points. Multiple passes can
end up with a worse signal than analog
FM broadcast:' Factor said.
He pointed to two families of compression schemes, "perceptive" — also known
as transform or psycho-acoustic masking, a
form of Adaptive Pulse Code Modulation
— and "predictive," known as Adaptive
Differential Pulse Code Modulation.
Examples of perceptive coding are the various flavors of MPEG; examples of predictive are apt-X and G.722.
Perceptual coding is based on aural
masking (aloud sound masking aquieter
sound) and temporal masking ( aquiet
sound following closely after a loud
sound and perceptually inaudible).
Predictive coding "operates on aprocess
of backward prediction," Factor said.
"Expected signal change based on previous samples is compared with actual
encountered change, and only that difference is encoded in alesser number of bits:'
Concatenation or cascading of algorithms may result in audio quality degradation. Multiple pass concatenation refers to
repeated application of the same algorithm,
while tandem pass concatenation refers to
using different types of compression.
"Avoid dueling algorithms," Factor
said. "Experiment by superimposing the
'signature masking envelope' of each
algorithm to avoid ' dead spots' associated with the crossover points of those
envelopes. Minimize the number of passes of the same form of compression."
"Data services are also apromise of
HD Radio," said Factor. "Services such as
'SI' ( Service Information) and ' PAD'
(Program Associated Data) are considered
See FORUM, page 31

i-Se•lect•or
n. I. afully branded
Internet player for radio stations in the
United States. 2. listeners can customize the
station's format. 3. away for stations to get
back on the web legally and economically.
Synonym: VALUE ADDED
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Company: Telos Systems
Concept: Livewire
You learned about it in Radio World: Livewire, an audio-over- Ethernet system, allows networking of
studio audio via Ethernet cabling and switched hubs.
The company calls it "the world's first
audio network designed specifically for
broadcast studios, conveying multiple
simultaneous audio and peripheral data
streams over standard Ethernet hardware."
A 100Base-T link can carry 50 bi-direction-

2011:i

al stereo channels of 48 kHz, 24-bit linear
ROCiies
PCM audio; a 1000Base-T link or Gigabit
fiber can carry hundreds. Benefits include
low latency, much cheaper infrastructure and very possibly

Of HAPS &
Strats &
Strate/lites
A New Class of'
Transmission Systems

lboà,
no more

sound

cards, switchers, DAs or routers. Hmmm.
You can read more about this on page 53.
A judge: "Steve Church and the gang forge aclever new paradigm for
switching and routing audio using common computer-based hardware."
Info: (216)241-7225 or wwwtelos-systems.com

Splits the Difference
Between Terrestrial and
Satellite Broadcasting
Time was that all broadcasting was
terrestrial. In fact, broadcasters didn't
even know they were terrestrial, just as
no one knew that WWI was WWI until
later.
One could argue that AM radio ( and
other SW/MW/LW service) includes a
skywave component, but transmission
clearly is originated from the ground. FM
and other VHF services are purely lineof- sight, and generally emanate from
towers of 1,000 feet or less, or from
mountaintop locations about an order of
magnitude taller.

Photo. Gary Hayes. BBC'

The Big Picture

by Skip Pizzi

You

NEED

THE

NEW

A PHEX

2020 M K III

A UDIO

PROCESSOR

Model 2020 Audio ProcoosorelkIll

S

ettling for flabby, undefined bass? Buried, clouded, mids? Shrill, annoying high end
that you just can't tune out of your current processor? Is your only comfort that some of
your neighbors on the dial sound as bad or worse than you do? Then it's time to step up to
the new Aphex 2020MkIII.
Radically new processing algorithms and circuitry bring even greater loudness while maintaining clarity and musicality. The bass is tight, deep and resonant, the mids are detailed and
forward, and the highs are open and natural. The 2020MkIll is so powerful, yet so clean, it is
the only " broadcast" processor used in world class post production and mastering facilities.
With an extensive range of useful controls you can readily achieve your own unique sonic
signature ....asound that you'll never want to get rid of.
Call us today to audition the new 2020MkIll at your station.

APHEX

SYSTEMS

Improving the way the world soundssm
11068

Randall

818-767-2929

Street,
Fax:

Sun

Valley,

818-767-2641

CA

91352

U.S.A

www.aphex.com

Aphex Is aregistered trademark of Aphex Systems

Subsequently DBS satellites have
emerged, which take the transmission
point to a different extreme with their
>20,000 mile altitude in geostationary
orbit. Some systems, like Sirius Satellite
Radio, use an even higher maximum altitude of >50,000 miles in their highly
elliptical orbits, or HEO.
More recently, low- earth orbit, or
LEO, satellites have also been introduced, with less successful market results
(e.g., Iridium).
Each of these systems has its respective strengths and weaknesses, of course,
essentially traceable to Heisenberg's
Uncertainty Principle: the closer you are
to the ground, the more you know about
your immediate environs but the less you
know about the surrounding areas. For
some applications, access to the big picture is an advantage, while in other cases,
knowing the grass roots helps.
The distance between transmitter and
receiver also has an affect on power
requirements and propagation transit
times. The two options available generally have quite different parameters in all
these respects due to their widely divergent locations.
Now some new variants have been
proposed, which would provide transmission points in the heretofore-unoccupied
middle zone between terrestrial and satellite broadcasting, and thereby offer some
See PIZZI, page 26
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Pole Vaulting in the Studio
by John Bisset
We highlighted astation in Thomas Jefferson's hometown of Charlottesville, Va., a while back. Eure
Communications used "Jeffersonian" style columns in
their studios to run wires from the console tabletop to
the ceiling. A unique way to hide wires and still keep a
colonial Virginia theme.
So what do you do when you have the same wiring
problem in astudio used for an outrageous morning show?
When you need to get cables from atalk table into

the ceiling, and the studio is used by "The Sports
Junkies," abrass pole is the only way to do it.
Popular in Las Vegas for purposes that won't be
expounded upon here, the "dancer pole" shown in Fig. 1
can be purchased in various lengths from www.
platinumstages.com.
Although the pole comes with top and bottom
flanges, the staff at Infinity's WHFS(FM) in
Washington used a section of 1-1/2- inch stove pipe,
bought from Home Depot, with a flange, to anchor
the pipe to the concrete "floor" above. A 6- inch nipple with a"T" provided passage for the wiring from
the talk table into the ceiling.
The Infinity engineering staff used about a 6-foot
length of stove pipe, with about 4 feet slipped inside
the brass pole, to keep the pole rigid. Fig. 2shows the
flange mounted to the talk table.
* * *
Ithink we opened the proverbial can of worms with our
air staff "best of' stories. Here are afew more to make
you chuckle:
Clear Channel Sacramento Chief Ross du Clair is
working with an Eimac 35TG vacuum tube (yes, tsaid
vacuum tube) on his workbench. Ross' technician-intraining comes in the shop, looks at the tube and asks,
"What's that?"
Ross replies, "This is avacuum tube. Watch this." He
hooks up 5volts to the filament, which glows dull white.
The trainee says, "Wow, look at that. They put alight
bulb inside the tube so you can inspect it."
"Uh, yea, right."

Fg. 1: The 'dancer pole' wasn't
designed with radio in mind.

Then there was the new weekend overnight jock
who calls at 1:30 in the morning complaining she has
to shout into the microphone to make the needles
move. Ross starts with a little troubleshooting over
the phone before having to roll out of a warm bed
and head for the studio:

Fig. 2: The 'Sports Junkies' pole
attaches to the talk table with aflange.
"Are you sure you're talking into mie one'?"
"Yes."
"Is the AB selector in the A position?"
"Yes."
"Do you have the fader all the way up?"
"Fader? What's that?"
"The thing in the middle of the module with the red
square knob."
"Oh, am Isupposed to push that up from the bottom?"
"Uh, yea."
Ross writes that he is the chief engineer for afourstation cluster; two AMs, two FMs. The phone rings
at 3 a.m., and avoice shouts out, "We're off the air,
we're off the air." Click! Ross listens to the sound of
the phone being hung up at the other end. Ross
mumbles into adead phone, "Which station?"
See WORKBENCH,

It's a format converter fora
It's a D.A. for digital audio!
It's DigiMatch 2X6!
DigiMatch 2X6 converts between AES/EBU anc SPDIF formats,
and gives you 6 digital outputs! Use DigiMatch 2X6 to feed both
AESIEBU and SPDIF gear! 1/3 rack width,
e
buJt-in AC power supply.

FE
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No Wall-

DIGIMATCH 2X6' 1'

We Build Solutions

AES/EBU<>SPDIF INTERFACE + 2X6 DIGITAL DA
INPUT SIC-NAL

Blueboxes, Inc.

www.henryeng.com
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In stock at all Henry Engineering dealers.
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Workbench

COOL
STUFF AWARD 2002

Continued from page 23
* * *

The fun continues from coast to
coast.
Chris Waldrup now works for Sony
Ericsson in the Raleigh Research
Triangle Park of North Carolina. He
writes about the general manager of a
station who called one afternoon to
complain that the AudioVault was running slow and having other problems.
He wanted Chris to talk him through
resetting the server. Chris asked that
he put the production studio live to air
and put on a CD while the rebooting
was done.
The manager was instructed to go to
the server rack and locate the A server,
switch the A/B switch to the A position
so the monitor would show the correct
screen, and look for the "Start" button
at the lower left of the Windows 95
Screen (this was back in 1998).
So far, so good. Chris then asked
him to click it and tell him when amessage box came up, then to do the same
to the B server. After a minute of
silence, Chris asked what was going on
and was informed that the screen was
black.
The servers were rack-mounted units
with a power switch at the lower left
corner of the box. When Chris had
asked him to click the Start button, the
manager thought Chris was talking
about the power switch, and upon
restarting the system, Scandisk had a
time cleaning up all the errors. More
than one CD was needed before the
"Vault" could get back on line.
Like all engineers, Chris, too, was
awakened early one morning by an
announcer from one of the AM stations
he cared for. The announcer said that
when they signed on, their metering
was incorrect and they thought that

With the winners of the Radio World
"Cool Stuff" Award announced, let's give
one more nod to last year's honorees.

Fig. 3: Two types of signal/sensor units. The black Fox and Hound
is atwo-part signal generator/sniffer manufactured by Triplett.
The sniffer is shown. Next to it is a Progressive Electronics device

signal/sensor units. The black Fox and
they were off the air. The 7- watt preHound
is
a two-part
signal
sunrise power did not enable Chris to
generator/sniffer manufactured by
hear the station at his home, with all
Triplett. The sniffer is shown in the
the other skywave stuff mixed in. so he
photo.
started toward the transmitter.
Next to it is one of the Progessive
When Chris got to the transmitter
devices. What's nice about the
site, he found the transmitter humming
Progressive unit is that the two parts —
along; all the readings were right.
signal generator and sniffer — clip
There was no audio on the local monitogether, so they don't get lost. Plus the
tor speaker. Connecting a tone source
Progressive sniffer has both a modular
(a Progressive Electronics unit that he
plug as well as sniffer tip for punch
recommends) to the transmitter caused
blocks.
the speaker in the transmitter room to
John Bisset has worked as a chief
spring to life. The STL receiver also
engineer and contract engineer for
looked OK.
For Technical Advancement of IBOC
more than 30 years. He is a district
Next stop was the studio, some 10
Broadcast Electronics Inc.
miles up the road. There, he found a sales manager for Harris Corp. Reach
Harris Broadcast Communications
him at ( 703)627-0233.
dead console that had a fried power
Nautel Ltd.
Submissions for this column are
supply. The meters on the console did
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recernot work because of the bad power supHonorary "Cool Stuff" Award
tification credit. Fax your submission to
ply, so the fault was the console, not
Steve Hemphill, 1946 GE Model BT- 11(703) 323-8044, or send e-mail to
B 10-Watt Transmitter Replica
the remote control metering!
Chris mentioned having a portable jbisset@harris.com.
signal generator/sniffer in your toolCompany: Sierra Automated Systems &
box. Fig. 3 shows two types of
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The WizardTM has gone

STEREO!
The new

DireFIL

FMSA-1

E

unmatched stereo

BELAR

E

monitoring capabilities. .
Superlative stereo performance. Linear- phase filters
that reveal the true performance of your audio
processing. The stability of digital stereo démodulation
The sophisticated graphical presentation of The Wizard.
And—with the RS- 232 port—operation on site or off.
Contact Belar today for more details on what should
be your next modulation monitor
ELECTRONICS

LArsaguvroRv, nuc.

119 LANCASTER AVENUE • P.O. BOX 76 • DEVON, PA 19333-0076 USA

[610) 687-5550 • FAX [610) 667-2686
Cat, write or FAX for more information on Beier AM, FM, Stereo, SCA, and TV monitors.

wwbv.belar.com

Engineering Corp.
Product: Rubicon Radio Broadcast Console
Control Surface
Oooh, look at the blue lights! OK, the Rubicon has
got much more than pretty on/off buttons. SAS made a
splash at this show, first by entering the control surface
market in abig way, then by bringing Jack Williams,
former head of PR&E, on board as director of console
and systems development.
Rubicon uses the SAS 32KD Digital Audio Network
for its mixing, switching, effects and level control. This

gives The Wizard System

BELAR

360 Systems DigiCart/E
Audemat AM-Fieldstar
Broadcast Tools SS 16.4 Stereo Switcher
Comrex Corp. BlueBox POTS/Wireless
Codec
Crown Broadcast RF Sentinel
dbm Systems Inc. Pocket Radio Station
Digidesign Mbox
ERI Electronics Research Inc. Axiom FM
Antenna
Gangverk Mayo Radio Interactive Music
System
Harris Broadcast Communications
Studioflex Furniture
Logitek Electronic Systems Remora
Digital Console
Mager Systems Inc. Touch-Sensitive
Solid-Surface Keyboard and Switches
RCS Selector Smart Ripper
Sabine Inc. SMW-5000 2.4 GHz SpreadSpectrum Wireless Systems
Sierra Automated Systems RIOLink for
32I(D Digital Audio Network
Stardraw.com Starclraw Radio
Syntrillium Software Corp. Red Rover
Tascam PocketStudio 5Recorder/MIDI
Atranger/MP3 Encoder & Player
Tascam SX-1 Digital Production
Environment
TC Helicon VoicePrismPlus Human
Voice Modeling/Formant Processor
Telos Zephyr Xport Codee/Mixer
Tieline Technology Patriot PC/TS Codec

is amodular, customizable platform for on-air and production, shipping in the fall. Many neat features and
cool display functions. Ed Fritz and Al Salci celebrate the news.
Info: (818) 840-6749 or www.sasaudio.com

always
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IF YOU WANT TO BOOST YOUR REVENUES, PROFIT FROM OUR EXPERIENCE.
At NPR Satellite Services, we understand all the ups and downs of broadcasting—because we
do it ourselves. That's why we provide acomplete set of affordable satellite solutions to support
you. If you need reliable space segment with coverage in all 50 states and the Caribbean,
or require custom engineering design, training, and consulting—we've got the experience and
technical expertise to get your transmissions up there to generate dollars down here. To find out
more, call NPR Satellite Services at 202.513.2626. And discover some very down to earth value.

WWW.NPRSS.ORG/RW

npr
satellite
services
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Aerial Vehicles or UAVs, are being
developed
jointly
by
NASA's
Environmental Research Aircraft and
Sensor Technology ( ERAST) program
and a commercial partner, CaliforniaContinued from page 22
based AeroVironment, which has recentunique advantages.
ly formed a company called SkyTower
One such system is the High Altitude
Platform Station or HAPS, a NASA - Inc. to pursue business applications for
the system.
sponsored project that proposes the use
Prototypes for the HAPS design origiof pilot-less, high flight- longevity aircraft
nated in 1977, when the ERAST project
as transmitter sites.

Pizzi

NASA Dryden fligl

E-7

The Helios HAPS prototype appears as a straight wing on the ground.
The vehicles are designed to fly in a
tight circle over asingle area for aperiod
of several weeks. They are intended to
operate at approximately 65,000 feet,
placing them above the disturbances of
weather and commercial air traffic once
they reach their cruising altitude.
These aircraft, called Unmanned

began development of its Pathfinder
series of aircraft. Using a "flying wing"
design with multiple small propeller
engines and solar cells on the upper wing
surface, these vehicles set new altitude
records for propeller- driven aircraft
(>80,000 feet).
Second- generation units, dubbed

Company: PocketREC Inc.
Product: PocketREC Portable Digital
Audio System

Iiiiii t: fil

91

Vi
lui

The judges got lathered up over this software, which
turns astandard PocketPC into aportable digital audio
recorder/editor. "Ican see PocketRec changing the
entire way our newsgathering happens. Having the
reporter gathering their audio, editing it with their
wrap, then having the ability to e-mail the entire piece
to the newsroom in studio quality is mind boggling."
"For my clients, it takes them from the linear transferal to virtual instant transferal via any standard Flash
card socket. Plug and play on your laptop in the field
or in the newsroom. No tapes or cartridges." ... "A profound breakthrough."
Compact Flash or PCMCIA modules are supported. By using Windows-compatible
audio files, it is able to load to aDAW or playout system at your studio via docking sta-

tion, ISDN, mobile telephone, modem or Internet. Functions include simple editing,
labeling, comments, markers,
and text and
photo attachments. Thus
you have a
recorder plus
PocketPC
applications
such as e-mail,
Web browsing,
schedule and
document management. The
system
has
modules
for
record/playback, multimedia
content
management,
audio editing
and content transfer. Distributed by Harris in North America.
The company said it will keep the package — hardware, mie, bag, mie cable, foldable
keyboard and around four hours of linear storage — under the price of agood laptop
with software and aportable MD recorder.
Marty Martin and Josef Hallermeier enjoy all the attention.
Info: (571)218-7766 or www.pocketrec.com

In flight, the flexible design of the Helios wing becomes
apparent. The flying wing is shown in 2001 near the Hawaiian
islands of Niihau and Lehua during its first test flight on solar power.
Centurion, extended the wingspan in
1998, while a third generation, called
Helios, added more efficient solar cells
and further increased wingspan to 247
feet. For comparison, a 747-400's
wingspan is 211 feet.
In 2001, Helios broke the world altitude record for both propeller and jetpowered aircraft, formerly held by the
SR-71 Blackbird spy plane, by reaching
96,863 feet. Last year, the Helios platform performed a successful test transmission of HDTV and 3G mobile telephony from 60,000 feet over Kauai,
Hawaii.
This work proved the viability of the
pilot-less, high-altitude operation for RF
transmission/reception, but maximum
mission time remains on the order of a
few daylight hours. Nextgen units will
include specialized, lightweight fuel
cells, now under development, to allow
nighttime flight and greatly extended
missions.
The target is a vehicle that can
remain aloft continuously for up to six
months. When maintenance is required,
another vehicle would be launched prior to taking the first unit out of service,
implying that each area served would
require
two
working
vehicles.
Alternatively, in-flight spares could be
kept aloft as hot standbys and flown
where required quickly ( assuming the
correct complement of transceiver
equipment was on board).
A similar approach is proposed by a
number of companies that are developing large balloon-based platforms, called
- stratellites," which would hover at
approximately 70,000 feet, using small
jet thrusters to maintain position within a
cube of about 1,000 feet on a side. A
Canadian firm, 21st Century Airships, is
developing such devices in cooperation
with two Atlanta based companies,
Techsphere Communications and
Sanswire.
Current models of these "strats" are
approximately 1/4- sized prototypes 60
feet in diameter, which have been tested
to an altitude of 18,000 feet. By mid2003, an altitude of 30,000 to 40,000 feet
should be reached by models 130 feet in
diameter. The final design, expected in
2004, calls for 260-foot diameter Kevlar
balloons operating at 60,000 to 70,000
feet, with systems that could remain aloft
for as much as a year before requiring
ground maintenance.

The operating altitude of 12 to 13
miles occupies atheoretical "sweet spot"
for some broadcast and telecom applications. It can offer relatively uniform, lineof- sight coverage to a large circular
region about 600 miles across (-300,000
square miles — about the size of Texas)
from asingle transmission point.
This is impossible by terrestrial
means due to the constraints of the
radio horizon, and it can be achieved
by the HAPS or Strats with less power
than DBS due to the much lower altitude used. The latter attribute also
increases throughput for two-way services ( such as broadband Internet connections) due to the reduced latency
provided by shorter path lengths.
The relatively vertical orientation of
sightlines will also provide amore unobstructed path in urban areas than geostationary satellite service, and the higher
effective power may improve building
penetration, perhaps reducing the
requirement for external, roof- mounted
antennas. Some mobile applications
might also be possible.
To date, no specific radio broadcasting
applications are envisioned, but there is
no technical reason precluding such service to be included. Any broadband digital technology ( uni- or bi-directional)
intended for regional service is appropriate for these platforms. The use of
dynamically tracking spot beams has also
been considered.
Next steps
Raising capital and other market challenges still remain for the operators that
propose such services, but all are moving
forward. Beyond pure technical viability,
ultimate success of these systems will
hinge upon operators' ability to provide
adequate, mainstream services at competitive prices. Filling a unique but small
niche market is not likely to be sufficient,
as recent experience in the LEOsat environment has shown.
Current FCC rules would consider
these systems as terrestrial services,
but anew class of regulation will likely also have to be developed to address
these new transmission sites specifically, should they become widely
deployed.
It's another item to keep on broadcasters' radar as digital evolution continues.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World.
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Record St Edit
linear audio on the go!

PocketREC, ,thesho,
\TM

r

...dedicated to the professional field journalist

PocketREC

professional recording and playback module

PocketMANAGER

multimedia content management

PocketCUT

fully functional news audio editor

PocketTRANS
supports you in wireless or conventional wired upload

Turn your standard PocketPC into a professionalquality, truly Portable Digital Audio Workstation!!!
Record your important interview or news story and edit in linear audio format with absolutely high-quality
sound. By using standard PocketPCs and accessories, PocketREC' enables up to 15 hours of
recording on asingle storage medium.
Write your comments or story to tag your audio with while you record or afterwards before uploading.
The associated meta-data can be transferred along with the audio or images - leaving no questions for
the station staff. Management of your multimedia content files is simple and easy.

MIL

TMe R.DIO TIECM•01.01” IAA DE .1

Put down your notebook computer and pick up a PocketREC!
Distributed by

RRIS
PocketRECTm products are produced by PocketREC, Inc. and distributed by Harris Broadcast and Communications Division.
info@PocketREC.com

If John recommends aproduct,
on afamous TV
show or movie.
Giveaway Prize!
June 2-8

Professional CD-R with Word Clock

BSW Sales Rep John
McDonald isn't anamedropper, but his résumé
certainly is.
Audio post production
credits on Spin City, Cosby
and other TV shows.
Dialog recording on Shrek,
Spiderman, A Bug's Life,
Stuart Little and other
movies. A CLIO award for
one of his many TV spots.
In spite of our nagging
suspicion that John works
for us so he can get agreat
When not figuring out how to fit more awards
on the wall of his cubicle, John can be reached at
800.426.8434 or via e-mail at JohnM@bswusa.com.

deal on recording equipment,
we're tickled several shades

of pink that he's chosen to become part of the BSW team.
While John is the only BSW Sales Representative who's
worked the other end of amie with the likes of Eddie Murphy,
Rosie O'Donnell and Glenn Close, he's typical of the caliber
of experienced folks you talk to when you call us.
And don't forget that when you make that call to BSW,
you're eligible to win $ 1,000 worth of gear in our
30th Anniversary
$30,000 Giveaway*. Call

Ye Olde Cork

today or register online

Filtre, BSW's

at www.bswusa.com.

where our sales

and Pop
in-house pub
representatives
relax after a
hard day on the
phones. Only

AST SUPPLY WootLowitoe

gourmet root beer
is served until

*No purchase necessary See
web site for complete rules.

6:00 PM PST.

The HHB CDR830 BurnIT PLUS has afull complement of
professional features at agreat price. An advanced laser assembly
delivers consistent, accurate recordings with broad compatibility.
and aWord Clock input enables synchronization to ahost clock
during playback. It also features balanced XLR and unbalanced
RCA analog I/O; balanced XLR (AES/EBU), optical and coaxial
digital I/O; parallel remote input; and double speed CD finalization.
The prize package adds aK1715 sealed-ear headphone from
AKG and 250 (yes, two hundred and fifty) CD-Rs! Don't wait, enter
now at www.bswusa.com!
CDR830PLUS

List 789°°

K171S

List 199°°

699"
149 99

List 899"

PLPLUS

List 229"

SKB19-6U

List 239"
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The Gemini MP3000X
k
4
-2 m
an
is ahigh-performance dual
Iwo
CD player that also plays
MP3s, for hours of music on
asingle CD-R! Features: playback of standard CD, audio CD-R/RW
and MP3 CD-R/RW; automatic disc calibration; auto-cue to music;
instant-start; variable pitch control; ' Hobo-start' continuous pingpong playback mode; analog and digital outputs; jog/shuttle wheels;
real-time looping and more, all at BSWs low price of only $599.95!
The giveaway prize package adds aFurman PL Plus power
conditioner/rack light module, atough SKB
19-6U six rack space road case, and a
one-of-a-kind XL jacket from Gemini ( not
available for sale). Enter to win today!
MP3000X
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Giveaway Prize!
June 9-15
Dual CD Deck
with MP3
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DualChannel ISDN Codee
The amazing AEQ Eagle is adual-channel
ISDN audio codec with unique multiplexing,
allowing two remote broadcasts from
anywhere to feed audio to the studio and
all three locations to communicate with
one another. The Eagle also interfaces
with many popular codecs on the market,
and even has aback-up POTS mode with
frequency extension for when an ISDN line
isn't available and you need to get on the
air. Features: IP remote control by internet
or computer network; dual-channel for 64
kbps encoding modes: G.711, G.722 and
MPEG; mic input; headphone jack; front
phone jack; dual display for easy operation;
metering of send and receive audio; analog
and AES/EBU digital I/O; silent nofan
operation, compact 1RU design.

Sennheiser's Evolu .
UHF Wireless Mic Sy:
professional performa
at aprice anyone can
includes aplug-on tra
portable cameramou .
utilizes Sennheiser's;
suppressing HDX con
for crystal clear sounc
switchable UHF with
presets; long transmit
mW RF power) and ri

EAGLE

EW101P

List 2.795°°

Call For Price

AEQ

List 835"

299,

it's probably because he used it
iveaway Prize!

4cm rr4=1 ec s

audolechnica.
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arge-Diaphragm
andenser Mie

Quality 4x4 Distribution Amp

['he AT4050/CM5 features aremarkable
nbination of warm, transparent
Ind and super-high SPL capability;
•
ee switchable polar patterns; largephragm design for extended frequency
ponse; symmetrical direct-coupled
ctronics for excellent transient response
ilow distortion; switchable 80 Hz hiis filter and 10 dB pad; and includes the
'8441 spider shock mount. Order today.
l'he prize package adds adbx ProVocal vocal processor, aProboom-B
mic stand, and a25 ft. cable. You're ready to record-enter to win!
4050/CM5

List 995°°

59900

OVOCAL

List 499"

299"

iveaway Prize!
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Portable CD-R Deck
with XLR Inputs
The CDR300 by Marantz Professional is astand-alone portable CD
order that offers the ease-of-use of atape recorder but uses blank
'-R/RW media, for playback in virtually any CD player You can even
ord live using either the internal microphone or thru the stereo 1/
XLR mic/line inputs, with preamps and phantom power! A builtpeaker, headphone jack and full-function IR remote are included.
ne on AC power or thru a4pin DC connector for using abattery
k (sold separately).
'he prize package includes the Marantz RPS300 lead acid battery
k for truly portable recording, the CA300 carrying e$ine and a50k of CDRs. Enter now at www.bswusa.com!
R300

List 849°°

3300

List 199°°

68900
169®

1

450-Watt
5.1 Surround System

ion Series EW101P
tern brings you
Ice and handling
ifferd. The system
ismitter and
it receiver, and
roprietary noisepander technology
.Features:
bur frequency
3ion range (30
gged construction.

The Alesis ProActive 5.1 is aTHXcertified, professional 5.1 surround
sound monitoring system with Dolby
Pro Logic II, 450 watts of RMS power
and an 8", long-throw subwoofer for
powerful, distortion-free bass. There are
digital optical and coaxial inputs as well
as six channel analog inputs for simple,
simultaneous connection to nearly any
audio source including PCs, recording
equipment, DVD players, and portable
audio players. Wireless remote included.
PROACTIVE5.1

prrsardrintaisarr

List 499°0

39900

Broadcast Console
with Analog RCA I/O
The Arrakis NOVA console features
RCA connectors for connecting
consumer or unbalanced source
equipment without interface boxes, as
well as inputs for traditional balanced
broadcast source equipment. The NOVA
console is digital on the inside with amix
of analog and digital inputs and outputs.
Features: Program and Record mixing
buses with analog and digital outputs,
Control Room Monitor, Headphone,
and Cue outputs, Talkback input
and output with logic for inter-studio
communication. 10 mixing channels: 2
channels analog microphone or stereo
line level, 4analog stereo line level, 2
analog telephone hybrid or stereo line
level, and 2digital (AES/EBU) input or
stereo line level.
NOVA- 10C
List 24990
°

Call For Price

esus

The Symetrix 581E is aquality 4-input/16-output
distribution amplifier. Each 1-input/4-output module operates
independently. Simple rewiring creates 2x8 and lx16
configurations. Features: removable Phoenixtype connectors
for easy installation; precision circuitry yields THD + noise
less than .009%; LED input metering, level control on inputs
and outputs; internal power supply.
581E

399®

List 549°°

0

SYmetrix

Pro MiniDisc Deck with XLR I/O
Sporting a1RU design, the Sony MDS-E12 is loaded with
professional features like control interface capability
(RS-232C and DB-9 for broadcast remote control), plus record/
play relay control I/0 and balanced analog XLR I/O. Features:
24-bit converters; Wide Bit Stream technology for yielding
20-bit detail with 16-bit media; ATRAC type "R" encoding; LP
play/record; 10 multi-access "Hot Start" memories; variablespeed ± 12.5%; 6-second pre-record buffer; Control-Sinput for
supplied wired/wireless remote; unbalanced RCA analog I/O,
coaxial/optical digital I/O.
The MDSE10 an economical deck similar to the MDSE12
but without the control interface capability, relay control I/O
and XLR I/O.
MDSE12

List 945°°

MDSE10

List 630°°

699"
45900

SONY.
B1011412l Melia N"IL a

Rack-Mountable
Digital Distribution
Interface Amplifier
The new Henry Engineering
DigiMatch 2x6 is an AES/
EBU-to-S/PDIF interface and
distribution amplifier, mountable
3-up with other Henry 1/3-rackspace units on the optional rack
shelf (model #RMA). It has
one AES/EBU input and three
AES/EBU outputs, plus aS/PDIF
input and three S/PD IF outputs.

lable
ra-Mount
ss System

O

:

•

DIGIMATCH2X6
RMA (rack shelf)

279°°
50 0°

Headphone
with Single
Detachable
Cable
Our most
popular semiopen headphone!
The AKG
K240STUDIO is
designed for hours of comfort
and the single-sided, detachable
cable reduces tangles and
equipment disasters. It offers
accurate reproduction with
reduced fatigue even after
long use. Features: 55 ohms
impedance; 15 Hz-25 kHz
frequency range; 10 ft. cable/
miniplug with 1/4" adaptor.

The PMD222 is amono 3-head
portable cassette recorder that
runs on three "D" batteries or an
included AC power supply, and
features amodular telephone jack
for direct telephone recording
and playback; switchable limiter;
built-in condenser inic; speaker; 3position mie attenuation; line level
VO; XLR. mie input.

K240S

PMD222

List 159"

9900

delb

Portable
Cassette with
Telephone/XLR Ins

List 519"

37900

BSW offers package pricing • Let us save you money on your next quote

800 • 426 • 8434 or online @ www.bswusa.com
Broadcast Supply
Worldwide.
Your Best Source
for Professional
Audio Products.

Telephone Solutions by CircuitWerkes

Affordable, 'Flexible,
and 'Dependable???

111111mimm)

421111111111
The HC-3hybrid telephone autocoupler
The HC- 3is ideal for many tasks like listen & concert
lines, remote broadcasting, IFB interfaces. & More.

YOU Bet!

The Vce« Telco-6, six line,
incoming, ring detector

PACEMAKER

Is someone calling? Find out with the new Telco- 6!
The telco-6 detects telephone ring signals from one to
six lines and provides adry relay output for each line.

*
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CP-1 & CP-2 call progress decoders
Did you ever connect atelephone coupler to aphone
line or PBX only to discover that it won't hang up?
CircuitWerkes call progress decoders can save the
day on most systems. They listen for dial- tone or busy
signals and, when present. force your couplers offline.

CircuitWerkes

r

' '
'"The AC-12 telco autocoupler bank
Get up to adozen, full featured, telephone autocouplers in
just 5.25" of rack space. The coupler bay features a
common power supply and two audio busses for easy
mass feeds. Individual couplers can be used for sending
or receiving seperately from the rest - perfect for IFBs.
Newly updated design improves audio performance and
overall reliablility to anew standard of excellence!

http: www.circuitwerkes.com _

Fill Towers
Above the Rest
Monopoles
Guyed Towers
Self-Supporting Towers
Structural Analysis
Tower Reinforcing

800.327.6901
vvwvv.atztogramcorp.com

EAS

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service

in stock for
immediate delivery!

Equipment is

Price S1750.00
GORMAN-REDUCH MFG. CO.

Phone 740-593-3150

\‘'. Ini( , n St. Athens, Ohio -i5701

FAX 740-592-3898

• 5two-way RS-232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard & character generator
•6audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs • 2year warranty
are transformer isolated from encoderdecoder board • 2minutes of digital audio storage
•Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended
operation

• :tline 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set
input levels

• 20

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road • Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000 • www.ERlinc.c,om

PM-218

•Will handshake with automation equipment

• 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
•

52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

• MC fitting with 600ohm balanced audio out
for second transmitter

Illeg@gebbee-redikb-cem Web Site: wvilvegermee-redletcem

• Also available weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized FM digitally
tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, character generators.

NANOAMP SERIESTm Problem Solvers
STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIERS
•FIELD OR STUDIO USE • LOW NOISE & DISTORTION
•COMPACT • DESK OR RACK MOUNT KITS
•Drives 32 to 600 Ohm Headsets
•Bridging Balanced
Loop-through Inputs
•High Output Levels to 120dB SPL
•Front Panel Stereo/Mono Switch

FlipJack Fi -500

3channel cell phone interface
• Two headphone jacks
• Two Mic inputs And a Line I
iput
• Connect To A Standard Telephone Line.

HDA100
•UL & CE 24VDC remote power supply
HDA100-BAT
•Two 9V Battery Powered
Free Brochure Available Upon Request
AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

http://www.atiguys.com
328 W. Maple Avenue • Horsham, PA 19044
800-959-0307 • 215-443-0330 • Fax: 215-443-0394

Come See Us At INFOCOMM 2003 - Booth # 1148

• Operates on "AA' batteries or external power
• Balanced Line Level Output
• Small Size: 1.5H x4.8"W x4.5"D
• Tuner input for off-air monitoring
• LED level indicator

www.conex-electro.com

CONEXZETMRCS'11111
1602 Carolina St.
P.O. Box 67 Bellingham, WA
360-734-4323
FAX 360-676-4822
EMAIL ozinex@conex-electro com

98227

800-645-1061
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'brand valuable,' whereas an ` NPAD'
(Non -PAD) data service could be utilized
to supply revenue opportunity."
"aacPlus — Highest Efficiency Audio
Coding for Broadcast Applications" —
Stefan Meltzer, vice president of business
development for broadcast applications at
Coding Technologies in Nurnberg,
Germany, discussed aacPlus.
Incorporated as the audio format of
XM Satellite Radio and Digital Radio
Mondiale, aacPlus is acombination of
MPEG-4 aac ( Advanced Audio Coding)
and SBR (Spectral Band Replication). It
is an audio bandwidth extension tool.
The Plus nomenclature indicates the
addition of SBR technology. It is also
incorporated in MP3Pro.
Metzler emphasized that high-efficiency
coding allows the incorporation of a
greater number of channels into agiven
multiplexed data rate such as with XM
Radio. Also in the instance of asingle program channel, such as HD Radio, higher
efficiency coding enables more generous
auxiliary data services to "make the program more attractive to the listener?'
Explaining the inherent backward
compatibility of SBR as it is a preprocessor and post-processor technology,
he said SBR's implementation adds significantly to coding efficiency while providing approximately 15 kHz audio
bandwidth at 24 kbps and up. Convincing
examples were played for attendees.
aacPlus is a " dual- rate" system.
"Usually there is a strong correlation
between the characteristics of the highband and low-band portions of asignal,"
he said. Commonly the high band consists
of harmonics of the low band. The low
band is encoded at aconservative sample
rate. Embedded into the low band is
"shaping data" which is the form of the
high-band spectral envelope plus its characteristics in relation to the low-band data.
Upon decoding, the high band is created
by upsampling the low band by two and
applying the shaping data as "guidance
info." To avoid artificial sound, care is taken for signals with highly non-correlated
low and high bands by making reference to
specifically encoded guidance info.
"A Network- enabled Radio Console
Architecture" — "Despite atrend toward
digital processing, the basic architecture
of the console has not changed in 20
years," said Michael Dosch, of Telos
Systems.
"Switched Ethernet is the future," said
Dosch. "It enables console and other studio interconnectivity to become as simple
as that of computers."
Pointing to expensive, proprietary
hardware of conventional consoles and
the inefficiencies of interconnecting such
diverse technologies as analog and
AES3, Dosch introduced the concept of
the "network enabled console."
Acknowledging the more sophisticated, contemporary designs of today as
incorporating acentral engine core performing all the mixing, switching and
console processing for agroup of studios,
Dosch pointed to the Ethernet audio network as "providing all of the benefits of
the centralized core approach while
adding awide new range of capabilities:'
"The network enabled console remains
in the network domain," he said. Running
See FORUM, page 32

Shunt-type ( MOV) surge suppressors can create dangerous ground
voltage differences in asystem. From Bill Whitlock's paper on grounding.
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the Linux operating system, "a single P4 computer
motherboard-based mixing engine can support acomplex studio setup with 24 or more linear PCM, 48 kHz
sampling rate, 20-bit resolution active channels."
In a simple example, connecting six such workstations to aswitching Ethernet hub results in a 144 x 144
cross-point matrix.
The concepts described are incorporated in the Telos
Livewire system, Dosch said. Livewire gives the highest
priority to live audio streams, called Livestreams, resulting
in less than lms latency per hop. A control surface such as
lelos' SmartSurface provides atangible user interface.
"Reliability and Redundancy in Linearly Expandable
Routers" — Digging deeply into routing system reliability, Carl Christensen, senior design engineer of Thompson
Broadcast and Media Solutions, stated, "AES3 was supposed to die, but our clients display an ever-increasing
thirst for bigger and bigger routers." He outlined considerations and solutions for enhancing reliability of routers
expandable in equally sized increments.
"Redundancy can weaken aproduct," Christensen
said. Creating arouter architecture with greater reliability involves careful consideration of granularity, parts
count and switching mechanisms.
Yes, redundant paths should improve reliability, he
said, "but not when solving one problem adds another."
If the switch between the redundant paths is not itself
perfectly reliable, less reliability results.
"A better approach to redundancy switching is to
move the switch to a separate module from the two
redundant modules. The best place to put the switch is
the module that uses the data:' Christensen said.
It is obvious that reliability relies on better part quality and lower part count. It is less obvious that increased
granularity, "smaller is better" for each size increase,
greatly increases parts count, he said.
"If we have to add parts count to get redundancy
schemes to work, less reliability may result," said
Christensen. In the example given, asignal would rely
on 14 stages passing through the router. Maximum integration, keeping parts count low, and integrated redundancy with optimally placed switching results in five
times greater reliability.
Reliability is strongly dependent on connection topologies. According to Christensen, both bus and star topologies suffer from single-point-of-failure probability. He considers only the fully connected mesh adequately robust.
Because errors are highly noticeable with audio,
greater reliability for audio routers should include forward error correction. Any router should also pass asynchronous as well as synchronous signals, he said.
"Understanding and Avoiding ' Ground Loop'
Problems" — Bill Whitlock, president of Jensen
Transformers, claimed most people "don't know aground
loop from aFroot Loop!" He dismissed as myth and misinformation such statements as cabling "picking up hum."
"Electrons have not changed. Physics still works the
same."
Grounding has profound effect on coupling. Citing
the "nebulosity of the ground symbol:' Whitlock commented that electrons don't just disappear down ground
symbols. They create currents, and it is important to
understand where those currents flow and how they couple noise and hum into an unbalanced signal at acommon impedance in their paths, such as acable shield.
The inherent noise-immunity of balanced circuits has
nothing to do with signal symmetry. Impedance balanced to ground of each conductor is necessary for best
Common Mode Rejection Ratio, or CMRR.
Tips and insights offered by Whitlock included:
•Ground the send end of acable (or both), but never the
receive end.
•Be aware of the XLR "Pin 1" problem in which, even
in a balanced system, common impedance coupling
occurs internally to the device due to loops through the
chassis and circuit board traces.
•Use asingle power strip to minimize ground pin differentials and the resulting loop current.
•When converting an unbalanced output to balanced in.
use shielded twisted pair with the pin 3cable grounded

FEATURES
only at the unbalanced source.
•Finally, according to Whitlock, "Use the ideal device,
an audio transformer, to provide ground isolation."
"Tomorrow Radio: Testing HD Radio Services" —
Mike Starling, vice president of engineering and operations for National Public Radio, outlined the Tomorrow
Radio Project and described IBOC-provided supplementary data and audio as a "digital roadside Nirvana."
He described stages of implementation of the supplementary data. First generation: Artist and title info.
Second generation: on demand traffic and weather, news
headlines and stocks. Third generation: "TiVo" radio,
enabling recording of specific programs for personally
desirable playback times. Fourth generation: conditional
access or registered listening.

An Ethernet audio network is shown
configured as acrosspoint audio switcher.
From Mike Dosch's presentation.
"The Tomorrow Radio Project is all about providing a
second audio channel, especially desirable in markets
with one NPR signal:' he said. Starling outlined expansion of block programming to the secondary channel,
programming all music or all news to either, and supplying niche, but strongly desired, programming there.
These auxiliary services will be implemented by "throtding back" the main 96 kbps channel to alower rate and
by means of HD Radio "open architecture audio delivery"
to include the supplemental audio and data.
He said the NPR Tomorrow Radio Project.is not
about audio quality, nor about cost savings, but about
enhancement of content to public radio listeners.
"Radio Production: Beyond the Digital Editor" —
Just as computer hardware technology is beginning to be
used in the broadcast sphere, Alan Peterson of
Montgomery College and Radio World advocates
"adopting the same digital technologies used by music
producers to create compelling radio productions."
His presentation encouraged adventurous radio produc-
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tion people to enter arealm previously the province of musicians, that of music and pro audio production software.
Providing many examples of Virtual Studio
Technology and Direct- X plug-ins, Peterson showed
how implementing this technology could be used to "set
our work apart." He approached his talk as "music creation for production people, not musicians, and more
from the creative end than the technical end."
In addition to self-contained loop-based music generation programs such as Acid, some computer-based
tools can be amusing toys. iZotope Vinyl Simulator
implements reintroduction of the unpleasant artifacts
long ago associated with vinyl. Peterson recommends
searching www.kvr-vst.com or www.directxfiles.com for
such plug-in tools and toys.
Music creation software enables generation of particular sounds that may not be found in any loop. Music environment creation tools such as Neon Synth, LM-9 Drum
Machine, Orion Platinum, Storm (bundled with Hercules
sound card) and Fruity Loops were mentioned or demoed.
Peterson introduced "the grand-daddy of them all, Reason.
It has all the toys we used to fill our racks with."
Vocal manipulation enables the untalented vocalist to
sample his voice and sing like achoir of angels. "Clone
Ensemble," which generates as many as 32 voices, was
demoed as an example of such software. Computerize
vocal harmony, synthesize speech, create synthesis with
your mouth, or recreate the "Cher effect," avocal "pitch
glitch" with "RBC Voice Tweaker." Speech synthesis
creates amusing fake vocal tracks in acomputer voice.
Among the most humorous is the "Delay Lama."
Computer Music magazine was mentioned as agood
source of information in this area. Peterson pointed out
that since you own the software, there are no legal rights
issues to thwart commercial use of your creations.
"Don't Re- invent the Wheel, Find a Different Spoke"
— If Rick Kemp's presentation was unabashedly lowtech, he expects that the working broadcast engineer will
find many useful applications of old favorites.
Kemp, chief engineer of Journal Broadcasting Group
in Boise, Idaho, stated, "the major challenge in contemporary broadcast engineering is consolidation."
Jamming many stations' studios into space designed for
one or two requires resourceful engineering practices.
According to Kemp, the most useful is, "Ido not have
any more room for more sales cubicles!"
With that most GMs or owners will spring for new
facilities, but they will tell you, "Don't spend any money." Putting together old tech, when appropriate, with
new tech, such as audio over Cat-5, results in cost effective studio build-outs.
"Even though we will all eventually be running virtual studios, we still have to live in the real world of XLR
connectors and 66 blocks," Kemp said.
Intelligent synthesis of old tech and new, such as analog
audio over Cat-5E cables connected through 66 blocks to
Ri45 connectors, allows rapid "plug-n-play" studio relocation and interconnection. The LPB Blue 5c is agood
example of an inexpensive, easily interconnected mixer.
Kemp recommends compact Krone Blocks for AES3
cable. For a modular approach, another build- out
employed 25-pair telco Cat-3cable with many RDL Labs
modules in aquickly set-up and versatile facility.
Kemp recommended custom-built, pre- wired interconnect components as time- and money-savers.
"For an extreme cost-saving measure, there is still the
tin can," said Kemp. "There is, after all, little delay." •
Company: MUSICAM USA
Product: NetStar
Connectability gone wild.
This codec can send and receive
real-time stereo audio via ISDN
and data lines, and also can connect via IP, both ways, with
uncompressed linear audio and
low delay. It has the usual coding
algorithms like G.711, G.722, MPEG 1and 2Layers II and
III, but also MPEG 2Advanced Audio Coding ( AAC) and
MPEG 4 AAC-Low Delay. It comes with its own Web
server for remote control from abrowser. Optional
X.21/RS422 and V.35 interface allow for connections to
synchronous data transmission links.
Art Constantine, Dave Pearce and David Lin get connected.
Info: (732) 739-5600 or www.musicamusa.com

Unprotected R145
pre-assembled cable

Pre- assembled RJ45 cable
protected inside Neutnk
cable carrier

The ruggedized
RJ45 connector system.
NEUTRIK° EtherCon® is a new, rugged RJ45 connector system that
is ideally suited for the demanding Ethernet applications of audio,
entertainment, live stage productions, DMX lighting protocols,
industrial and other harsh environments.
The EtherCon system makes available male cable carriers and fully
assembled female chassis receptacles. The diecast metal shell acts
as acarrier for pre-assembled R145 cables. The female chassis
receptacles are based on the Neutrik " A/B" and " D" series XLR

Pre-assembled RJ45 cable
inserted into Neutrik
female receptacle

RJ45 cable carrier locks
into receptacle for asecure,
protected connection

receptacles and feature asecure latching system not found on
other RJ45 receptacles.
Panel mount terminations include horizontal or vertical PCB
contacts and Krone ° or " 110" IDC terminals. Receptacles with
horizontal PCB contacts comply with Class D specifications; the
requirements for Cat 5E are met on receptacles with IDC or vertical PCB contacts.
Color-coded accessories are available for the cable carrier and
both series of receptacles for easy identification.

Chassis receptacle
availaWe with IDC
punchdown terminations
& Cat 5E compensation

PCB Horizontal &
Vertical terminations also
available for OEM
applications
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NEUTRiK USA, Inc.
195 Lehigh Avenue, Lakewood, NJ 08701-4527
Tel: 732-901-9488 • Fax: 732-901-9608
vvww.neutrikusa.com • info@neutrikusa.com
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DIGITAL AUDIO ROUTER

Ce'T BIG ROUTER FEATURES ON A
SifrideUL RuCii7r? BUDGET!
Based on WHEATSTONE's highly acclaimed BRIDGE TECHNOLOGY, the new AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
ADR-32 brings your studio trouble free mixed signal switching. You can choose from a combination of AES
digital (with 24-bit SRCs) or 24-bit A-to-D input cards as well as a combination of analog and digital output
cards to help keep this system future-proof. Since all signals are routed entirely in the digital domain,
crosstalk is eliminated. The ADR has abuilt-in monitor speaker (w/level control and external output) and
supports both 485 and Ethernet hardware controllers. It comes with WHEATS TONE'S highly acclaimed
X-Point software that lets you configure, protect and integrate the system with our own consoles and third
party automation systems.
BENEFIT from our extensive technology
base; choose the Audioarts ADR-32 from
Wheatstone— the digital audio leaders!

311

RF Specioltiec®
Concord CA 888-737-7321
Santa Barbara CA 800-346-6434
Valparaiso FL 800-476-8943

Kansas City MO 800-467-7373
Ebensburg PA 866-736-3736
Southhampton PA 888-260-9298

Amarillo TX 800-537-1801
Fort Worth TX 888-839-7373
Seattle WA 800-735-7051
copyright CI
2003 by Wheatstone Corporation
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XML
Continued from page 19

Perhaps the most popular application
for XML and open standards in broadcast
is for interoperability between automation systems. The proprietary data formats of years past have given way to
XML-based standards. An open architecture initiative spearheaded by RCS and
adopted by many other software vendors
provides astandard way to represent the
data at the core of most operations:
schedule, song information, media information, traffic, data, etc., so that it can be
transmitted easily between systems,
across WANs and over the Internet.
Philippe Generali, president of RCS,
says the initiative was beneficial to all
manufacturers.
Beneficial
-The idea of opening up the architecture of aprogram is actually not new. It's
agood strategic position for any software
company to be interconnected with as
many external components as possible.
You want to be difficult to replace."
Other parts of the broadcast marketplace are also involved with XML and
open standards. One effort proposes to
replace the cumbersome interconnection
schemes for studio gear: analog audio,
AES3 and MADI digital, and audio data
file transfer, with streaming over an
Ethernet network.
For this to work, several technical
issues need to be addressed, and there
needs to be a standard. Steve Church,
president of lelos Systems, supplies
details on a proposal that his company
has advanced.
"The existing standards for streaming
audio, the Real Time Protocol, and some
proprietary standards from Microsoft and
Rio, don't address broadcaster's needs.
What's needed for live audio over anetwork is very low delay, or latency time,
in network links."
The maximum tolerable audio delay
for live broadcasts is 10-20 milliseconds.
Church said there are currently no off-

the- shelf solutions for radio stations.
"We've invented a scheme called
Livewire to address these needs. We'll try
to promulgate it, and convince others to
use it too." Whether Livewire will be
submitted to astandards organization for
formal ratification remains to be seen.
Datacasting via the Data Radio
Channel, ahigh-speed 76 kHz subcarrier,
is becoming a hot topic for FM broadcasters.

the ability to freely interchange data,
not only between systems in one house,
but also to stations in another market.
Rather than using XML or another
interchange format, Clear Channel has
purchased Prophet Systems and
installed their software in every location. What is also important is the ability to transfer data between an automation system and a commercial
scheduling system.
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again in afew years.
"XML is the perfect standard,"
Baden said, "because it defines data,
not presentation. Once you have ascript
file, you can design different style
sheets to display the same info on a
WAP phone, Web browser, teleprompter
or computer screen."
RFA's limited budget made the purchase of commercial broadcast software
impractical. Instead, Radio Free Asia's
engineering staff developed its own suite
of inter-operable programs known as Rfor XML include
Boss. Collectively, they function as a
content management tool. In order to
compatibility among manufacturers' automation
future- proof the content and ensure
cross-platform open file formatting, Rcomponents and transfer of information directly
Boss makes extensive use of WAVE,
MPEG and XML files.
from the Internet to broadcast media.
And anew Web-to-radio delivery system received much press coverage when
DARC enables transmission of a more
"At Clear Channel we've designed our
it was announced by Microsoft this winrobust data stream than RDS, including
own system called Media Star, which
ter. SPOT, or Smart Personal Object
video. One solution developed by
will interface seamlessly to Prophet."
Technology, uses XML on the server side
Audemat-Aztec utilizes XML to help
By automating this process, much of
to deliver personalized Internet content
converge Internet and broadcast technolthe boring, costly and labor-intensive
via FM subcarriers to wristwatch display
ogy. On the Internet end, a specialized
work involved in making multiple dubs.
devices. To provide the service,
Web server called DARC-ARTHUR
Littlejohn believes it can actually be
Microsoft is partnering with Clear
seeks updated information in XML formore difficult for a large group of staChannel, Entercom, Greater Media and
mat on Web sites, and creates content in
tions to set standards.
Rogers Communications.
text, flash animation or JPEG, which is
"In some ways, standardization is difWhile open standards and XML make
then broadcast over the 76 kHz subcarrificult for us because there are so many
it possible for both vendors and end users
er. One interesting application for this
sites to buy for. We're at adisadvantage
to tweak and modify software, most of
technology is outdoor billboards enabled
because of the amount of capital that is
that work is done by manufacturers. The
for VGA/NTSC video.
required."
role of the chief engineer seems to have
Sophie Lion Poulain, operations and
At Radio Free Asia in Washington, a has changed considerably over the past
communications manager for Audematlarge operation with limited funds and
20 years, from one who adapts and modiAztec, notes agrowing interest in submultiple language requirements, adopting
fies technology, to an administrator of
carrier technology among American
XML made sense for a number of reathat technology.
broadcasters.
sons. Chief Information Officer David
"This used to be abusiness where you
"Managers are looking for additional
Baden said, "We're dealing with 10 difcrafted everything," said Generali of RCS.
ways to make money. High-speed subcarferent languages, so we need something
"Today's software has to be fast, cheap
riers combined with Internet technology
where you have content available not just
and efficient. If it doesn't work, you
offer a wealth of potential revenue
now, but down the road."
replace it. The engineers' function nowastreams for a modest investment in an
Baden notes that word processors,
days is to keep the station on the air 24/7.
encoder and receivers."
after a point, are no longer backwards
"Once you take that perspective, you
End users have a variety of philosocompatible, and have evolved to the point
understand that the job is not about
phies and responses to the need to stanthat files from afew years back can only
designing or modifying software. Your
dardize. Large groups have unique chalbe opened with the original software. A job is on the line and there are too many
lenges and opportunities when it comes
lot of time and money would be necesrisks involved."
to developing broadcast standards.
sary to update the files manually to the
Tom Vernon is amultimedia consultant
Jeff Littlejohn, senior vice president
most recent word processing standard,
working in Philadelphia. Reach him via
for engineering at Clear Channel
and the process might have to be repeated
e-mail to tivernon@blazenet.net.
Radio, said, "
What's most important is

Broadcast applications

!Companies: Kintronic Labs and StarH Corp.
Concept: Kinstar AM/Medium-Wave LowProfile Antenna
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Ah, the dream of asmaller AM antenna.
The KinStar promises radiating efficiency 98% of that
of aquarter-wave tower but with avertical height 67% less
than that of the quarter-wave. As we've reported in Radio
World, the developers say the bandwidth is compatible
with IBOC or DRM DAB. It will be popular where local
ordinances limit the height of any new structures and near
airports and such.
A judge said, "Finally, avery short antenna that works
for AM the FCC will have to accept." Tom King shows off ascale model.
Info: (423) 878-3141 or www.kintronic.com
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Company: Eventide Inc.
Product: Reverb 2016 by Princeton Digital

PLACE

Heliax Line Expands

Eventide was at the show with a modern version of the
1980s-era SP2016 reverb, again designed by Tony Agnello. He
duplicated its original reverb algorithms, including Stereo
Room, Room Reverb and High Density Plate; and added

New from Andrew in its line of air-dielectric cables is 1- 1/4-inch Heliax HJ6-50,
which the company says is targeted for antenna jumper cable assemblies and lowpower main feeds for radio and TV transmitting systems.
The cable is flexible and has apeak power rating of 205 kW. A polyethylene spacer is used, and the company says the design produces low attenuation and excellent
heat-transfer characteristics. Attenuation at 600 MHz is 0.687 dB per 100 ft.
For information, call the company in Illinois at ( 708) 349-3300 or visit
www.andrew.com.

enhanced versions that take advantage of the greater processing
power now available.
Our judges loved that this device uses knobs, not menus. As
Eventide states, "It was created from the perspective that revert)
warrants adedicated box with an optimized, 'one knob, one job'
user interface."
Features include 24- bit
DSP, 24-bit balanced XLR,
analog I/O, 24-bit SPDIF digital I/O, MIDI in and out,
software- programmable
footswitch, and direct input
for guitars and other highimpedance instruments. The
controls are lovely. Up to 99
user presets can be stored.
Dave Fournier and Ray
Maxwell are shown in the
Eventide booth.
Info: ( 201) 641-1200 or
www.eventide.com

Alphaton Introduces Cable Tester to U.S.

Company: Middle Atlantic Products Inc.
Product: FC-4 Thermostatic Fan Control

•
.11ai

Call it a "fan brain."
You can maintain proper temperatures inside your racks
with this thermal management device. The fan speed operates
in proportion to the temperature sensed in the enclosure, so you
get proper cooling — but only as much as you need. One unit
controls up to four 120V fans. We loved playing with the demo,
making the fans go on and off by putting the sensor under a
heat lamp. Also in the product line are fans and vent blockers.
Judge: "Equipment likes automatic temp control, just like

hoe. WeriCI

humans." Diane Cote, David Amoscato and Whitt Adams try to
cool off.
Info: ( 973)839-1011 or www.middleatlantic.com

ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC.

An active remote cable tester used in Europe now is available to U.S. buyers.
Alphaton, based in Germany, will offer the ACT- 100 Cable Tester through its North
American distributor, Atlantic Pro Audio.
The unit has ahand-held base unit in ametal casing. Error codes are displayed via
multicolor LEDs; the code legend is printed on the casing so there are no paper code
sheets to keep track of. It operates with 9-volt batteries. An included adapter plug allows
the unit to test snake lines and long cable runs where the ends are in different locations.
"The ACT- 100 cable tester is especially suited for fixed installations where cables cannot be tested with astandard-type cable tester or
ohm meter," the company stated. "Cold" solderings and junction resistances are displayed by
color or luminosity changes in the LED display.
The ACT- 100 does not require phantom power
for testing.
Send and return sections are built into the
base unit. In addition to stereo phone jacks,
both sections contain male and female XLR
connectors, allowing for testing of any gender
combination cable. The Remote plug also has
male and female connectors for "any-gender"
testing. An optional stereo Remote jack for
testing jack panels is available, as is an
adapter to enable the testing of MIDI cables.
For information contact the distributor in
Florida at ( 407) 865-5784 or visit
www.atlanticproaudio.com.

MANUFACTURER
OF RF COAXIAL LOAD RESISTORS.

ormance By Destyn

DUMMY LOADS FROM 1KW TO 1500KW,
AVAILABLE IN AIR, WATER OR SELF
CONTAINED HEAT EXCHANGERS.
/

HIGH POWER NON- REACTIVE CERMET
RESISTORS FROM 1OHM TO 20 MEGOHMS.

ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC.
P.O. Box 249 • Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 • Fax. 870-449-6000
E-mail. altronic@mtnhome.com Web Site: http://www.altronic.com
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A new codec wi
Advanced Audio Coding
for use over the Internet, ISDN or DSL
The newest codec from CCS/

NetStar can even connect bi-

MUSICAM USA does it all! While

directionally via IP with

maintaining compatibility with

uncompressed linear audio and

existing codecs, NetStar opens a

near-zero delay!

new realm of connection capabilities. NetStar can send and receive
full fidelity, real-time stereo audio
not only via ISDN and dedicated
data lines, but also via IP.
NetStar contains not only standard
coding algorithms like G.711, G.722,
MPEG 1 & 2 Layer 2 and MPEG 1 & 2
Layer 3, but also the latest MPEG 2

NetStar automatically recognizes the
calling codec, and even comes with
its own built-in web server for easy
remote control from any web
browser. And, because living within
your budget is essential, NetStar is
not only our most capable codec
ever, it's also our most affordable.

Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) and

Contact us, or your authorized CCS/

MPEG 4AAC-Low Delay.

MUSICAM USA dealer for details

MUSICAM USA
670 North Beers Street, Bldg #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
732-739-5600
732-739-1818 fax

sales@musicamusa.com
www.musicamusa.com
MUSICAM USA is the d/b/a of Corporate Computer Systems, Inc
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Never satisfied to rest on their laurels, our engineers were inspired
to improve upon the technical excellence and coveted sound of
valve design. How? By making it simpler.

The new AT3060 tube microphone offers the convenience and
easy setup of a standard studio condenser by operating exclusively
on 48V phantom power — so there's no dedicated power supply

3060

phantom- powered tube microphone

biaafitionniall

requiring you to reconfigure your boom arm with special cables.
An all- new large-diaphragm cardioid capsule , with the warm sound
of a vintage tube mic, has been specially tailored to keep proximity
effect and P-pop under control. Meticulously crafted in a rugged,
compact housing, the AT3060 is set in a low- profile shock mount
for easy copy reading.

Top it all off with the exceptional quality and consistency you count
on from Audio-Technica, and the result is, quite simply, something
special, for a lot less than you'd expect.

audio-technica.
Audio-Technica U.S., Inc. 11221 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224 I330.686.2600

Fax: 330.686.0719

E-mail: procatus.com Iwww.audio-technica.com

Studio Sessions
Hot Mics: Is Anyone Listening?
by Christopher Springmann
The only thing that gets between Traci
LaTrelle and several hundred thousand of
her closest friends tuned to "The Flow" at
XM Satellite Channel 61 is an ElectroVoice RE27 microphone.
The award-winning program director,
who works for Radio One in conjunction
with XM, probably does not think much
about the classic shock-mounted mic on her
Klotz broadcast console in Landover, Md.
Sure, the RE27 is bulletproof and engineerproof, and the price is pretty good, too, but
the bottom line is, LaTrelle sounds good.
Meanwhile ...
Three thousand miles away at
KQED(FM) in San Francisco, Michael
Krasny leans into an RE20 in his studio.
Krasny'S 10th anniversary show is well
underway as his guests curl around their
six RE20s, blithely unaware of the historical roots of that microphone.
The broadcast world may be going
digital. Car audio and home systems produce awesome sound. Yet the crucial
port-of-entry for talent, the all-important
microphone, very often is still one of a
few familiar models from companies like
EV and Shure that have been on the market for many years.

Dr. September Williams, co-host of the syndicated
show 'Health Rhythms,' uses a BLUE Mouse mic.

See Page 40
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ty to choose amic, as I've always trusted
engineers to select the best one."
The engineer LaTrelle trusts is Rashad
Smith, who says he has " seen people
bang around the E-V mies like rag dolls
and they keep on going." No phantom
power issues or delicate parts as with an
expensive Neumann U87.
"If it ain't broke," says Smith, repeating
the standard radio mantra, "don't fix it."
But other models do find homes in
radio-related applications.
Some end up in voice studios, which
are eagerly investing in the latest stuff to
service their ad agency and entertainment
industry clients.
Itoured the new, spare- no-expense
NPR facility in Santa Monica, Calif..
where the staff recently purchased 25
Neumann U87s, following the lead of the
East Coast NPR mothership. Ieven found
out Howard Stern's dirty little secret: a
TLM 103 makes him sound so good.
Another secret: Musicians live and die
with microphones. That is true of Ed
Goldfarb, who has the ear and soul of a
musician; selecting the right microphone
See MICS, page 42

Where are the "hot mics" in this bicoastal radio portrait? Is anyone in radio
using recent- vintage microphones —
state-of-the-art, yummy to look at and
even better to use?
"The mic came with the studio,"
LaTrelle said. Not that she's complaining.
"In 17 years, I've never had the opportuni-

Company: Broadcast Tools Inc.

Silence Monitor III

From NAB

Resource for Radio On-Air, Production and Recording
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Products: Program

Shecky's Back

Schedule Controller II &
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Don Winget's company keeps crankin' out helpful problem solvers. As one judge wrote, "Don is the master of very
nifty and very affordable studio tools."
The PSC II can be used as ascheduler, sequencer or
both. Judges liked that it includes aGPS receiver with
embedded antenna. The PSC II controls functions by time
and date, time and day of week, serial port commands and
remote contact closures. The non-volatile memory has 512
scheduled events, which can be set to latch, unlatch or
momentary pulse one of the 16 SPDT relays.
Also honored was the upgraded Silence Monitor, which keeps an ear on any stereo or two
monaural sources, generates alarms and switches to backup source transparently. Delay is
from 2seconds to 85 minutes.
Info: (360) 854-9559 or www.broadcasttools.rom

•Compact light weight and easy to
operate with a worldwide ready ISDN
connection
Works anywhere and is compatible with all codecs
on the market
•It has a built-in digital phone hybrid for POTS connection
and it works simultaneously with the ISDN connection

Stereo and Mono
Digital and Analog I/O.
Capable of establishing an On Air conversation with two callers

•Known worldwide for its high performance.

Phone: 954 - 581 7999
cnieçanAnhrondrno rnm

Fax.: 954 - 581 7733
www nonhrnnrirnct rnm
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It Must Be Spring: Shecky's Back
by Alan R. Peterson
It's as predictable as the cherry blossoms in Washington, as timely as asquirt
from Old Faithful and as lame as acircus
performer on rubber stilts.
It's the return of Shecky Peterson.
Every year right after the NAB convention, Shecky emerges from the dark
corners of my psyche. Take the smarmiest Vegas lounge act you can think of,
give it a radio spin, add asong or two,
grease up the hair, loosen the tie, and add
avodka gimlet in one hand and aShure
Beta 58 mic in the other.
You now have a solid idea of what
Shecky is all about and why Itry to keep
him repressed throughout the year.
So grab atable close to the stage, try
the veal piccata, drink up ' cuz there's a
$15 minimum and settle on back for the
show.
For the fourth year in arow, complete
with the requisite rimshots on the drum
kit, Shecky's back, bay-bee!
Cue the band
(Music intro, polite golf claps from the
audience.)
Heyy-yy, good evening folks. Good to
see you all here. So, any of you manage
to make it all the way down to the South
Hall at the Las Vegas Convention Center?
Am Imistaken, or is the walk from the
Radio Hall down the Strip to the Sands
now actually closer?
And does it seem to you like mergers
and takeovers have finally settled out?
Man, that was crazy for afew years. But
things seem alot quieter now.
Iwas waiting for the guys at Ice
Krackers to buy out the voice-tracking
product from RCS, then create its own
station financing and brokering division.
The new company would have been
called Krackers, Trackers and Backers.
Maybe if Graham-Patten came into the
deal, they'd be Graham-Krackers.

What if Scott Studios picked up power
tube rebuilder Freeland Products? Would
Scott-Free fit on the sign outside?
And how about if Rane Corp. did a
merger with Stormin Protection
Products? RaneStorm, naturally.
Ba-dabump!
But Sirius-ly, folks ...

"MPEG of My Heart." And when that
one antenna company gets in the act, we
could probably do a rendition of "CRI
Me aRiver."
And what's with all these "X" things?
We've got amovie all about the X-Men,
we have XM Satellite Radio, Telos
Systems has the Xport and the Xstream,

Ionce knew a guy

named Jack Field,

but he was only half-normal. Ba-dabump'

Oh, don't even get me started on that
whole digital radio thing! Yeah, it's working and those guys at Ibiquity make it better every month, but Istill don't know
whether to call it IBOC or HD Radio.
Franldy, Ilike IBOC better. It reminds
me of all those great songs that have
IBOC in their title.
Songs like "I-BOC aLovely Bunch of
Coconuts," "IBOC-cycle Built for Two,"
"I-BOC Spurs That Jingle-Jangle-Jingle,"
or "Baby Got IBOC."
And let's not forget the Paul Simon
classic, " IAm Just IBOC-xer" or the
bane of every school bus driver, " 99
IBOC-kles of Beer on the Wall."
What's the best we can do with HD?
Oh, Idon't know ...
H-D sweet?
See her wal-king down the street,
Now Iask you very con-fi-den-tially,
H-D sweet?
See, it just isn't the same!
Maybe top it off with an encore of

PRODUCT GUIDE

SoundSlice Peripheral
Breaks Ground
The AudioScience ASI2214 SoundSlice USB 2.0 pro audio peripheral includes
multistream MP3 record and playback with multiple simultaneous sample rates.
SoundSlice provides four balanced analog stereo outputs, one AES/EBU output, one balanced analog stereo input, one AES/EBU input, two record streams and four play streams.
In addition to MP3, other format choices include MP2 and 16-, 24- and 32-bit
PCM. The ASI2214 is backward-compatible with aUSB1.1 bus and may be run in full
speed ( 12 mbps) or high-speed (480 mbps) modes.
Applications include broadcast and entertainment markets. The ASI2214 runs on
Windows 2000 and Windows XP. It presents itself to the Windows audio subsystem as
one waveIn device, four waveOut devices and one mixer device.
DirectX API is supported.
Price: $2,995; volume discounts are available.
For more information contact AudioScience in Delaware (
302) 324-5333 or visit
www.audioscience.com.

and those good old splice tabs we used to
use on tape are from Xedit.
Iwish Icould afford afew of those,
except Ihave two ex's of my own.
Ba-dabump!
Now the jokes
Okay, so why was the Kinstar low-profile antenna embarrassed?
Someone pulled down its skirts.
What's the difference between an AM
antenna and an outbuilding filled with
old reels of Candid Camera?
One is shunt-fed, the other is a Flint
shed.
What's the difference between digital
editing software and a raven hooked on
billiards?
One is Cool Edit Pro, the other is a
pool-headed crow.
What's the difference between a
monopole and aunicycle?
Sit on one then the other then get back
to me.
Ionce knew aguy named Jack Field,
but he was only half-normal.
Why was the shortwave radio collector
disappointed when he met with the short
naval officer?
He thought athree-foot Admiral was a
console receiver
What did that same collector get for
his birthday?
An E-layer cake.
What did Newton and Pascal do before
they met their dates for the evening?
Splash on alittle Coloumb.
Then there was the engineer who had
to open up a studio monitor after his
assistant tried to fix it. He took off the
front baffle and was shocked to see a
slice of moldy pizza jammed into the
hole where the tweeter should have been.
"$@*%!" said the engineer, " Isaid
replace the piezo element!"
Ba-dabump!
Same engineer is out walking his dog.
A lovely young woman stopped to
admire the animal. "What's his name?"
she asked. He answered, "RF Burn."
She asked, "Why did you name him
that?" And he replied, "Because he doesn't heel."
Ba-dabump!
Then one day that same engineer
found out the basement of the station was
filled with squirrels. Somehow they
chewed through ascreen and took up residence there.
He tried poison, but the squirrels only
got a little ill, then bounced back. He

tried humanely trapping them and releasing them back into the wild, but they
always found their way home.
In desperation, he called up an engineer at another station. "My basement is
full of squirrels," he said.
"Yep," said the second engineer on the
phone. "We had them too."
"What did you do to get rid of them?"
the first fellow asked.
"Hired ' em," he replied. "Put ' em in
charge of running the Sunday morning
public affairs shows. They were here for
one week and we haven't seen them
since."
Ba-dabump!
Bring down the lights
(Piano player touches agentle chord.)
Okay, let's send you nice people home
with asong. Every year it's always something schmaltzy and slow, so let's pick up
the tempo alittle bit this time.
You all know the Monkees tune "I'm a
Believer," right? Well ( loosens tie even
more, wipes brow and finishes gimlet),
let's shake this place up alittle!
Heyy-yy all you account executives,
here's one for you! (
Band swings into
overdrive.)
Ibought lunch for two with my expense ac-count,
The total bill was $80.23 ...
The boss was not too happy,
Boy he looked depressed,
Said 1couldn't even sell R- O-S...
And then Imade asale,
Now I'm leasing aBeemer.
Livin' large,
On cash that's not mine.
Got it made (hum- mm) I'm drivin' a
Beemer,
That "No-1-in-Team"-er stuff's alie ...
Now the engineers on this side of the
room!
Iput up with gufffrom the em-ploy-ees
here,
Lots of things like, " Who's our 1- SP?"
"Can you fix my headphones?"
"Where's the paper stored?"
"I just spilled my coffee down the
board..."
I'm on call all day,
And I'm driving aKia.
Solderin' stuff
And ordering lines,
0vertime? (Ha!) I'm driving aKia,
I'll prob'ly be hee-yah 'til Idie ...
Thank you, thank you, yer awunnerful
audience. See you at the 10 o'clock show.
Al just recently reported in for a new
position: production and program coordinator for talker
WMET(AM),
Gaithersburg, Md., poised for a power
hike to 50 kW and a new studio buildout
in downtown D.C.•

Is your digital audio delivery system keeping you up at night?
Since 1984, over 500 radio stations around the wort have trusted iMediaTouch broadcast atitlynabon
software. VVIth ahost of award winning features designed to save both time and resources without bœaking
the bank, the iMediaTouch digital audio delivery system is easy to use and dependable hme after time.

iMediaTouch broadcast automation software.
Connecting radio groups through superior technology.

To kid out mom cal us
6650501 cr Wsitwww.amtnet
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Continued from page 39

for the talent, getting that edge, is what
he is all about.
Goldfarb, owner and head engineer of
Corte Madera Madcap Labs in
California, composes, records and mixes
music plus voice — and he is very picky.
He tossed me acopy of Radio World's
sister publication Pro Audio Review,
where mic reviews read like copy straight
out of the Wine Spectator: " Richly
detailed with subtle textural nuances ...
warm and passionate ... an unusual balanced blend of air and punch."
All very entertaining. However,
Goldfarb does not record hyperbole, he
does sound. He placed my " Health
Rhythms" co-host September Williams,
M.D., whose voice is warm and passionate, in back of a BLUE Baby Bottle
($649 list) condenser microphone, complete with matching Baby Pop metalmesh windscreen.
Goldfarb started the session and stared
in disbelief at the Pro Tools waveform.
"Oh, man, this is s000 good. Idon't have
to do athing to that sound," he marveled.
Call me Mr. Blue
"That's the idea, making heroes out of
the people who choose our mics," said
Skipper Wise, founder of BLUE ( Baltic
Latvian Universal Electronics), who
eschews model numbers in favor of colorful product names, such as Blueberry,
Mouse, Kiwi, Dragonfly and Cactus.
Musicians such as Pearl Jam, Sheryl
Crow and Limp Bizkit put BLUE on the
music map, although Wise has made
inroads into broadcasting with clients ABC,
NPR and CNN/Turner Broadcasting.
The Baby Bottle pattern is fixed in a
cardioid configuration and there is no pad
or rolloff available, according to Nick
Baily of Pro Audio Review. " Inside the
lollipop-style grille is asingle membrane,
large diaphragm, gold and aluminumsputtered capsule." Definitely not your
grandfather's microphone.
"This unit really cranks it out," Baily
said. "The sound is extremely transparent, adifficult-to-define clarity that distinguishes great condenser mics, with a
low that seemed to extend for miles and
round, defined bass tones." The signal-tonoise ratio is 87 dBA while the self-noise
is avery respectable 5.5 dBA.
"If you're using a mic that was
designed 50 years ago, don't you think
you owe it to the talent to take them to
the next level?" asked an impassioned
Wise. "Car stereos sound sensational
compared to what was available just 10
to 15 years ago; people's ability to monitor signals, like XM, is just incredible, so
your talent has to be delivered in ahigh-

er-quality fashion than with equipment
from ahalf century ago."
The creation of the Mouse ($ 1,699 list)
was influenced by Ron Roland, avoiceover
talent who requested amic that would provide him with alarger-than-life sound.

Skipper Wise, President of BLUE, Witn the Mouse Microphone
Wise needed alarge, deep bottom end
capability that could handle aloud SPL.
BLUE tuned the capsule to be prominent
in the 60 Hz area, dipping abit around 400
Hz while creating an edge in the 8-10 kHz
areas. The result? A VO mic that works for
akick drum and abass amp, as well.
The world headquarters of Royer Labs
is tucked away in anondescript Burbank,
Calif., residential neighborhood. Rick
Perrotta, president, likes it that way. Not
that Royer mics are a secret. The Royer
wall of fame is papered with awards, creating agratifying and steady demand for
a small shop making world-class ribbon
mics. Ribbon mics, like the RCA 44 or
77? Hardly.
The Royer R-122 is the first phantompowered ribbon, with ahead amplifier
that's fully balanced and discrete, one
that uses a specially designed toroidal
transformer and ultralow-noise FETs,
according to Russ Long, also writing in
Pro Audio Review.
"The head amp/transformer system
makes the R-122 15 dB more sensitive
than standard Royer ribbons," Long said,
-bringing that sensitivity to the level of
the average condenser mic, even when
paired with low- impedance and standard
gain preamps." Long said ribbon mics
produce a "smooth, warm, natural sound

Model CAS- 1Con/Air Switcher
• eliminates delay from studio headphone monitor
• immediate warning on air signal failure
• adjustable EQ and compression of monitor audio
• air signal is not altered in any way
• balanced audio inputs and output
• optional rack mount panel available

Sine Systems

(that) works wonders on everything from
vocals to violin."
The handmade R-122 is deceptively
simple in appearance, 1inch in diameter
and 8inches long, looking somewhat like
ashotgun. Tucked into ashockmount, the

The Royer R-122 Microphone

Product Showcase

IL
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615.228.3500
www.sinesystems.com

R-122 delivers acrisp, bold voice, while
giving the user the ability to use the sideaddress microphone in an uninhibited
fashion, perfect for highly caffeinated,
theatrical on-air talent.
Iinitially plugged the mic into my
HHB MDP500 for a standup interview,
although $ 1,700 list, it is not designed for
rough-and-tumble ENG work.
The R-122 has moved beyond the usual suspects in Royer's core music business to VO and broadcast sessions. Voice
talent Cory Burton carries one to gigs;
Dan Cubert, a dialog and Foley mixer,
uses the unit for ADR sessions; while
Bloomberg, NPR and Cumulus have all
purchased some. Seven R-121 models
were used at the Academy Awards.
More music, less talk, film at 11!

"If radio announcers would pick up (a
Royer) and put it into service, they'd find
out their voice has adifferent character, a
more authoritative, more pronounced
sound, which would allow them to
express their individual personality more
faithfully," said Perrotta. " Besides, you
can move around and get into it with a
ribbon mic as it doesn't discriminate
against off-access sound sources."
"A ribbon mic hears things much more
the way your ears would," said Perrotta.
"It's the most natural-sounding mic you
can use, with a very gentle proximity
effect. Even out at two feet. there's a
slight bass boost characteristic that gives
a substantial bottom end and a bigger,
fuller, more authentic inclusive sound."
The Royer is bidirectional, so placing
the microphone in the center of a table
simplifies interviews by picking up both
voice sources. Want more? The SF- 12, a
stereophonic ribbon mic, is ideal for
small groups of musicians, atypical NPR
application.
It is too funny to see aSennheiser 416
shotgun mic perched above a music
stand, the animated talent working a
good foot away. That's adaily scene at

Davis*Glick, L.A.'s furiously busy voice
production house. The 416 is the basis of
the "West Coast Sound" for tens of thousands of D*G's breathless entertainment
industry promos, spots and tags
("Monster hits, more music, less talk, it's
Monster 1-0HH-5!").
Wayne Ahlberg, D*G's technical ops
director and chief engineer, oversaw the
studio's transition from the Sennheiser
421 to the current stable of seven 416s.
"We discovered that video and film
shoots were using the 416 on location and
later for looping to get match sound,"
Ahlberg said. "The 416 is avery directional mic, present and not boomy. We've got
to watch it with younger, less-experienced
talent who'll go off mic and off axis."
Legendary announcer Ernie Anderson
originally used the 416 for openings on
the Carol Burnett Show, and then used
the microphone for promos at ABC.
"Ernie would really dig into that mic,
right in the center of the newsroom, as
it's so directional," mixer Tony Mederos
said. "The staff would quiet down for a
moment and Ernie would nail it with a
very clean, present promo ("The Lovvve
Boat ... tonight on ABC!").
D*G also uses the large-diaphragm
TLM 103, especially for women, who
often, mercifully, lack the low-end rumble of smoky-voiced male announcers.
Can radio stations somehow be persuaded to abandon their E-V RE2Os and
Shure SM7s in favor of the hot condenser
mic du jour?
"Maybe they cannot — and should not,"
Mederos said. "If you have anoisy environment, the RE20 is great because it has very
low gain, although you've got to crank it up
to get the signal. Talent often leans into the
mic, making the experience very personal
for them vs. alarge diaphragm mic that'll
pick up shuffling papers and your PA running in with the next spot."
Should you invest in a shelf full of
new mics? You may not have to. Ahlberg
called up Antares' Microphone Modeler
software plug-in for Pro Tools and ran
down the list of more than 100 mic emulation choices, from an AEA R44C to a
Telefunken U47.
"Check this out," Ahlberg said as he
ramped up the "voltage" on an emulated
tube mic's filament via the software, running it hot to increase crispness. " You
want ahot mic, so hot that you melt the
glass and cook the sucker? This is it. You
can't beat the price."
Christopher Springmann is producer
and co-host of "Health Rhythms." Find
him at healthradio.org.•

MEET YOUR NEW
PROJECT MANAGER

Chances are you'll spend up to 60% of your precious time, design, and legal costs to keep him from becoming
your Architect, Financial Planner, Scheduler, and Acoustic Consultant too. Armed with ahammer, he'll be
the final word on how good your new studios will be, when they'll be ready, and how much they'll really cost.

OR KEEP CONTROL OF
YOUR PROJECT
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SYSTEMS

You're the boss with complete studio facilities designed by NCC and built by Acoustic Systems.
Our pre-engineered studios are built in afactory, and delivered to your door — when you need them
with all of your requirements and our consultants' best ideas, quality, and cost controls built right in.
You'll find our studios, ergonomic technical furniture, silent airflow delivery, total cable management, and
guaranteed acoustics everywhere — from the smallest public station to the planet's largest broadcast facility.

NORTHEASTERN COMMUNICATIONS CONCEPTS, INC /NEW YORK CITY
(212) 972-1320
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Sound Insulation,
Sound Investment
by Maio Guzina

acoustic designers to inform studio own-

Sound insulation in studio premises
has a two-fold role: preventing noise
interference from external or internal
sources and ensuring, together with
acoustic treatment of surfaces, that the
studio sounds right to those who use it.

ers about the technical and economical
aspects of studio sound insulation and
about possible cost savings when and
where appropriate.
Ihave encountered situations in
which aclient has started planning the
studio layout on his own and, for

bring you New Technology for the past 27 years.

To enter the sweepstakes you must complete these 3easy steps:

Particular attention

1 Go to our website www.rwonline com
2 Click on the New Technology sweepstakes icon
3 Follow the instructions and fill out the electronic entry form - that's it, you're done!

is needed to protect

speech studios against high-level sound coming
from adjacent control rooms.

-mty

whaeare you Waiting for? Don't miss out in '03. Ente? to win
New Technohey products from these fine Radio World supporters: .
So

The sound heard live in astudio or at
microphone output before broadcast or
processing is a combination of direct
sound from the source and aplethora of
reflections from the surfaces of the studio
and its furnishings and fittings.
Once in a studio or a control room,
noise also is reflected and enters the
soundfield, influencing both radio listeners and people working in the studio.
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Although the role of sound insulation
is well known, the acoustic design of studio premises often becomes amatter of
compromise due to the high investment
costs.
It is, therefore, highly advisable for
Company: JK Audio Inc.
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maintain separation. Connections are provided for arnic,
headphones, mixer, sound card and telephone handset.
Stations enjoy afully functioning digital hybrid connected to their PBX/electronic office phone and get greatsounding phone quality for talk shows, recording interviews for news/PA and conference rooms. They don't
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need aseparate KSU or other specialized device to do
good radio phones. "They hardly need an engineer," wrote one judge. "It's basically plugand-play by inserting the unit in series with the PBX phone handset." Ships in June. Joe and
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Linda Klinger are the happy couple.
Info: (800) 552-8346 or www.jlcaudio.com
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See INSULATION, page 45

Product: Innkeeper PBX
This $495 device converts your multi-line PBX-type
phone system into an affordable talk show console.
The digital hybrid connects audio to your PBX through
the telephone handset cord. DSP monitors signals to
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instance, places a studio in aroom with
large windows facing anoisy street with
the control room facing aquiet backyard.
It is not uncommon for people to convince themselves that lower- quality
absorptive acoustic treatment for walls
and ceiling surfaces, such as acoustic
cladding, also has magical soundproofing
and problem solving effect. What might
be sufficient for offices with typewriters
is not appropriate for studios.
Fortunately, people usually accept the
advice that a simple change in studio
premises layout can sometimes prevent
unnecessary costs for sound insulation
from the start.
Studio and sound control rooms
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Insulation
Continuedfrompage44

should meet certain requirements to prevent unwanted sound (noise) from being
audible on the program output and to
help engineers subjectively control the
sound quality.
Particular attention is needed to protect speech studios against high-level
sound coming from adjacent control
rooms.
The amount of sound insulation necessary to avoid interference between areas,
and hence the acceptable level to which
the unwanted sound must be attenuated
in the protected room, depends on the
existing ambient noise level, taking into
account the psychoacoustic properties of
the so-called "masking effect."
Ambient noise levels are different in a
studio and in acontrol room and so are
the permissible noise levels.
These levels usually are described by
single-figure descriptors, such as dB(A),
noise rating (NR) or noise criteria (NC)
levels. For design purposes, it is essential
to observe the entire spectrum of noise in
the form of NR or NC curves.
While architects only have to consider
arange from 100 Hz to 3.15 kHz, radio
studio acoustics designers typically
should consider abroader range, sometimes even from 63 Hz to 8kHz.
The curves relate octave-band sound
pressure levels to the center frequencies
of the bands. Each curve has anumerical
value corresponding to the octave-band
level at 1kHz. In the case of one-third
octave sound levels, the entire curve will
be shifted 5dB downward.
Criteria are somewhat different, and so
are the recommendations issued by
national broadcast authorities or international organizations.
Stringent criteria
Permissible noise levels for radio studios usually lie in the region of NR15 to
NR25, depending on the requirements of
different types of program. Bearing in
mind that digital audio equipment has a
potential signal-to-noise ratio of 90 dB,
expected overall signal-to-noise ratio at
the signal output is 75 dB (90 minus 15)
or 65 dB (90 minus 25) for studios with
NR15 or NR25 respectively, at 1kHz.
Both values exceed the limits of AM
and FM transmitters, but for digital radio
broadcasting — be it Ibiquity, Eureka147 or Digital Radio Mondiale — stringent criteria are inevitable, at least NR15
or, better still, NRIO.
Permissible noise levels for radio control rooms are, in general, 5 dB to 10 dB
higher than for adjoining studios, due to
higher ambient noise levels produced by
equipment, and also depend on the requirements of different types of program.
Acoustics designers have the task of
adopting the permissible noise level criterion for each particular case, which has to
be acceptable to the studio owner too.
The acoustician often has to also take
into consideration the noise level in an
average living room or acar where aprogram is heard. Good sense is needed to
reach the opposite end of the permissible
tolerances.
Knowing that noise levels in apartments may range from 30 dB(A) to 50
dB(A), and much more in cars, one could
wrongly conclude that stringent criteria
for external noise insulation of studios
are unjustified.

Radio World
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Another argument that might be taken
into account when cost savings are considered is the result of subjective psychoacoustic tests. These show that many balance and recording engineers at radio
stations have preserved their operational
capability even when the background
noise level was increased 10 dB to 15 dB
over recommended levels.
Reduce sound level
This means of cost reduction is, however, advised only for control rooms in
which less complex operations go on.
On the other hand, it would be possible effectively to reduce the cost of insulating a studio against high-level sounds
from an adjacent control room by reducing the sound level of monitoring loudspeakers in the control room.
This method is unlikely to be feasible

when the owner consults balance and
recording engineers who are accustomed
to working with high monitoring levels,
of 85 dB and even 90 dB.
Attempting to convince engineers to
work with relatively lower monitoring
levels, by stating the facts of rapid deterioration in hearing acuity due to high
sound levels, often is worthless. It is
particularly difficult with older engineers, whose hearing has decreased
with age and who have to work with
high sound levels.
That is why this method is rarely used
in the design of new studio premises,
although it may be applied, up to acertain degree, in stations where insufficient
attention is paid to the insulation of the
studio against the high level of sound
from an adjoining control room.
Furthermore, this method is only

applicable when acontrol room is situated in a relatively quiet area, without
disturbing noise coming from the adjacent space.
In other words, in order to enable balance engineers to work with lower monitoring levels, it is necessary to insulate
the control room from external noise by
avoiding vicinity to noisy areas or by
providing complex — and often expensive — sound insulation solutions.
In such cases, the question is what is
more useful and less expensive.
Blaio Guzina is a senior engineer at
Radio Televizija Srbije in Belgrade,
Serbia. He is also a professor in the
Sound Recording Department of the
Arts Academy at Univerzitet Braea
Karie. Contact him via e-mail at
blazo_guzina@yahoo.com; or visit
http://www.bg.dk3.corni.
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Phone

Wall

Automatically disconnects auto-answer
couplers & hybrids when calls are finished.
Works wit most PBX analog ports & POTS lines.
Decodes standard dial and busy tones.
Many PBXs aid afew telco COs do not provide the end-of-call
battery signalling that makes telephone couplers and autoanswering hybrids hang up. CircuitWerkes call progress decoders
listen for diat-one and or busy ( reorder) signals and force the
attached unit to hang-up if they are detected The CP-1 is installed
as adaughter board in CircuitWerkes products & the CP-2 is astand
alone decoder that interfaces wrth any automatic coupler device.
Call us or visit out web site at www circultwerkes com tor more into'

CircultWerkes, Inc. (352) 335-6555
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raduga.automation

1
stock stur
_ihe Best

OICE FURNITURE

1

Automate your station in minutes
...No Degree Required
•Great for Music Formats
•LPFM, NCE, Small Et Medium Comms
•Live Assist or Full Blown Automation
•Schedule Spots, IDs, Build Rotations
•Plays mp3, way, wma

Did we mention

Free Support

Introducing " Sound

Cho

Furniture." new tram Ma
Systems. Inc. the manufacturer
The Best in Sound Furn tore. Sou
Choice

Furniture

is

tigh

•
As shown.
excluding Console &
Guest Top

quail

Stock studio furniture. featuring the
sane high quality construction
me:hods and materials found in
Mager Systems. Ins, custom
furniture. Ail " Sound Choice
Furniture" includes solid surface
cointertops The stand frd color is
stormy gray for the solid surface top
•and amedium speckled gray on the
1
,
Cabinets ( see photos). Call today to
-see how Sound Choice Furniture will
benefit your studio.

1
www.raduga.net/rw.htm
Download your FREE Demo
(513) 887-07i4

$649 Buyout
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B..11.3 :Vlagazinn

-EL: 623-780-0045 • FA
www.magersystems.com • mager0

70 -9860
.
gersystens.com

Visit our wehsite hr more information
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Sound Choice Furniture
offer these Fine
Standard Features:
Solid Surface Tops
thick 19- ply plywood
cabinet construction
13- ply Finland Birch access
panels
No Particle Board or
melamine
10- year Limited Warranty
Reversible Punch Block
cabinet
Modular - Many
Configurations, add-ons and
colors available
Built in ventilation
Fast Installation - No cabinet
assembly
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You can also audition multiple takes in
a single track position. Let's say you
recorded three cuts of a particular commercial but are not sure which one you
like best. You can stack them all in asingle track position and then compare them
until you decide which one you like.
One of my favorite new features is the
ability to normalize each of the events in
the track list individually. Just check the
normalize box for each event and the
tracks are immediately normalized. Talk
about atime saver.

EVALUATION

CD Architect Is Back, Improved
by Read G. Burgan

Ilnigled •

When Sonic Foundry introduced CD
Architect in the late 1990s it quickly
became the software of choice for burning audio CD-Rs. It was easy to use and
powerful.
In 2000, Sonic Foundry quietly
announced that it would no longer support CD Architect. While those of us who
had come to rely on it could continue to
use it, the program would not support
new CD burners.
For the better part of two years, Sonic
Foundry tried to put a good face on its
decision by suggesting that users could
get the same features in the company's
Vegas software. As good as Vegas is, it is
not CD Architect, and many of us held
on to our old copies of CD Architect and
the host application Sound Forge 4.5
while using Vegas to import the CD
Architect files so we could burn them on
newer CD burners.
It was all fairly clumsy and anything
but satisfying. Many of us felt betrayed
by Sonic Foundry, whose product we had
embraced into our work lives.
Welcome return
All that changed a few months ago
with the introduction of CD Architect 5.0.
Aside from the support of current CD
drives, what has changed? That is like
asking what the difference is between a
Model T Ford and a 2003 Lincoln
Continental.
First, unlike the previous versions,
CDA 5.0 is a standalone application.
While the general screen appearance is
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Event editor
Perhaps the single most powerful feature of CDA 5.0 is the ability to apply
virtually any DirectXplug-in effect either
individually to any track or globally to all
the tracks. Each event has its own event
editor that allows you to chain as many
DirectX compatible plug-ins as you want.
You can add individual reverb, compresion, noise reduction — whatever you
want to each of the tracks. To any section
of an event, you can split the event and
apply effects to each section.
Then you can do the same to the entire
CD by applying another set of DirectX
plug-in effects to all of the tracks. This
makes CDA 5.0 one of the most powerful
CD burning programs that Iknow.
There is aprice to pay for this kind of
flexibility.
Once you begin to ask the software to
perform a multitude of tasks, you are
requiring the kind of processor overhead
that cannot be applied in a " straight"
burn. To compensate for this, CDA 5.0
has two features.
If you have set the software to perform
number of complex processes, you
almost certainly need to save the project
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similar to the earlier versions, all kinds of
features have been added.
Ido not have room to highlight all of
them, so let me mention my favorites and
those that have particular applications for
broadcasting.
Like its predecessor, CDA 5.0 has the
tools necessary for importing WAV files
from your favorite audio editor or audio
CDs. And you can import cdp files made
by previous versions. CDA 5.0 provides
several ways to produce the requisite
tracks, including the ability to change or
eliminate the gaps between tracks.
If you burn commercials or news actu-

Lin 1)81,1t

alities to CDs, you are going to love the
time- stretch feature. Simply hold down
your keyboard control button and use the
mouse to drag the end of an event to
stretch or compress its timing while leaving the original pitch intact. Nothing
could be easier to use and it works great.
CDA 5.0 has added atrimmer window
that allows you to do editing on individual events before you place them in the
CD track list. This lets you do the kind of
editing that would have required opening
a separate audio editor in the past. It is
convenient and saves time.

SuMvuv

Neural Audio is acompany that develops neural
algorithms for DSP applications. Harris Corp. saw the
possibilities and introduced NeuStar, acodee pre-condi-

Info: (513)459-3400 or www.neuralaudio.com or www.broadcast.harris.com
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WE PROVIDE
THE MESSAGES.

tioner, at NAB.
"Transparent digital audio is typically encoded at a
bit rate of 256 kilobits per second, while transmission
of digital audio is bandwidth- limited at 96 kbps for
FM HD Radio broadcasters and 36 kbps for AM HD
Radio broadcasters," Harris explained. " Broadcast
signals enhanced via NeuStar deliver the highest
quality, cleanest digital sound at low bit rates." The box works in the studio and
transmission ends of the air chain and is compatible with HD Radio, DVD, DAB,
DRM and Internet.
This approach promises to make digital AM comparable to analog FM and, notably,
to enable digital 5.1 broadcast or quality dual-stream radio on digital FM, something
that set our judges abuzz: "Station promos in 5.1? Awesome." ... "For certain uses, it
will be akiller application." Robert Reams and Jim Haupstueck shake on it.

See CD ARCHITECT, page 48

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

Companies: NeuralAudio & Harris Corp.
Product: NeuralAudio DSP Platform and
Harris NeuStar Codec

47

MORE!

YOU PRESENT THEM
TO CLIENTS....

:AND BUSINESS GETS

BETTER!

Something New to Sell Every Month!
HOLIDAYS • SEASONAL EVENTS • FRESH IDEAS!
RETAIL SALES BOOSTERS • SAFETY CAMPAIGNS

04

:3L1- and :60- second features

,GRACE BROADCAST SALES
Toll -free 1-888 -472 -2388
Sound Ideas for BuiklingBusinese

FREE DEMOS ty SALES TIPSY

www.gracebroadca.st.com
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SPACE
AVAILABLE
Call Simone For Details
1-703-998-7600 ext. 154
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FREE SALUTES
available now

www.gracebroadcast.com

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio Worldt readers. Reach Radio Station and
Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising
call Simone at 1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.
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CD Architect
Continued from page 47

as a CD Architect Image File. This is
essentially aWAV file in which all of the
operations that you have chosen are
already performed.
If the number of processes to be performed on the WAV files is small to moderate, you can take the faster route of
checking "Render To Temporary Image
Before Burning." In either case, expect
the time for burning the first CD to be
longer than you would normally expect at
the requisite burn speed. But that is a
small price to pay for the ability to perform almost endless operations on your
CD files.
Steep learning curve
Ihave given only the highlights of
CDA 5.0. There are many features. I
recommend that you print out the manual's 100-plus pages and keep them by
you as you work your way through the
program.
Expect a fairly significant learning
curve to master the features. If you have
used previous versions of CDA, you
should be able to perform your former
tasks in amatter of minutes.
CD Architect 5.0 is a worthy successor to the earlier versions and should be a
welcome software tool for anyone who
needs to burn audio CDs. Ihave used it
for several months and can't imagine my
work life without it.
Minimum System Requirements:
400 MHz processor; Windows-compat-

Product Capsule

LR Sound Product Line Acquisition

CD Architect 5.0

LR Sound recently announced the acquisition of the assets of Digital Audio Labs
including brand names, trademarks and product lines. It will continue support for the
existing customer base with enhanced driver software. Terms of the deal were not
made public.
The CardDeluxe 24/96 stereo PCI interface is among the products included in the
acquisition.
Ted Klein, president of LR Sound, will head the new Digital Audio Labs division.
According to Klein, apriority is to update the support for existing products as well as
expand the DAL line.
This acquisition brings Klein full circle; he was engineering manager of Digital
Audio Labs from 1995 through 1998, and its president until 1999. He left Digital
Audio Labs to start LR Sound, ahardware/software consulting group. The staff of LR
Sound includes several former DAL engineers.
"As the original engineering team behind many of these products, we feel uniquely
suited to carry on the DAL tradition of quality and value," Klein said.
For more information from LR Sound, contact the company in Minnesota at (952)
401-7700.

CD Burning Softwa

Thumbs Up
—

E-
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/Back-compatible with
versions
/Standalone application
/Time-Stretch feature lets you
expand or compress time
without altering pitch
/Trimmer Window permits editing
of individual events
/The ability to automatically
normalize individual tracks
.'Multiple takes can be previ
in the same track pos
/DirectX-Plug Ins can be appl
individual tracks and global

Thumbs Down

*/Processor overhead requirements
for complex operations
requires pre-rendering of file
before burning
/Significant learning curve to
master all of the new features
Price: Download: $ 210; boxed version:
For information from Sonic Fou
tact the company in Wisconsin
577-6642 or visit www.

ible sound card; 128 MB RAM;
Microsoft Windows 98SE, Me, 2000 or
XP; Microsoft Direct X 8 or later;
Internet Explorer 5.0 or later, included
on CD-ROM.
Read Burgan is afree-lance writer
and aformer public radio station manager who can be reached at (906) 296-0652
or via e-mail to rgb@chartermi.net.
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Audio /Si Media Degree
Program Approved
Students now have another choice for careers in audio and media. The New England
Institute of Art & Communications received approval from the Massachusetts Board of
Higher Education to offer a Bachelor of Science degree in Audio and Media
Technology.
The Institute already offers associate degree programs in audio production, but the
new degree program will provide students with the opportunity to refine their skills,
take additional business-oriented, math and science classes and spend more time on
internships and in the studio obtaining hands-on training.
There are two concentrations offered as part of the bachelor's degree program:
Audio Production and Audio and Video Technology.
Audio Production students will learn the necessary skills to obtain entry-level positions in sound recording for music and speech applications, in corporate audio/visual,
digital post-production, digital editing and for Internet and multimedia applications.
For those students seeking repair and maintenance careers, the Audio and Video
Technology concentration provides the skills needed for an entry-level position in this
field.
For more information contact The New England Institute of Art & Communications in Massachusetts at ( 61 7) 739-1700 or visit www.aine.
artinstitutes.edu.

Al Pickard, Founder and Former President of Digital Audio
Labs, and Ted Klein, Founder and President of LR Sound Inc.
Company: Neutrik
Product: EtherCon Series
This series of ruggedized RJ45 connectors caught the
judges' eyes thanks to its expanding options and newly
realized functionality for radio. The EtherCon Series
offers male cable carriers and assembled female receptacles. The cable end has adiecast shell as acarrier for preassembled RJ45 plugs. Female chassis connectors are
based on the Neutrik A & BSeries as well the D Series of
XLR receptacles with secure latching, acool feature for
an RJ45 receptacle. Terminations are horizontal and vertical PCB or IDC, punch down. Color coding is available.
They comply with Cat-5 (IDC versions) shielded or
unshielded and are compatible for 10 Base -Tand 100 Base-TX systems.
Judges: "Ri45 Ethernet is
married to the venerable XLR.
Wired happiness using familiar
connections." "No more LAN
cables being ripped out in the
studios by clumsy feet. And
the jacks accept standard RJ45 cables, so aguest can bring
their own. Doesn't get much
better than that." Kathi Evans
and Fred Besnoff show off.
Info: ( 732) 901-9488 or

PRODUCT GUIDE

www.neutrik.com

Cedar Converter
Complements
Hardware Modules
The Cedar ADA is astereo AID-D/A converter.
A rackmount ( I
RU) stereo, 24-bit, 96-kHz device, it produces AES/EBU or S/PDIF
digital audio output from abalanced or unbalanced analog stereo audio input, and a
stereo balanced or unbalanced output from an incoming AES/UBU or S/PDIF digital
input signal.
The ADA is designed for use with the company's Series X, Series X+ and
DNS1000 audio restoration hardware modules, as well as the newer Cedar Cambridge
system. The ADA provides four sync modes, professional and consumer formats,
emphasis on/off, user-selectable input levels up to 27 dBu and amaximum output level
of +24 dBu.
For more information contact Cedar Audio in Maine at (207) 773-2424 or visit
www.cedarusa.com.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

Mi AcousticsFirst'
888-765-2900
'Full

340' Rohn CC tower. Includes
beacon, guy wire, lighting & other
hardware, 24" face, disassembled &
ready to ship. Any reasonable offer.
731-772-3700.
Central guyed tower, 44' guyed tower
located in Central Iowa, 10 yrs old,
excellent condition, available June
2003, $20,000/80. Pat Delaney, KKRF,
Stuart IA 50250.608-792-9524.

product Ine for sound

control & noise elimination.
www acousticsfirst.com
AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
Ramko
Research
DA-ERS/E
distribubon amp, lin - 6out stereo,
$50. Don Leutz. Clear Mtn Air
Bdctg, FOB 708, Twain Harte CA
9E383. 209-586-5627 or email:
sel@goldruso.com.

S.W.R
FM & Television
Antennas

ANTENNAS/

Want to Sell

All Power Levels.
Contact Jimmie Joynt
Phone 800/279-3326

AUDIO
Cablewave CP-1000-2 FM transmit
antenna with radomes, 2000 watt
maximum power input capacity,
tuned to 92.3 mliz, brand new, still
in
factory
sealed
cartons,
$1600/130. Ray Knudson, KNXR,
1229 Park Ave, La Crosse WI
54601. 508-782-2254.

Pioneer PD- M502, six pack CD
player, new in box, never used,
$100. Don Leutz, Clear Mtn Air
Bdctg, POB 708, Twain Harte CA
95383. 209-586-5627 or email:
sdl@goldrush.com.
Denon 950FA (
2); Denon 951FA
(2); Denon 961FA (2). Don Noordyk,
WSHN, 517 Beebe St., Fremont MI
49412. 231-924-4700.

PRODUCTION
Want to Sell
dbx 155 tape noise reduction
system, $50. Don Leutz, Clear Mtn
Air Bdctg, POB 708, Twain Harte
CA 95383. 209-586-5627 or email:
sdl@goldrush.com.

..

STUDIO/STUTRANSMrrTERIANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE

AM Ground Systems

www amgroundsystems.com
11-877-766-2999
- Rohn # 55 galvan zed tower, 30', 3 'ID fool sections, $300. Don Leutz,
Clear Mtn Air Bdctg, POB 708,
Twain Harte CA 95383. 209-58E5527 or email: sal@goldrush.com.

M 7E

www.mikeflags.com

new & rebuilt for Elcom, Horns, CCA,
Si, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164

DISCO- PRO
SOUND EQUIP

402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Want to Sell
Transaudio speakers model 10128
(2 ea), $ 100/pr; Advent AV- 009
computer speakers, never used,
$25. Don Leutz, Clear Mtn Air
Bdctg, POB 708, Twain Harte CA
95383. 209-586-5627 or email:
sdl@goldrush.com.

Radio World.
MIR MI

ai

Motorola Radius P100 radio, with
holster & rapid charge', $ 150; 1964
Rock-O- La stereo juke box, good
condition w/manuals, $ 1500. Don
Leutz, Clear Mtn Air Bdctg. POB 708,
Twain Harte CA 95383.209-586-5627
or email: sdl@goldrush.com.
New Pioneer Six Packs, JDM300TP, $25. Don Leutz, Clear Mtn
Air Bdctg, FOB 708, Twain Harte
CA 95383. 209-586-5627 or email:
sdl@goldrush.com.

LIMITERS/

Want to Sell

AUDIO PROCESSING

CERTIFICATION
PROFESSIONAL ONLINE TESTING
BROADCAST ENGINEERS • MANAGERS
ANNOUNCERS - SALES EXECUTIVES

ALTACERT INSTITUTE
www.altacert.org

Want to Sell
Mackie mixer; System 360; Tascam
302, double cassette recorder and
playback. Brand new, all for $4500.
Call 757-220-4256.

Otani MX-5050, 4track r- rtape deck
with remote control, 81500. Don
Leutz, Clear Mtn Air Bdctg, POB 708,
Twain Harte CA 95383.209-586-5627
or email: sdl@goldrush.com.

BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your #1 Source For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
View Itre Latest List On Line At

Gentner TS612-12 studio phone
system, 12 lines, two independent
TS612 control surfaces, split studio
w/dedicated hybrid for each, used 2
months, BO. Don Noordyk, WSHN,
517 Beebe St., Fremont MI 49412.
231-924-4700.

Want to Sell

MONITORS

Orban 8100-A ST/U studio preprocessor, used one year, $750. Don
Leutz, Clear Mtn Air Bdctg, POB 708,
Twain Harte CA 95383. 209-586-5627
or email: sdl@goldrush.com.

Want to Sell

CAL PMC-450 Tri Band peak
modulation controller with NRSC for
AM, $525. Steve, 877-722-1031.
Optimod 8100A audio processor,
great working condition, $2200. Rod
Chambers, KSUE, 3015 Johnstonville
Rd, Susanville CA 96130. 530-2572121; 1-800-366-9162.

Used Mod Monitors, McMartin & Bela
Many to choose horn, tuned & calibrated
on your frequency, full guaranteed.
Goodrich Ent 402-493-1886.
JBL 4435 studio monitors, walnut
cabinets on w'neels, 1pair, SIMI/pr. Don
Lee, Clear Mtn Air Bdctg, POB 708,
Twain Haile CA 95383. 209-586-W7 or
email: sdl@gokirush.com.
Optiquest 041, 14" color monitor,
never used, in box, $ 100; EMC 14"
super VGA color monitor, slightly
used, $75. Don Leutz, Clear Mtn Air
Bdctg, POB 708, Twain Harte CA
95383. 209-586-5627 or email:
sdl@goldrush.com.

Comrex Vector portable POTS
codec mixer with large road case,
$3295. Steve, 877-722-1031.
Moseley MRC-1600 remote control,
both studio & xmtr unit complete,
$1000. Don Leutz, Clear Mtn Air
Bdctg, POB 708, Twain Harte CA
95383. 209-586-5627 or email:
sdl@goldrush.com.

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Hotlines
Zephyrs
Nelms
Audio

FM Exciters
stts
FM Per AilipS
Test R1111116616

SCANS, INC. ( 808) 438-6040

s "You Know IAle Know Radio"

Telos stereo Zephyrs 9200 (2), like
new, used less than 10 times,
$3250 ea. Don Leutz, Clear Mtn Air
Bdctg, FOB 708, Twain Harte CA
95383. 209-586-5627 or email:
sdl@goldrush.com.
BE Dolby digital SIL, new
power/synthesizer board, S6500.
Don Noordyk, WSHN, 517 Beebe
St., Fremont MI 49412. 231-9244700.

Idtp /AwAnibaycJuritiy.com

SATELLITE

Member of Mitt

Trace SW-4048 inverter (48 volt DC),
factory rebuilt, never used, $2500. Don
Leutz, Clear Mtn Ar Bdctg, FOB 708,
Twain Harte CA 95383. 209-586-5627 or
email: sdl@gokliush.com.

Burk IF-8 Interface panel, $ 100:
Burk LX-4audio swdch, never used.
$250. Don Leutz, Clear Mtn Air
Bdctg, POB 708, Twain Harte CA
95383. 209-586-5627 or email:
sdl@goldrush.com.

If we don't have it, we will get it!

Akai DR- 4d digital hard disk
recorder, $500. Don Leutz, Clear
Mtn Air Bdctg, POB 708, Twain
Harte CA 95383. 209-586-5627 or
email: sdl@goldrush.com.

71 I / Olma Rd, &Amore MD 21220
Toll Free: 871.722- I
03 I • f
AX / 86SI 3-0812 • E-mail. infrObaycountry cum

CART MACHINES

Contact Jimmie Joynt

RECORDERS

Or Call Md We Will Fax It To You.

Harris MW1OB 1985 10 KW 1040 kHz
Harris MW1OB 1986 10 KW 1170 kHz
Collins 20V 1KW 980 kHz, 20+ yrs old

CERTIFICATION

Wegener 1806 audio subcarrier
receivers (2), one for mono, one channel
15 kHz, panda reception, 5125; the other
receiver for stereo, two channel panda
reception, $ 150. Greg Fitzgerald.
Deutsche Welle Radio, 22 Hawthorne
Rd, Wayland MA 01778.508-654-1644.

BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Phelps- Dodge 3bay on 92.1 MHz
Dielectric 1bay w/radomes on 90.9 MHz

BE Duratrak 90 cart PB (2) & BE
2100C Series PB cart machines.
Robert Mahaffey, Mahaffey Ent.,
POB 4584, Springfield MO 65808.
800-725-9180.

GE MVP, 25 watt 1channel radio with
three sets of elements 147.210,
147.135, 147.270, new mic, $25. Peter
Russell, Bowdoin College, Sills Hall,
Brunswick ME 04011.207-725-3066.

ROIRON MOWERS AND PlAIE 81.000315,

Contact Vernon Baker. CEO, Positive Radio Group. 540-961-2377,
Fax 540-951-5282. email: ybaker@mail.vtaes.com
mf
.....
sm
.........

Reliable, On-time Installation
I
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair

It's

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

You Know We Know Racho

Note: These transmitters and antennas were used at Positive Radio Group and were
removed for upgrading and/or power increases.

Rohn #
25 galvanized tower, 50' wibase.
5 - 10 foot sections with has, $350.
Don Leutz, Clear Mtn Air Bdctg, POB
708, Twain Harte CA 95383. 209-58E5627 or email: sdl@goldrush.com.

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

AM's

Harris FM- 11KW 90.9 MHz, 15 yrs old
PhaseTek 5KW 90.5 MHz, 15+ yrs old
CCA 2.5G 2.5 KW 91.3 MHz, 10 yrs old
CSI 5KW 3phase 88.1 MHz, 20+ yrs old
CCA FM3000 3KW 92.1 MHz, 15+ yrs old

TRANSCEIVERS

-LEASE OPTIONS-

SCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438 -6040

FM STL Transmitter &
IReceivers 3,500 for both I

RECEIVERS/

Want to Buy

-EMERGENCY RENTALS-

Transmitters

am

MICROPHONES

-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

.

Superior
Broadcast Products

Phone 800/279-3326

For mike flags

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

FM Antennas

Etkor_s

Want to Buy
Mod
monitor
for
L- P FM
transmitter, large meters, McMartin
or others, $ 100-$200. Ed Timmons,
Skyward Productions, 5953 Rte 31,
Cicero NY 13039. 315-699-9024.

FACILITIES

.......

Dielectric 5bay w/radomes on 88.1 MHz
Jampro 3bay w/radomes on 99.5 MHz

Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, LREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST. 972-271-7625.

MISCELLANEOUS

COMPLETE

Phone 800/279-3326

ERI 3bay FM antenna tuned to 102.1
FM, 5 yrs old, great condition.
available after 5/03, $4000. Rod
Chambers, KSUE, 3015 Johnstonville
Rd, Susanville CA 96130. 530-2572121; 1-800-366-9162.

Superior
Brcadcast Products
FM Antennas

Want to Sell

Contact Jimmie Joynt

Central guyed tower, 440' located
in central Iowa, 10 yrs old, excellent
condition, available June 2003,
$20000 or BO. Pat Delaney, KKRF,
Stuart IA 50250. 608-792-9524.

TOWERS/CABLES

CD PLAYERS

EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell

Tascam 122 Mark II (3), low hours,
$150 each. Peter Russell, Bowdoin
College, Sills Hall, Brunswick ME
04011. 207-725-3066.

Comstrean
ABR-200
digital
satellite receivers, Eavailable, $695.
Steve, 877-722-1031.
STATIONS

Tascam 32 r- r, new pinch roller, low
hours, good heads, $ 150. Peter
Russell, Bowdoin College, Sills Hall,
Brunswick ME 04011. 207-7253066.
Panasonic SV3800 DAT recorders
(2). Don Noordyk, WSHN, 517 Beebe
St., Fremont MI 49412.231-924-4700.
REMOTE

&

MICROWAVE
Want to Sell

REMOTE
EQUIPMENT
RENTAL
Silver Lake Audio
(516) 763-1776
silverlakeaudio.com
Burk IP-8 front mount adaptor kits
(2), for Burk remote control, $25
each. Don Leutz, Clear Mtn Air
Bdctg, POB 708, Twain Harte CA
95383. 209-586-5627 or email:
sdl@goldrush.com.

Want to Sell
Radio station KYFO-AM in Ogden,
UT. This is a 1k omni-directional
station at 1490AM. Property is
included. Asking $600,000. For more
information and pictures please email:
Mraley@bbnradio.org or call 704-5235555.
Want to Buy
Looking for AM's, FM's, noncommercials, transàtors, or CF's in
western
US.
Please
email:
Dougs@ihradio.org.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Delta 01B-2 operating impedance
bridge, $ 1250. Steve, 877-7221031.
Want to Buy
AHartis FM-3-H, 3KW FM. Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497, email:
contcomm@sbcglobalnet.

BEE
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POWER TUBES

TEL 800-532-6626

REBUILT

INTL: +1-530-662-7553
FAX +1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST

vmw.eCOtICO.COM

OF NEW!

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?
Look

110

Want to Sell
Superior
Broadcast Products
FM Transmitters

further, you're in the right place!

*A,
dozigeu

McMartin BA-1K 1KW AM. Continental
Communeitions. 314-664-4497, email:
contcornm@sbcglobalnet

TRANSMITTERS

20 watts to 30 Kw
Contact Jimmie Joynt
Phone 800/279-3326

Rodi.2 Worl

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

Call today for current rates and dea

•

S

OFF THE AIR?

S

Emergency Back-up Rentals

FM Exciters - STU FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040

Continental 831-G, 22.5kW FM.
Continental Communications. 314-6644497, email: contcomm@sbcglobal.net
Harris

MW10B,

10KW

AM.

Continental Communsœtions. 314-6644497, email: contcommePsbcglobal.net.

703-998-7600, ext. 154

McMartin BF-5K, 5kW FM. Factory
rebuilt in perfect, like new condition,
includes new tubes, tested & tuned
on your frequency. Guaranteed, fully
adjustable from 0 to 5.5 kW.
Goodrich Enterprises Inc, 402-4931886.

Tepco J-3250 250 watt FM RP power
amplifier, excellent condition, maintained
by manufacturer tectnicians, $12501120.
Ray Knudson, KNXR, 1229 Palk Ave, La
Crosse WI 54601. 608-782-2254.

S
From the tag to the smaN
wwW.BEXT.COM

888 239 8462
Transmitters' —ra
_t
-i
& Antennas 11

You Know We Know Radio" s

Tepco J-340M, 10 to 40 watt FM
translator with local modulator included.
Excellent condition, maintained by
manufacturer technicians. $2250/130.
Ray Knudson, KNXR, 1229 Park Ave, La
Craçse WI 54601. 608-782-2254.

Energy-Onix MK3.5 FM transmitter.
Included are almost brand-new low
pass filter, one tube which was on the
air, one rebuilt spare, 300-watt IPA as
well as logic-based controller, was on
the air at 101.3 MHz but currently may
require minor repairs, digital photos
available, $2350. Call 314-374-6588
or email: vniil@aol.com.
Moseley TRL-1 transmitter, 450 MHz.
one watt telemetry return fink, with
manual. Excellent condition, working,
tested, guaranteed, you can use a
scanner as the receiver, $700/80. Jon
Banks, KAJX, 110 East Hallam,
Aspen CO 81611. 970-928-9626.

Radio World

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY

SERVICES

\ / \ I I//

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

703-998-7600, ext. 154

or

e-mail:
sfewell@imaspu.com

I

/

Are You a
Distributor?

FROM STOCK

RADIO! The beat goes on!

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

call Simone Fewell at

I

...Some people get hooked on
broadcast equipment big
time...they think about it.. dream
about it.. talk about it all the
time.. for example.. us...

FROM STOCK

For more details,

II

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

tops in broadcast equipment

ADVERTISE HERE!
Space is available.

1-800-955-6800

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759
e-mail: 1inkesurcom.com web: www.surcom.com

Call 703-998-7600, ext. 154.

ask for Kathleen

kkannapolis@worldnetatt.net

CONSULTANTS
441 11141°14i

EVANS
Cceseeng
Communications

associetts

Engineers

FCC Applications • Design • Fled Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

EXPERTS lAt.
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposcre
210 S. Main SI .Thtensvillis. WI 53092. (262) 242-6000. FAX (262) 242-6045
http://www.evansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

FASTER__
MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE
•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully Integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards builtIn

P!\

x

m%%rN.datm‘orld.corti
800-368-575.1

30. AM-FM Site Cortstruction
11. Complete Tower Service

visit us on the the web at www.rediosott.com
109 West Knapp Ave, Edgewata • FL • 1386) 426)2521

-sow

U11425-5649
Specialists

-

-datuw-cpie.

System One CommuntcatMns

).• Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers

Communication.s Technologies. Inv.

*Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony

Broadcast Engineering Consultants
AM FM TV LPTV

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921 0115

Fax: (301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

Doug Vernier
Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AIWFM/TWLPTViDTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Ne

C) ft
(1.311.11111

ftware for your PC

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com
R. MORGAN BURROW. P.E.
& ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCATION STLI,IIES

PIEU) WORK ASPECIALTY

fax: 301-656-5341

1,1;;IIrm

OWL ENGINEERING, IN.

•

infothmieng.com

Mifrahi

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.
BROADCAST TECHNICAL COSSL IISs. IS
Full Service Fr, int
k i) ) 1,
Operation AM/FM/TV/AI X St.

I‘.

t••

FisId Work:Anti:mu and
Facilities Design

Oyer 35 rears engineering
and con:calling eiperience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www

David-C.

SCha6er8
Alleicatioe.Se,ialiit
FM & AM Frequency Searches
Move- ins, upgrades, allocations

"If someone else says it can't be
done, then we want the opportunity
to prove them wrong!"
Since 1989
3105 S. Martin Luther King Jr., Blvd.
Lansing, MI 48910-2939
www.starradio.net

800-393-1037

800-797-1338

Fax (851) 784-7541

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55128 ( 851) 784-7445

Maximization of signals

ELECTHOAC01.1511C5
RI,
OSHA measurements
' I 304•2181-71121 • Fax 304-258-7977

•AM-FM-('ATV-ITFS-LPTV
•EMC Test I.11)- FCC and European ( IEC)

l'(). Box 1130, Marlton, NJ 08053
Phone: ( 856) 985-0077
Fax: ( 856) 985-8124
Internet: commtechrf.com

Laura M.

Telecommunication Consultants

•FCC Applll ,ilions and Field Iisineering

• Frequency Searches and Coordination

•

Clarence M. Beverage

Sales Marketing Packages
info a datas orld.com

Cellular/PCS Site Analysis

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

M Celenm
Communications Consultants

TV$550;LPTV$550; FM $
250:
AM Freq Searches-Call for quote
Applications, Amendments
& Upgrades
Antenna Structure Registration.
Field Work Avail
631-928-0077
Fax: 631-928-19115

Structural Analysis

ir—ged
Coal
Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

viii'

PAI.N1 1
311.0T
ENGINEERING APPLETS
Ohm's Law • Admittance
Network Design • SWR
Component Values/Ratings
GR/Delta Bridge Utility
Transmission Line Utilities
Satellite • More!
Au Contraire Software, Ltd.

(210) 653-3648
Email: infonnauconicum
www.aucont.com

BEE
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EMPLOYMENT

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment

HELP WANTED

.-

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
2.5kW

1978

Collins 83102

3kW

1996

0E1 Quantum

3.5 kW

1985

BE FM 3.5A

lOkW

1980

Harris FM 10K

0t

e-mail:

10kW

1991

0E1 GM010.000

20kW

1976

Collins 831G2

20kW

1982

Harris FM2OK

25kW

1984

Harris FM25K

25kW

1980

CSI T-25- FA Amplifier Only

35kW

1989

Harris HT35

BE FX 30 Exoter

40kW

1973

2- RCA BTF 20E1 (combined)

Beier AMM3 Mod Monitor

50kW

1982

Harris Combiner w/auto exciter-transmitter switcher

Burka ARC•16, Remote CCe#01

M.6 e ... CI

,.11,11,0111

1,111.)P111.1,I,

rrquo,1

etvell@ imaspub.com

Itub barred, 011 plIllt1.1 ' outsell,' strung trouble

kis

slymfing and souls used level repair Mulls
Substaottal

_Attu—

tVysteres II mue gear awl 0115 is amust

Site:

Iluahlast applaants should turwera acover letter
salary Isslory

Continental 802E1 Exciter

to

leIllsonV6preesercrad,

Owlector 4 Port Motorized Switch

lax M18181 461 5169 ter,

Electro-Impuise 80kW ad-cooled

Harris MW1A

LIj

knuvassige ul studio systems.

audio umters computer nehmulunq Prophet

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT

USED AM TRANSMITTERS

or

oosshualstri

Nil 1
1
11(16/F rlfd LS 1
1
1ENV!

Dummy bad. Model frOPTU•751(

Harris MW5A

We XI' :PI Fla

Harris AMS-G1 AM Stereo

Continental 316F

Optimal 8100A bards 3the 5ally)
Potomac Phase Monitor AM1901. Dieu'

Continental 317C2

Potomac Phase Mond. AN19. 2Tower & 3Taxer

Nautel AMPFET 50

POSITIONS WANTED

Potomac TU 16 Remote Control

2655 Philmont Ave # 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

transcom@fmamtv.com

CE position wanted. Experienced
w/computers, xmtrs, automations,
DCS, UDS, digital studios. Robert
King, 978-479-4855.
Top 5 Market experience, Broadcast
School grad, Announcer/Board-op with 2
yrs experience baking to relocate. A
newspro, format flexible, can overnight
aircheck, call 214-213-0251 or email
reggierush@ hotmailcom.

TUBES
Want to Sell
FOR THE BEST PRICE

8 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or night,
vnwe.goodrichenterprises.com.

36ACreative broadcaster, fresh
ci.it of school, seeks new spot to call
home. Rick 405-720-8380.

TURNTABLES

Forget Sprite, for arefreshing new
wave of talent, quench your thirst
with a rookie. Ris to the top with
Debbie, 405-410-3006.

•EIMAC • TAYLOR •ECONCO • SVETLANA
Also
Motorola • Toshiba • SGS-Thorneon
Mits..ibishi Semiconductors

Want to Sell

Catalog veAffl.rfparts.com

Technics SP- 15 turntable with
base, includes S-220 tone arm,
$350. Don Leutz, Clear Mtn Air
Bdctg, POB 708, Twain Harte CA
95383. 209-586-5627 or email:
sdl@goldrush.com.

Se 001,4 Espanol • We Export

760-744-0700 • 800-737-2787
Fax 760-744-1943 E-mail rfp@riparta.com

C Electronics
An

To advertise in
Radio Worl d

Friendly. industrious, commercial FCC
1st Class wrth radar-amateur radio extra
iœnsed, asst CE, seeks FT PT, contract
with AM, FM, cable, TV, preferred wilhin
75 mile radius of metro NYC area 718969-5224 or write: Mitchell Rakoff, 11064 Queens Blvd, PMB$ 494, Forest Hills
NY
11375-6347 or
email
at
initchellrakoff@yahca.com.
No egolattitude! Rookie wants to learn
t
om the best. On-air and/or production.
Will travel anywhere. anytime. Scott Khan
at kikanpepper@aoicom.
Production companies listen up!
I'm a cute, hard working rookie
more than willing to relocate for the
right job! I'm eager, inventive &
exceptionally talented. So, if you're
looking for an audacious, intelligent
team worker, I'm your girl! Christine
Larez: christine92681@yahoo.com.

ACT" IC:11\11

International
RF Components

G

Recent graduate but not new to the
business. Can provide professional
production and no- air services.
Copywriting and voice-over as well.
Nick 817-868-7642 or email:
nickr_79@email.com.
Rookie broadcaster willing to
travel. Would love to do play-by-play
but can also DJ any format. Josh,
405-677-5327.
Rookie
seeks
job
onair/production. Multi-talented ABS
grad, will travel. NiLifer, 405-8505696.
Young, enthusiastic American
Broadcasting School graduate
looking for a position in production
and/or on- air personality, will
relocate, ready to work hard for you.
Vicki 405-615-1530.

SRAM

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

Distributor of

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Excharige provides a FREE tieing service for radio stations only NI other end users will ta charged
This FREE service does not apply lo Employment Help Wanted ado or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on a paid basis only.

Tubes

Send your listings to us by filling out the form below. Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear.
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you

NEW & REBUILT
Please print and include
all information:

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT STLS, ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)

Are you currently a subscriber to Radio World?
Ye: _1No

EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK

Signalure

RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS
=raiS-71118111."
IMO

1••MI«

1•••••

Man.

emd•mmeaaea. • rower Indmarrà

Pro-Tek ®

EEV

SVETLANA
FIIIOADCAStt

To Order:

S TOok

NEXT BUSINESS DAY

Zip Code

FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!

Fax 352-683-45T,

o www.dandcelectrienits.rom

Brokers, dealers. manufacturers and other organizaticns who are not legitimate end users can panicipate in
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a
per word or per inch basis.

EMPLOYMENT SECTION
AND REALLY COVER THE
BROADCAST INDUSTRY

Rodi* IJJ.rlci.

Telephone

NEWSPAPER
352-M8-2374

BEST SERVICE
Mle

City/State

AD IN OUR RADIO WORLD

401 :11:

Spr .ng Hill. Fl. 346119

ADS GET POSTED THE

COMBINE THIS WITH AN

Se Habla Español
308 ,)lk Itirria Blvd.

Compan y/Stat Mn

AND WILL RUN

FR% ou...

1-800-881-2374
Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374

Title

Address

,

USA DISTRIBUTOH

Bee Peees

Date

Contact Name

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor
Falls Church, VA

AND THEN SOME!

WTS J WTB J Category:
Model:
Make:
Brief Description:

22041

PHONE: 703-998-7600
FAX

703-671-7409

Price:

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 2003

19

ol inch (per inch)

1x

6x

13x

26x

$ios

100

95

90
60

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

$90

80

70

DIst-ibutor Directory

$1 30

125

120

115

Professional Card

$1 00

95

90

AS

Station/Studio Services

$195

165

140

119

Classified Line Ad

$2/vvord

Blind Box

$15 additional

Ad

Call Simone Fewell, Ext. 154, Classified Ad Manager, to reserve space
in the next issue. Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA,
MASTERCARD and American Express.

www.rwonffne.com

www.rwonline.com

WTS J
CategorY -Make:
Brief Description:

Mode I.

Call Simone Fewell
for all the details at

:-J-J
between 9-5 EST

*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listinw. are run for
2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 703-998-7600 • Fax: 703-998-2966

A DVERTISER I
NDEX

•READER'S

FORUM•

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

ADVERTISER

WEB SITE URL

39

AEQ

36

Altronic Research

22

Aphex Systems

30

ATI

38

Audio-Technica

30

Autogram Corporation

24

Belar

10

Broadcast Electronics

www.bdcast.com

19

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

www.bsiusa.com

6

Broadcast Tools

28. 29

BSW

4

Burk Technology

30

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

46

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

46

Comet North America

7

Comrex

30

Conex Electric Systems

12

dMarc Networks

30

Electronic Research Inc.

30

Gorman Redlich

www.gorman-redlich.com

47

Grace Broadcast Sales

www.gracebroadcast.com

1

Harris

www.broadcast.harris.com

15

Harris

www.broadcast.harris.c,om/network-access

23

Henry Engineering

20

JK Audio

46

Mager Systems

41
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by Jim Trapani
The author is president
Communications.
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FM transmitters have been in existence
for decades. Technological advancements
always assure that the product meets all
current standards. Although the FCC has
maintained the same specifications for FM
transmitters over the years, manufacturers
continue to make improvements in specifications. Due to the nature of FM transmission, there are inherent trade-offs for what
can be considered "practical" vs. "affordable" in the design of the "ultimate" specifications.
For example, atypical de-emphasized
signal-to-noise ratio beyond apractical
specification becomes meaningless, due to
the already limited anomalies that exist
between the transmission and reception
conditions. To achieve these additional
specifications requires that additional engineering be incorporated into the design of a
transmitter. This, of course, increases the
cost of the product, which in turn gets
eventually passed on to the customer.
Therefore, the customer winds up paying
additional fees for extraordinary specifications that are only measurable by laboratory
standards only under those conditions.
Even near-perfect transmission conditions
don't come close to the laboratory standard
measurements that some manufacturers
claim with their specifications. Given the
nature of the transmission medium, these
shortcomings will always remain. You
reach apoint of diminishing returns.
With the onset of LPFM, many customers are duped into believing that "better" is better. They are led to believe that
they must have that exciter with 96 dB signal to noise, because it will be "cleaner,"
when in fact, atransmitter with 75 db signal
to noise will yield the same performance.
For example, atypical consumer-grade
digital receiver with an input signal at full
limiting (plus 10 dB of input signal) has
approximately 68-73 dB of peak signal
(+/- 75 kHz deviation) to the de-emphasized noise floor) to noise measurement.
Some of the limitations are 1) the bandwidth of the IF filters (which are typically
280 kHz); 2) The local oscillator noise
(FM receiver PLL synthesizers are not the
most quiet oscillators on the block); 3) the
bandwidth of the stereo decoder. Turning
on the stereo pilot automatically reduces
the noise floor by 23 dB, due to the
increased bandwidth.
Given these conditions, atypical stereo
signal-to-noise ratio of aconsumer-grade
stereo receiver would be reduced into the
50s. This would be near-perfect condition
(well within the broadcast station's "primary" signal contour. Therefore, is it really worth the extra hundreds ( sometimes
thousands) of dollars to pay for meaningless specs?
This is just one measurement that comes
into question. Another measurement is distortion, which can be covered at another time.

Unfortunately, some of the specs that
should be listed that are important to the
transmission path are:
1) Square-wave response. If atransmitter cannot properly pass asquare wave, the
transient response of the modulated signal
will degrade. This will cause low frequencies to overshoot beyond the audio "envelope," reducing your allowable peak modulation. The net result will be lower
modulation than competitors.

Is it really worth
the extra hundreds,
sometimes thousands
of dollars to pay for
meaningless specs?

2) Instantaneous frequency drift. If the
transmitter cannot handle sudden shifts in
frequency with large low-frequency transitions, it will cause the frequency to shift
non- linearly. Positive and negative peaks
will become asymmetrical.
3) Maximum modulation linearity.
Although the FCC regulates deviation to
+/- 75 kHz, the transmitter should be capable of at least twice the regulated amount,
or +/- 150 kHz. This reduces intermodulation and harmonic distortion figures.
There are other factors that should be
considered; however, they are not as
important as the ones indicated.
With newer, digital ( and expensive)
exciters currently available, most of these
factors have been all but eliminated, once
again, at acost.
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Going Digital? Consider Ethernet
by Steve Church
The author is president of Telos
Systems.
We've seen alot of change in broadcast studios these past years. Reel- toreels have been pushed aside in favor of
computer editors. PC delivery systems
have replaced CD players and cart
machines, which had only a few years
earlier replaced turntables. And just now,
we are smack in the center of achange to
digital for mixing, routing, and processing — a trend certain to accelerate with
the arrival of IBOC.
All of this finds us lashing up amishmash of analog and digital with XLR,
RCA, DB-9, DB-15, 1/4- inch phone,
mini phone and Ri45 connectors. AES3, MADI, proprietary fiber and copper
and network audio file transfer add yet
more complication.
We surely need a better way to move
audio around studio facilities. With analog soon to be obsolete, we need something digital. AES-3 is the common
choice, but this is not a way into the
future. It's a 15-year-old scheme that
reflects the limitations of its day: one
stereo channel, one direction and only a
trickle for associated data.
Audio's future
In contrast, Ethernet is a potentially
powerful new medium for studio audio.
While Ethernet was not designed with
studio interconnection in mind, its capability has recently been improved to
make it very attractive for both live audio
and data.
The technology side of radio broadcasting is small beans compared to computing and telephony, so we usually borrow and adapt our technologies from
those industries. The telephone world
looks to be going to Ethernet. Voice over
IP is gaining on traditional PBXs, with
VoIP gear now taking around 10 percent
of new installations.
So let's consider: what would Ethernet
do for us as astudio infrastructure?
•Ethernet would be low-cost. Because it
leverages R&D and manufacturing scale
from the high-volume computer world,
cables, plugs, tools, testers and PC network interface cards are standard and offthe-shelf. With its huge installed base,
cost will continue to fall and capability to
increase.
•A single Ethernet network could be
used for audio, data and telephone.
•A system could scale from very small
(two terminals connected to each other)
to thousands of channels for the most
sophisticated facility.
•A wide variety of wiring infrastructure
components could assist installation.
•An Ethernet switch inherently could
provide audio routing at no cost additional to the basic infrastructure.
•We would be ready for a radio future
that includes synchronized visual and
text elements, such as for IBOC.

Today's Ethernet is not your grandfather's Ethernet. Its near universal acceptance means a huge market for innovation. The result has been extensive R&D,
and adramatic increase in performance.
Speed has increased from 10 to 100 to
1000 Mbps. The original bussed coaxial
cable has given way to star-configured
copper and fiber.
But it was the introduction of switching
and full-duplex technology in 1998 that
has opened the door widest to live media
applications. Just as PCs have grown to be
perfectly acceptable audio editing and
delivery devices, so has Ethemet's performance grown to be able to support professional audio transmission.

be received at any number of locations.
Audio terminals advertise their streams
to the network so that receivers can build
alist of available sources. This includes a
numeric ID, characteristics and a text
name. Receivers can display these lists to
users for selection. Terminals can be
placed near where the audio is needed
and may be distributed throughout the
facility according to convenience.
A unit located within astudio can collect audio from microphones and deliver
audio to monitors, while another in the
central equipment area can enter network
feeds, codecs, telco remotes, etc. into the
network. Because of the inherent audio
routing function provided by the Ethernet

A studio facility linked with Ethernet. All audio, control,
phones and data connect over a shared network.
Taking advantage of these developments, Telos has developed a studio
audio transport system called Livewire.
Each Livewire link transports as many as
50 48 kHz/24-bit uncompressed audio
channels (25 stereo) in both directions.
1000BASE-T or gigabit fiber can support
over 250 stereo channels.
The main challenges to making apacket network like Ethernet work successfully for audio are achieving low delay and
solid reliability. Talent must be able to listen to themselves in headphones, so delay
must be kept below 10-15 ms.
Livewire uses adistributed clock and
small packet length to minimize buffers
and keep delay low — less than 1ms per
link, allowing a number of them to be
cascaded. Then, we use two simple tools
to ensure reliable, drop-free audio. First,
we always calculate link capacity and
never allow overfilling. Since, with
Ethernet switching, each terminal owns
its entire link, we know to the bit how
much capacity is available. Second, we
tag audio packets with high priority so
that even when audio and data share a
single link, audio flows smoothly.
Livewire uses Multicast (one-to-many)
transmissions so that an audio source can

switch, any audio source from whatever
location may be received everywhere.
A driver software component is used to
get audio to and from Windows PCs. It
makes the network look like asound card,
so any audio application such as adelivery system or an editor can be directly
connected. No sound card is needed.
With acomputer network at the heart
of the studio, we can take the next step:
use aPC as an audio mixing and processing engine.
PCs offer a lot of power at low cost
due to being manufactured in very highvolume. If software is carefully designed,
asingle PC has plenty of DSP power to
do everything a typical radio studio
needs.
Telos has developed such an engine
based on an off- the- shelf Pentium 4
motherboard and areduced and real-time
modified version of the Linux OS. It is
able to support afull-featured 20-channel
broadcast on-air control surface, including per-channel EQ, mix-minus sends,
talkback, etc. with less than 1 ms
throughput delay. Control surfaces connect via Ethernet, of course.
A horse that can count to 10 is a
remarkable horse — but not aremarkable

Could this be the way you'll be
checking audio wiring?
mathematician. So, which do we have
here? Yes, Ethernet will function as asatisfactory audio transport medium, but
should it?
Imagine if you were coming fresh to
radio broadcasting from the computer
world. Wouldn't RJ-45s suggest themselves immediately? Indeed, are there not
vendors selling devices to wire-up analog
with ILIs already? Well, then, what keeps
us from moving on? Make the audio digital, make it bi-directional, allow abunch
of channels on one plug and cable and
combine with all the necessary control
functions? And while we are at it, why
not label each audio channel with a
numeric and text ID? And have away to
simplify things so that audio, computer
data, and phones share the same infrastructure? Be ready for program-associated data? And let's do all of this cheap by
riding on computer industry R&D and
volume, and get all the routing we need
for nearly free. Doesn't this make alot of
sense?
True, you can't hang apair of cans on
an Ethernet Cat-5 to check for audio.
But, with Ethernets everywhere, there are
a lot of tools from the computer world
that can be used to run down problems.
There are cable and plug testers, packet
sniffers and more. Switches, terminals,
engines and surfaces will all have diagnostics accessible over the network.
Nearly two decades ago, Iwrote in
the introduction to the Telos 10 manual
that DSP applied to broadcast telephony
would slam-dunk solve hybrid leakage,
a problem that had been around from
the beginning of phones and broadcast
studios. Ipredicted that the reaction
would be forthcoming in the following
order, as with almost all innovation: 1)
It would be attacked as "ridiculous" and
"impossible" — no chance it will work
as the inventor claims. 2) Begrudging
acceptance that the technology works,
but with the arguments shifting to,
"There is no need for change, the new
approach is too risky, etc." 3) Imitation.
This is almost certain to happen with
the suggestion that data network technology be applied to studio audio. If not
exactly Livewire, there will surely be a
similar network in our future.
Ethernet has the potential to make
broadcast engineering a little easier,
while delivering all the flexibility we
need to take us into the future. It seems
somehow fitting that that anetwork technology with the name Ethernet finally
gets applied to radio broadcasting. di
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Give me a buss
Sorry, Paul, but neither Bartlett nor
you can spell ("Setting Up Remotes With
Mix-Minus," March 26).
"Buss" means "kiss" — see your dictionary.
Fax From aReader
Ed: It's always nice to start our week
with an anonymous fax that says we can't
Nevertheless, you are correct; while
"busses" is an acceptable plural in this
instance, according to the American
Heritage Dictionary, " bus" is the only
proper singular.
We'll peel some potato(e)s as our
penance.
Pay for play?
Having been in the radio business
since the late ' 50s, Iremember very well
when the FCC was telling stations their
license was in jeopardy if their staff
took payola. We all had to sign documents swearing that we would not
accept pay- for- play and it was made
clear that any person taking payola
would be unemployable.

His estimate
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Take License
Renewal Seriously

large part of the record's income. It was
made plain that he was not talking about
the normal expense of promotion as he
talked about the pay-offs being made to
individuals at the stations.
The FBI put this particular individual
in prison for, among other things,
income tax evasion. Since they audited
his financial dealings anyway, why was
the payola business ignored? They
wouldn't have even had to dig out the
information — they already had it.
This morning Ihad a long-time, outof-town, friend drop by. He just happens
to own an independent label. Iknew
they had recently had a fairly good hit
with one of their albums and he told me
that he actually got very little out of it
because, in order to keep it on the air
and keep sales up, he had to take alot of
the money the record took in and keep
making car payments etc. for the people
at the stations.
His estimate was that he needed about
$100,000 more in payola money to get
the exposure necessary to really have a
hit. He said he reached the point where
he had given all the money he had as
payola and the record then disappeared
from the play lists.
When all was said and done, the only

The all-important FCC license renewal process is resuming. As in
past cycles, applications will be due according to state by- state
groupings. The first group files in June.
Consider this an important wake-up call, as Barry Umansky
detailed in his Broadcast Law Review column in a recent issue of
Radio World.
If you work at astation, among your most important jobs is to help
protect the FCC license of your employer. Perhaps you are an engineer or air talent, and you think only the GM or owner should worry
about FCC license renewal. Nothing could be further from the truth.
What you do — each and every day of a station's eight -year
license term — may affect whether the station will have a smooth
license renewal process or hit severe bumps in that road.
A twist is aprovision in the Telecommunications Act of 1996. It creates
anew standard for license renewal to which the commission must adhere.
The FCC may grant arenewal if, according to the three-part test, it finds
that the station: ( 1) served the public interest, convenience and necessity;
(2) committed no serious violation of the Communications Act or the commission's rules; and ( 3) there have been no other violations of the Act or
FCC's rules which, taken together, would constitute a"pattern of abuse."
Note this last item well. A pattern of abuse may grow out of problems
beyond the typical headline-making violations such as airing indecent
programming or misrepresenting facts to the commission. It can be issues
as diverse as failure to keep records to minor or severe technical violations. And if the station's FCC track record reflects an unending series of
violations that are the subject of FCC action, such as notice of violation
or forfeiture order, the pattern of abuse may be established.
License renewal is not something to think about once every eight
years; it is a continuing responsibility of all staff. Engineers, for
example, should make sure the station operates within licensed parameters, that EAS gear is working and technical records are maintained with care. Make sure you comply with RF radiation exposure
guidelines as well as with your station's pledge, during the last
renewal cycle, to ensure such compliance.
Although astation no longer has to worry about "competing applications" as aresult of another past congressional action, renewal time
still has the potential for jeopardy. Virtually anyone can file apetition
to deny or an informal objection against your application. Former
employees or disgruntled employees may be reviewing your renewal
application ( available online to the world) and may wish to point out
to the FCC that one or more of your "certifications" on the form were
untruthful, teeing up apotential FCC charge of misrepresentation.
So take renewal seriously. It is not an "automatic" process. Every
cycle, some broadcasters fail to achieve success. It's critical that all
station employees strive each day to pass renewal muster.

was that he needed about

$100,000 more in payola money to get the
exposure necessary to really have a hit.
— George Whitaker

Today payola is very much the
people who really made any money on
modus operandi again. Where is the
the record were the music directors and
FCC now? They are too busy fining
disc jockeys.
stations for not having proper signs at
Iam now retired from radio and
their transmitter site to notice that pay - proud of my time in the business. I
for-play has, again, become an acceptalways had a sense of pride that we
ed practice.
watched our language and were cogClear Channel has recently taken
nizant of the dangers of pay- for- play.
some steps to attempt to curtail the pracStaying a cut above the crowd in
tice at their stations. Ihope their idea
demeanor brought a certain pride.
works. However, Ifeel that a few more
However, between the shock jocks, blue
examples like Alan Freed may be the
radio in general, and pay for- play, I
only thing that will stop the practice.
would be ashamed to admit being
Recently Iwas watching an interview
involved today.
on A&E in which the former head of a
George Whitaker
record company in Philadelphia talked
Practical Radio Cominunications
about the expense of payola taking a
Arlington, Texas

— RW

NAB math
Looks like the NAB is using some
form of new math in the mailing they did
(March 26, page 40) — 3,000 new songs
and 250 different formats comes out to a
playlist of approximately 12 tunes each
station.
Now Iknow why Ken R. could have
stated in his article about oldies stations
in the same issue ( that radio plays the)
same 12 songs at different times. Guess I
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O R ANY INPUT TO YOUR MONITORS!

Its AES digital inputs have sample rate convert-

The ALM-12d console from AUDITRONICS

ers so it works with virtually any digital source

combines the benefits of a
router and a console—all into
one cost effective package.

gear you have. It can run your
source machines too — up to
eight of them—all opto -isolated.
It even has DSP digital meter-

It's got everything you need:
twelve faders plus two caller
faders, four microphone preamps and of course control

ing that simultaneously displays
VU columns and peak hold full

room and studio monitoring,

scale digital so you can be assured of pristine performa

built-in cue and headphone
amplifiers, and a concealed
headphone jack.

It has powerful caller tools that
generate MXMs automatically,

It's got the high end features too, like bright LED dot

Digital so easy you don't install
it— you CONNECT it!

matrix source displays above faders and monitor pots, and 24- bit A>D and D>A ins and outs.

and you can program any of its
four MXMs to be pre or post
fader.

DIGITAL CAN BE EASY— Just check
out the ALM! It's available NOW from:

OUDITRONICS
vvvvvv audit ionics.corn

YOU KNOW-

Sv
,
INC.
ME- KNOW- RADIO!

tel 800-438-6040 / sales@ scmsinc.corn
copyright 0 2003 by Wheatstone Corporation

SPECIAL OFFER! Buy an ALM-12d and get a FREE
Behringer B-1 microphone and OC White 14198 mic arm!

GENERATION 9 DIGITAL CONTROL SURFACE
Designed to integrate flawlessly with the
Wheatstone BRIDGE digital audio network router,
the Generation 9 control surface allows you to
easily create large or small platform- based
systems that are exceptionally user-friendly and
flexible. Wheatstone BRIDGE network cages
house all I/O ports and engine cards, and may
be wired in tandems within asingle equipment
room or interconnected to separate remote locations by means of fiberoptic or CAT-5cables to
provide single wire studio integration schemes.
Once configured, the system operates entirely
independently of external computers. Configuration itself is intuitive and carried out onsite by
means of user-friendly graphic interfaces provided by Wheatstone desktop software. We have
gone to great lengths to make these setups easy
for your field engineers, allowing expansions and
changes to be achieved painlessly. Naturally, the
Generation 9 system also takes full advantage
of Wheatstone's excIusive VDIFeconfiguration
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software as well, so that studio functions ( like
mutes, fader and timer starts, tallies, etc.) are
easily accomplished right at your desktop. Once
set-up is completed the desktop is disconnected;
all settings are retained in nonvolatile storage
and the entire system runs standalone. Ethernet
protocol is built in, providing interface with automation, scheduling, and hardware controllers
as you require.
Whether you're planning a small, centrally
located studio network or a large, multiple format build-out, the Generation 9 Digital Control
Surface can form the basis for afully integrated,
reliable and user-friendly broadcast system that
will handle your most demanding requirements
and be able to change with your varying needs
as they arise.
At Wheatstone we have more combined digital design expertise than anyone. Benefit from
our hard work! Choose WHEATSTONE—the
Digital Audio Leader.
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600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
wwvv.wheatstone.corn / sales@ wheatstone.corn
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